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By
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN NANOSCIENCE AND MICROSYSTEMS
ABSTRACT

Nanoscience is a rapidly developing field at the nexus of all physical sciences
which holds the potential for mankind to gain a new level of control of matter over matter
and energy altogether. Directed-assembly is an emerging field within nanoscience in
which non-equilibrium system dynamics are controlled to produce scalable, arbitrarily
complex and interconnected multi-layered structures with custom chemical, biologically
or environmentally-responsive, electronic, or optical properties. We construct
mathematical models and interpret data from direct-assembly experiments via application
and augmentation of classical and contemporary physics, biology, and chemistry
methods.
Crystal growth, protein pathway mapping, LASER tweezers optical trapping, and
colloid processing are areas of directed-assembly with established experimental
techniques. We apply a custom set of characterization, modeling, and simulation
techniques to experiments to each of these four areas. Many of these techniques can be
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applied across several experimental areas within directed-assembly and to systems
featuring multiscale system dynamics in general. We pay special attention to
mathematical methods for bridging models of system dynamics across scale regimes, as
they are particularly applicable and relevant to directed-assembly. We employ massively
parallel simulations, enabled by custom software, to establish underlying system
dynamics and develop new device production methods.
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Chapter I. Introduction, Background, Methods and Motivations
I. i. Introduction and Background
A new field of science is emerging around the idea that atoms, molecules and
nanoscale particles can be controlled and directed across a range of scales to produce
devices smaller than traditional lithography can achieve, all the way up to macroscale
objects with nanoscale or better feature precision. The field of multiscale directedassembly represents a fundamental advancement to manufacturing and information
technology, resulting from generations of incremental advances and a modern fusion of
the physical sciences. The applications and benefits of such technology could be
limitless, and the implication is that mankind is reaching a new level of control over
matter and energy altogether.
We investigate directed-assembly in three main technical areas: crystal growth,
LASER tweezers optical trapping, and colloid processing. We find that statistical
methods developed for studying protein interaction and chain-reaction “pathways”, a
directed-assembly system seen in nature, can also be applied to colloid processing. The
focus of the document is on characterization, modeling, and simulation methods which
capture the multiscale nature of these systems and which can be applied across research
disciplines, with the goal of defining and advancing the science of direct-assembly. We
describe empirical, semi-empirical, and theoretical approaches to directed-assembly
systems including experiments, laboratory techniques, and multiscale modeling and
simulation methods.
Chapter II describes an extension of existing crystallographic theory to
characterize, model, and simulate directed-assembly of crystal growth. First we describe
how classical crystallographic theory and classical thermodynamics units can be applied
1

to model and meter crystals of any size or geometry. We then cover a method for
augmenting classical crystallography theory, developed to model crystals grown in
bounded conditions, which enables simulations of the evolution of crystal growth
morphology and identification of surface energy values. We follow this up with a
comparison to surface energy values calculated from first-principles using quantum
density functional theory, with the goal of correlating data and creating a ‘mesoscale’
theoretical bridge between crystallography and quantum physics. Finally, we describe a
method for extrapolating surface energy shape from equilibrium crystal shape which we
use to simulate / investigate of the evolution of solvated nanoparticle morphology (a case
of unbounded crystal growth).
Chapter III is a case study which uses modern mesoscale physics methods to
characterize system dynamics in LASER tweezers optical trapping experiments. We
describe the physical LASER tweezers optical trapping apparatus and associated software
/ hardware systems. We display examples of raw data and explain how it is processed to
derive the positions of two interacting microscale particles, and subsequently the
interparticle force. We then show how measurements of interparticle potentials from
optical trapping experiments can be correlated to measurements of particle surface
potential and fitted to modern mesoscale physical theory. We conclude with a critical
analysis of the results, error approximation methods, and drawbacks of our experimental
method and suggestions for improving future results.
Chapter IV describes the application of modern rheological and mesoscale
particle theory for the characterization, modeling, and simulation of directed-assembly of
nanoparticle colloids. We describe modern polymer-solvent theory for soft-particle
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colloid interparticle interaction potentials, and we implement this theory as software code
in a simulation engine to verify our model, match simulations to experiment, and identify
underlying colloid system dynamics. Two experiments are discussed in separate sections.
The first experiment uses evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) to create a freestanding, transferable film of hexagonally-packed nanoparticles at a solvent-air interface.
We characterize the EISA process via analysis of Fourier transforms and X-ray
spectrographic signatures of simulations and experiment to show that the solvent-air
interface is the driving / dominant force interaction in the system. The second experiment
starts with the same evaporation process but also includes a subsequent irradiation step
which causes the film to retract from a coverslip edge and the nanoparticles in the film to
coalesce into nanorods. We apply custom software methods to tune simulations of
irradiation of the film and generation of nanorod structures to experiment and capture the
essential physical attributes of the system. Finally, we demonstrate how simulated X-ray
spectroscopy and Fourier transforms can be valuable in verifying the geometry and
structure of binary nanoparticle superlattices formed by directed-assembly of colloid
processing.
At first glance the topics of crystal growth and colloid processing may seem
unrelated, but they are actually representative technologies, in their respective fields, of
the emerging science of multiscale directed-assembly. Directed-assembly systems feature
not only scalability, but distinctly multiscale physical processes which control the system
dynamics. In both crystal growth and colloid processing, there is an extreme of scale
between the physical dynamics underlying the system (or controllable experimental
parameters) and the devices to be produced. Controlling quantum dot and nanocrystal
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shape, in the present case via selective plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) onto interferometrically patterned substrates, is a promising area of solid-state
physics with applications in photonics1,2, computing3-6, and solar energy7. Colloid
processing is an established industry which continues to evolve with modern advances in
nanoparticle production8-10, active biopolymer coatings11-15, sol-gels16,17, evaporative selfinduced assembly18,19, new theoretical paradigms20, and exponentially growing
computational resources available for simulations and modeling21.
I. ii. Methods and Motivations
In this section the two topics of crystal growth and colloid processing are broken
down into a summary of controllable effects, assembly direction methods, and
verification methods between experiment, models, and calculations or simulations. The
term “mesoscopic physics” is a relatively new and apt jargon for the methods used in
multiscale directed-assembly. The McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific and Technical
Terms defines mesoscopic physics in the following way:

A sub-discipline of condensed matter physics focusing on the properties of solids
in the intermediate range between atoms or molecules and bulk materials.
Generally, systems with dimensions on the order of 100nm are studied, and the
field has primarily dealt with artificial structures of metals and semiconductors.

Additionally, the mesoscale is one which bridges two or more magnitudes of scale, and
the study of molecular biological systems has also been included in recent years. A
common theme of “bottom-up” design in mesoscopic physics, i.e. controlling small-scale
dynamics to produce larger scale devices, is mirrored within the fields of crystallography
and colloid science. Directed-assembly is a bottom-up manufacturing method in which
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non-equilibrium system dynamics are controlled for the fabrication of structures not
accessible by other means. A central concept in multiscale directed-assembly is the idea
of overcoming natural ordering or affecting local entropy to produce ordered structures
which can be scalable over several orders of magnitude (from nanoscale to macroscale),
produced in parallel, and connected to macroscale outputs or effects.
In the case of crystal growth and design, ordered structures are formed through
bounding geometries, plasma effects and beam orientation with respect to an underlying
atomic crystal lattice orientation. Recent publications also demonstrate crystal growth
enhancement using vapor-liquid-solid interface effects22. The underlying characteristic
being controlled in these experiments is the surface energy of the crystal facets, which is
a function of atomic lattice and facet orientations and molecular orbital energies based on
elemental composition. We describe how a classical crystallographic theory, Wulff’s
constructions for equilibrium crystal shape23, can be augmented to account for nonequilibrium effects and even enable predictive modeling of crystal growth. We describe a
new spatial algorithm for defining the surface energy shape of any crystal, a central
concept in the classical Wulff theory never before modeled or visualized in a scientific
way. We demonstrate several new modeling techniques for performing mathematical
progressions or “evolutions” of spatial coordinate sets to describe the morphology of
anisotropic crystal growth in both bounded and unbounded systems. The Wulff theory
fits our definition of a “mesoscopic” model and is easily scalable to microscopic /
macroscopic dimensions since we do not explicitly account for individual atomic effects.
In quantum physics, the principle of correspondence24 states that quantum physics
should reduce to classical (macroscale) physics in the limit of large numbers of particles
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in the system. This can be viewed as a classical description of mesoscale physics, and
applied to all mesoscale models by pursuing models which smoothly link physical
descriptions of systems across scale and those which are inherently scale-invariant. For
completeness, and to satisfy the principle of correspondence, we pursue a mathematical
or physical model linking Wulff theory down to the smaller scales at which molecular,
atomic, and subatomic particle (quantum) physics cannot be ignored. In this pursuit, we
compare and correlate results from modern quantum density functional theory25 (QDFT)
calculations and experiment to simulations based on augmented Wulff theory26, and
describe a method for linking Wulff equilibrium crystal shapes and surface energy shapes
to theorized chemical properties and the toxicology of nanoparticles.
In the case of directed-assembly via colloid processing, ordered structures are
formed

through

evaporative,

vapor-liquid-solid

(VLS)

interface

dynamics,

polymer/solvent interactions, and shear or irradiation (physical deformations). We
describe

methods

for

applying

classical

Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek

(DLVO)27,28 potentials, fast-lubrication dynamics29, and Newtonian multi-body physics to
correlate models / simulations to experiments in laser tweezers optical trapping systems
and directed-assembly via colloid processing. We discuss statistical methods for
analyzing multi-particle systems and error quantification in measurements, as it relates to
laser tweezers optical trapping systems. As in the crystal case, where we pursue linkages
between the smaller-scale molecular chemistry / quantum physics and the larger-scale
mesoscopic Wulff theory, in colloids we attempt to characterize how the smaller-scale
individual particle properties can effect and determine the larger-scale dynamics of the
colloid system as a whole. A running emphasis on multiscale techniques reflects the
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nature of directed-assembly systems as we develop a description of the essentials of
directed-assembly in crystallography and colloid science.

7

Chapter II. Directed-Assembly of Crystal Growth
II. i. Introduction to Directed-Assembly of Crystal Growth
The ability to control the evolution of morphology during crystal growth and
direct the final shape of crystals is a research topic with the potential to fundamentally
alter production methods and augment the capabilities of opto-electronic / photonic
devices. By augmenting classical theory, we can visualize and simulate evolutions of
crystal morphology in both bounded and unbounded crystal growth systems, investigate
the underlying system dynamics, and establish new avenues for device production. As a
case study of bounded crystal growth, we investigate the experimental system of GaAs
nanopyramids and nanopillars formed by selective plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor
deposition (PECVD) onto patterned GaAs substrates. As a case study of the unbounded
case, we describe a new method for visualizing surface energy shapes and show that it
can be applied to the characterization and simulation of evolution of morphology in
solvated nanoparticle growth. By characterizing evolution of morphology of solvated
nanoparticles, we show that Wulff theory can be useful in predicting the toxicology of
nanoparticles.
II. ii. Wulff’s Construction of the Equilibrium Crystal Shape
In this section, we describe the classical Wulff’s construction for equilibrium
crystal growth. This sets up a mathematical basis for later sections in which we augment
and functionalize Wulff’s constructions in order to characterize, model, and simulate
directed-assembly of crystal growth in the bounded and unbounded cases. Visualizations
of Platonic, Archimedean, and related crystal shapes and associated surface energy
shapes are included.
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Wulff’s classical theory is a (static) energy minimization algorithm which yields
the lowest energy crystal shape defined relative to an outer surface energy shape which is
governed by reconstructed atomic lattice surface energies and unique to a given chemical
composition. The surface energy at angle θ , γ (θ ) , is related to the expected crystal
shape by the following equation30:

{

W = x ∈ R d : x ⋅ θu ≤ γ (θ ), ∀θu ∈ S d −1

}

(The Wulff Shape)

(2.1)

where θu is a unit vector in the θ direction, R d is the real domain of d dimensions
containing all vectors x, and S d −1 refers to a surface in polar (d=2) or spherical (d=3)
coordinates. Wulff shapes represent the minimal surface energy orientation for a crystal
of a given volume, or equilibrium crystal shape (ECS)23. The Wulff shape is the convex
inner shape bounded by all tangents to an outer surface energy shape (SES). While a
single, convex inner ECS is
implied by a given SES, there
are an infinite number of SES
shapes that can correspond to
any ECS shape, i.e. the Wulff
construction
irreflexive,

represents
geometric

an
set

Figure 1.1) Geometric construction of the Wulff shape
based on anisotropic surface energy shape.

relation.
Figure 1.1 is a schematic drawing in 2D of an arbitrary SES, the tangent vectors
to that shape, and the convex ECS formed by minimization of all the tangent vectors. The
blue convex shape is the crystal shape that an element is expected to form when grown
under equilibrium conditions, i.e. faceting is determined completely by the surface energy
9

ratios of the facets and not affected by limited
surface transport of adatoms.

Figure 1.2 is a

computer-generated mapping of the ECS of a cube
and a corresponding SES shape in 3D, using
software developed in the MATLAB programming
language by Ryan Molecke (detailed in section
I.iii). The outer SES shape is ‘false-colored’

Figure 1.2) Cube equilibrium crystal
shape (left) and a corresponding
surface energy shape (right) with
transparency so that the inner ECS
cube can be seen within the SES
shape

according to the facet orientation energy (red
being higher energy, and blue being lower energy facet orientations), and displayed with
transparency so that the inner ECS shape can be seen within. The blue funnel shapes
pointing inwards towards the facets indicate minima in the SES corresponding to facets
in the ECS, and the red regions indicate high-energy orientations in the SES where facets
are excluded from forming in the ECS. This (figure 1.2) demonstrates just one of an
infinite number of possible SES shape mappings to the given cube ECS shape, designed
for clarity in demonstrating the geometric relationship between SES/ECS and for visual
appeal.
To further illustrate the Wulff constructions and the relationship between ECS
and SES, Figure 1.3 is a visual 3D catalog of Platonic / Archimedean / related polyhedral
crystal shapes and corresponding surface energy shapes. Using the conventional Miller
index notation, facets with (001), (011), and (111) orientations and tetrahedral symmetry
are displayed in yellow; those with icosahedral symmetry are displayed in blue. Notable
shapes include the Buckminster fuller (cuboctahedron), and Buckminsterfullerene
(regular truncated icosidodecahedron), the latter of which is the known shape of the C60
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“Bucky ball” molecule. The blue icosahedral shapes are common among virii, while the
simpler cube, tetrahedron, and octahedron are observed in solvated nanoparticle growth.
A ‘semiconductor’ shape is included which features (113)-indexed facets with tetrahedral
symmetry, shown in green (see next page)
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Figure 1.3) Visual catalog of Platonic polyhedra (A,F,G,H,M), Archimedean polyhedra
(B,C,E,G,H,I,J,P), and related polyhedra (D,K,N,O), and a regular “semiconductor” polyhedra
featuring (113)-indexed facets with tetrahedral symmetry. To the right of each polyhedron, a
corresponding surface energy shape is displayed.

The (113)-indexed facets correspond to the orientations of energy minima theorized to
exist in the surface energy shape for semiconductor crystals, based on analysis in the next
section.
12

Wulff constructions are the standard basis for theoretical and computer models
involving crystal faceting during equilibrated crystal growth, and can even be linked to
mathematical systems for describing phase equilibria and solution thermodynamics. The
NIST software project WULFFMAN is an example of the application of the Wulff
constructions to visualize crystal shapes. In 1995, Cahn et al. showed that the Wulff
construction can be written in parallel form to the tangent construction on the molar
Gibbs free energy, and demonstrated a means to apply solution thermodynamic units to
crystal shapes. We define a very similar system for applying standard units / metrics to
Wulff shapes. The total surface energy, γ , of a Wulff ECS or SES shape is the sum of the
surface energies of the facets:
n

γ = ∑ γ ( fi )

(2.2)

i =1

for n facets. In the case of the SES shape, which is a curved, not faceted shape, the SES
can be thought of as broken into i discrete facets approximating the shape. The surface
energy of a facet, γ ( fθ ) , is the area of the facet, a ( fθ ) , times the energy associated with
the facet’s orientation, γ (θ ) , from the surface energy shape, where θ is the direction of a
unit normal to the facet surface. The energy associated with a facet orientation, γ (θ ) , can
be set equal in magnitude to the distance from the facet to the center of the crystal, d ( fθ )
, since the energy ratios among facet orientations, R (γ (θ )) , in the SES is the same as the
length ratios among distances from the origin to the facets in the ECS, R (d ( fθ )) :
R
=
(γ (θ ))

{γ (θ ) / γ (θ )∀i ≠ j,1 ≤ i ≤ n,1 ≤ j ≤ n)}

(2.3)

R=
(d ( fθ ))

{d ( f ) / d ( f )∀i ≠ j,1 ≤ i ≤ n,1 ≤ j ≤ n)}

(2.4)

i

j

i

j
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Then:

γ (θ ) ≡ d ( fθ )

(2.5)

The molal energy of an ECS or SES shape, G ( S m ) , can be defined as the surface energy
of the crystal over the surface area:
n

G ( S m ) ≡ γ / ∑ a( fi )

(2.6)

i =1

using Eq. 2.5 for the surface energy terms. A Euclimolar, or “free energy” of the crystal,
G (W Eu ) , is then defined as the molal energy evaluated on a unit sphere:
n

G(S

Eu

) = G ( S ) / (∑ d ( fi ) 2 )1 2
m

(2.7)

i =1

These metrics are useful for comparisons to crystal surface energies calculated
from first-principles and for studying the growth thermodynamics and toxicology of
nanoparticles, which will be topics of discussion in the next two sections. The Wulff
constructions and ECS / SES shapes will be a basis for studying the evolution of
morphology in bounded growth of nano-pyramids/pillars and the unbounded growth of
solvated nanoparticles. Many of the crystal shapes displayed in this chapter have direct
analogues among nanoparticles formed using colloid processing, because the geometries
depend on similar geometric space-filling properties which are invariant over scale. The
Wulff constructions represent a theoretical “stepping stone” to studying crystallographic
systems and a tool in the industry of directed-assembly which exhibits the signature
feature of scalability.

14

II. iii. Modeling Bounded Crystal Growth via “Dynamic Wulff Progressions”
In this section we describe an augmentation to the Wulff constructions and its
application to characterize, model, and simulate directed-assembly of crystal growth in
the case of bounded crystal growth. We describe a functionalization of the Wulff theorem
which enables full simulation of the evolution of nanopyramid and nanopillar crystal
growth and the identification of anisotropic surface energies. A semi-empirical fitting
process is used, as we fit energy ratios from augmented Wulff theory to TEM images of
nanocrystals grown by selective PECVD of GaAs onto patterned GaAs substrates. This
process elucidates the effect of bounding on evolution of nanocrystal morphology. This
augmentation to the Wulff theory is also applicable for determining surface energy values
which are difficult to obtain in any other way and useful in the manufacturing of optoelectronics and photonics devices.
Selective area growth of quantum dots (QDs) on nanopatterned substrates have
recently drawn much scientific attention due to the extensive application potential in
nanoscale electronic, optoelectronic, and photonic devices31-37. These applications take
advantage of quantum electronic and optical behavior in nanopyramids and nanopillars
formed by PECVD of GaAs with controlled size, dimension, and lithographic integration
onto masked GaAs (001) substrates with nanopatterned openings. In the formation of
these pyramidal structures under a certain set of growth conditions, an equilibrium crystal
shape (ECS) will be assumed, which is determined by minimum surface free energy and
thermodynamic equilibrium stability by atomic reconstruction and faceting in the
microscopic scale38,39. Nanocrystal growth by selective area PECVD is an example of
multiscale directed-assembly, referred to as ‘bounded’ evolution of nanocrystal
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morphology since the crystal geometries evolve as the crystals grow on a plane and in a
circular bounding well formed in interferometric-lithography patterned SiO2 on the
surface of the GaAs substrate.
Classical Wulff theory of static equilibrium crystal shapes can be augmented to
provide a theoretical model to explain observed evolutions of bounded nanocrystal
morphology. By adding the concept of effective versus final surface energy for any facet,
and extending Wulff’s theorem with a new dynamic geometric construction (by Ryan
Molecke), we can simulate entire evolutions of crystal shape which closely match
observed bounded crystal growth, given only a list of minima (in the surface energy
shape) and the epitaxy beam direction. By allowing the surface energies of the facets to
change over according to a given function, F (γ ( fθ )) , we can model observed evolution
in nanocrystal morphology during growth / equilibration. We show that this method can
be used as a tool for empirically estimating surface energies that are otherwise extremely
difficult to determine. We demonstrate models of static shapes and simulations of the
evolution of morphology in nano-pyramids/pillars using classical and augmented Wulff
theory, and compare our empirically estimated surface energies to energy calculations
from first-principles QDFT calculations for verification.
In experiments performed by Ping-Show Wong at the UNM Center for High
Technology Materials26, GaAs nanopyramids and nanopillars were grown by selective
area epitaxy onto nano-patterned GaAs substrate and characterized by scanning electron
microscope, shown in Figure 1.4. The nanopyramid images (right) shows an evolution in
shape between lesser-formed pyramids that received a lower density of adatoms from the
epitaxy beam (center of beam) to fully formed pyramids in areas that received a higher
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density of adatoms from the beam (edge of beam). Once the pyramids reached the final
shapes seen in the bottom row (edge of beam images), further exposure to the beam no
longer produced any noticeable change in nanopyramid geometry. Since these
nanopyramids are grown in temperatures higher than the annealing point of GaAs
(annealing at 600-800° C, experiment at
approximately 1300° C), and since adatoms
are being energetically projected towards the
growth planes of the crystals (in an As-rich
environment), the crystal structures are small
enough that the facet formation is theorized to
not be limited by adatom mobility. This
means these final (edge of beam) crystal
shapes are the equilibrium crystal shapes for
GaAs,

determined

anisotropic

surface

only

by

energy

the
shape

lattice
and

boundary conditions, according to the Wulff
construction

theory.

Equilibrium

Figure 1.4) Nanopyramids produced by
covering a (001) substrate of GaAs with a
25nm layer of SiO2 by dielectric
evaporation. Circular holes were patterned
into the SiO2 layer using interference
photolithography by literature methods19.
The SiO2 patterned was etched with CHF3
by reactive ion etch for four minutes. The
patterned substrate was placed in a
Thomas Swan vertical MOCVD chamber
using a 12.5 V/III ratio (As/Ga) in 1 Å/s
planar growth mode for 10 seconds.
Images produced by SEM.

crystal

growth, however, is actually rare except in very small particles and hard to achieve
experimentally because surface transport of matter must be artificially facilitated for the
lowest energy atomic surface orientations to be reached40. However, high-temperature
growth conditions and extremely small crystal size are ideal conditions for equilibrated
crystal growth41, and this is aided by the fact that semiconductors are known to
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aggressively trade energy gained in bond formation with energy lost in elastic distortion
in search of the lowest free energy geometrical configuration42.
We model evolution of Wulff shapes using custom software with 3D visualization
tools written in the MATLAB language43 . A program generates 3D multifaceted objects
using a list of facet indices and correlated surface energies, by performing a vertex
minimization and convex-shape construction algorithm. The surface energies are adjusted
accordingly for fitting after being visually compared to the experimentally observed
bounded crystal shapes A, B, and C.
The best-fitted simulation results are
shown in Figure 1.5. The simulated Wulff
pyramids, Figure 1.5a-c in bird-eye view and
plan-view, strongly resemble the GaAs ECS in the
SEM

images,

Figure

1.4a-c.

The

small

discrepancies in the shape and size of the facets
near the edge of circular openings might come
from the deviation of the GaAs pyramids from the
optimal equilibrium crystal epitaxial growth
conditions due to the existence of boundary
conditions, including the SiO2 mask and the GaAs
substrate.

Figure 1.5) Simulations of Wulff-fit
pyramid shapes. The facet indices are
expressed by plane family in Miller
index format. A/B designations
indicate
complementary
plane
alignments within a family, i.e. a
Miller index has been switched in
order not just in sign, so (113)B is a
[131] or [311] group plane.

Each static model yields a set of facet
surface energies relative to the top (001) facet for pyramids A, B, and C. The static
models illustrate that the {10n} and {11n} facets gradually progress to become dominant,
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while {103} facets gradually regress and disappear from the crystal shape as the ECS
evolves from Pyramid B to Pyramid C. The surface energies of ECS facets, including the
(001) plane, may change when formed under different growth environments or with
different neighboring facets. This indicates that the relative anisotropic surface energy
function can be different for various stages of the ECS evolution, and also suggests that
the surface bonding and the atomic surface dynamics of a certain nano-facet may change
in the continuous epitaxial process. The Wulff constructions thus provide a computational
tool to study the GaAs ECS facet surface energy hierarchy and the surface dynamics.
By fitting crystal shapes to observed nanopyramid morphologies over their
growth periods, we obtain sets of surface energy values which depend on beam
orientation and which change over a crystal’s growth progress. A functionalization of the
Wulff constructions for ECS enables full simulations of the evolution of nanocrystal
morphologies and empirical fitting to the observed dynamics of surface energy and
crystal morphology. This augmentation of Wulff’s theorem (Eq. 2.1) links the orientation
of a facet surface (with respect to the substrate normal / beam direction) to its surface
energy growth rate over a period of growth progress, p .






γ ( fθ )eff ≡ F (γ ( fθ )) =n − I (1 − p) =v

For (growth progress) p : 0 → 1
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(2.8)

Figure 1.6 is a schematic of the geometric construction described by Eq. 2.8. The
effective surface energy, γ ( fθ )eff , is the energy that a facet displays at any given amount
of progress, and the rate of effective surface energy growth is a linear function of facet
angle to the beam. The effective surface energies grow until they reach their final values,

γ ( fθ ) , corresponding to the ratios measured for the “final shape” shown in Figure 1.4
(pyramid C). This results in an accurate
model of the evolution of crystal shape,
concluding with the final shape posited to
correspond to the equilibrium crystal
shape for GaAs given our growth
conditions.
The “bounded

crystal

growth

function” (eq. 1.8) can be used to estimate
actual anisotropic surface energies by
Figure 1.6) Geometry of equation 1.8.

fitting to observation, which are difficult
to obtain experimentally (via crystal
fracture), or theoretically (via firstprinciples calculation). This model can be
also used to predict the evolution of


n represents a unit vector in the θ direction,

I represents a unit vector in the growth
direction, which contracts from length 1 to

length 0, and v represents the vector formed by



subtracting I from n . The length v is a
fraction by which a given surface energy

γ ( fθ )

is scaled, which grows to 1 as the progression
completes. The outer blue arcs are the surface
energy shape and the straight blue lines outline
the inner equilibrium crystal shape.

surface shapes in bounded crystal growth,
which makes it a unique and potentially very powerful tool for device design based on
custom-shaped crystal growth.
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A 3D plot, Figure 1.7, can be constructed showing a surface representation of Eq.
2.8. The dotted lines represent the experimental data: facet energy values at each stage of
growth progress from fitted SEM images of the nanopyramids in terms of effective
versus final observed energy value per facet. A close correspondence (less than 5%
overall average error) between the actual fitted values and theory values is found.

Figure 1.7) Observed surface energy ratios for crystal fit (to Fig. 1), plotted against surface
energy ratios predicted by the Wulff progression equation. Note that 1.6 radians is 90 degrees, so
this graph covers the entire space of facet orientations (facet orientations facing directly into the
beam through facet orientations facing perpendicular to the beam).

Using Eq. 2.8, full animations of crystal growth can be generated from only a set
of energy minima and the beam direction. The animation is generated by calculating /
displaying the Wulff shapes described by the effective surface energies across intervals of
the progress variable, and saving the images as sequential frames of a movie (using
MATLAB software by Ryan Molecke, see Appendix A). Frames from such an animation
are shown in Figure 1.8. The accuracy of Eq. 2.8 and validity of the fitted minima in the
GaAs surface energy shape are demonstrated by how closely the animations resemble the
21

actual evolution of shape during crystal growth shown in
the SEM images. This dynamic simulation of the ECS
shows how the evolution of ECS morphologies is linked
to the evolution of effective surface energies during
nanocrystal growth. Eq. 2.8 is also versatile and
modifiable in the sense that it can also be applied to
model nanopillar growth.
Nanopillars over 1um in length (6:1 aspect ratio)
were demonstrated in Wong’s growth experiments. The
shape of the anisotropic surface energy of GaAs is such
that there is a strong minima along the (111) direction,
so that if the substrate and beam are aligned to (111),
pillars will be produced instead of pyramids because the
neighboring facet energies will never be low enough to
“pinch off” growth of the top facet. Figure 1.9 shows the

Figure 1.8) Frames from a
crystal
growth
animation
based on equation 1.8, fitted to
resemble shapes from Fig. 1.4
as closely as possible. Frames
are rendered at indicated
percentages
of
growth
progress towards the final
shape (Fig. 1.4 pyramid C)

SEM images and Wulff shape models of nanopillars
grown in a similar fashion to the above nanopyramids (except the substrate / beam
direction was <111> in this case). This requires not only updating the surface energy
ratios and beam direction (the input values), but also a modification to the MATLAB
software so that the crystal pillar shape can continue to elongate even after the
equilibrium crystal shape has been reached (the end shape is no longer changing). By
allowing the final nanopillar “head” shape to move upward upon the side plane “stalks”
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after it is fully formed, a growth animation from a flat to a pillar of arbitrary length can
be produced.
The close correspondence between our animations of the evolution of crystal
morphology

and

the

observed

evolution

of

morphology in these two examples may be used as
the basis for a method of determining the actual
surface energy shape for GaAs, including minima
that may not appear in the final crystal shape. By
using the final observed surface energy value of the
beam-aligned facet as a key for the energy ratios in
the Wulff construction, we can estimate the surface
energy values of the crystal facets from the observed
evolution of shape in the SEM images (Figure 1.4 ac). Table 1 lists the orientation and energy ratios of
the minima in the anisotropic energy shape of GaAs
Figure 1.9) Observed SEM vs.
Wulff-fit nanopillar shapes. In this
example, the modeled pillar-like
crystal shown includes facets
observed
among
several
nanopyramids and nanopillars of
different heights grown on (111)
substrate. Planes and key colored by
Miller index family.

derived from our models.
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Table 1: Comparison of Wulff-theory Surface Energy Estimation to QDFT calculation
Miller
Index

θ
angle to
growth plane

fitted
γ(θ) / γ(001)
energy ratio

fitted
γ(θ) / γ(111)
energy ratio

Estimated
value: γ(θ)
(present case)
2

(001)
substrate
nanopyramid
models

(111)
substrate
nanopillar
models

From QDFT
calculations:
γ(θ)38
2

(meV/ Å )

(meV/ Å )

≈ 65

001
113

0
25.24

1
0.958

65*
62.27

316
101
334
111
113
101

27.79
45
46.69
54.74
29.50
35.26

0.958
0.909
1.018
1.018
1.34
1.32

62.27
59.09
66.17
66.17
72.68
72.17

52 – 57

-113
11-1
10-1

58.52
70.53
90

1.3
1.22
1

70.51
66.17
(NA)

51 – 63, ≈ 90
52 – 57

52 – 57
51 – 63, ≈ 90

* Key value taken from reference 34

Final surface energy ratios correlate well with the values of for (001) and (111)
surfaces determined from first-principles by Moll, et al38., although the crystal shapes
differ from their calculated ECS for GaAs, likely because we took into account more
anisotropic surface energy minima (minima in more directions) than their model
accounted for. The nanopillar models show higher predictions for actual surface energies
along the (101) and (113) facets, meaning those facets get less of a chance to grow when
they are neighboring a (111) growing plane than when they are neighboring a (001)
growing plane. This suggests that neighboring growing planes with strong surface energy
minima can have an effect on relative surface energies. In effect, since the planes grow
in proportions to their energies, the lowering of the (111) effective energy causes nearly
aligned facets to have inflated effective energies. The actual energies predicted by the
present nanopyramid models are thus expected to be more accurate.
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A major advantage of using Eq. 1.8 over static Wulff shape theory is that the
actual surface energies for facets can be (speculatively) determined even if that facet does
not occur in the final growth shape. In the case of the nanopillar growth, the structures
form somewhat non-uniformly until they reach high aspect ratios, and the top ring of
facets is very fine and difficult to capture with SEM imaging. The dynamic model was
able to predict the final nanopillar “head” morphology based on known surface energy
value ratios, even though they were not clear in the SEM images. In conclusion, we
demonstrate an advanced simulation and surface energy fitting of GaAs nanopyramids
and nanopillars on nanopatterned GaAs substrates grown with varying pattern diameters
and growth conditions, including the growth time and the growth rate. The ECS growth
variation from the center to the edge region of the sample due to adatom diffusion is
observed and explained. Across different regions of all samples under varying growth
environments, three distinct types of GaAs ECS are identified, and they are defined by
crystal plane families including {11n}, {10n}, and (001). The simulation results based on
Wulff’s theory show close similarity with the observed ECS and successfully
demonstrate the dynamic evolution of these GaAs ECS. These experimental data and
theoretical simulation results have thus laid the fundamental groundwork in
understanding the formation mechanism of GaAs pyramidal and pillar ECS and the
subsequent controlled nucleation of crystals on nanopatterned substrates.
II. iv. Atomic Models and Quantum Density Functional Theory of Crystals
In order to fully understand the dynamics of crystal growth and the effects of
changing surface energies, the chemical bonding and surface reconstructions within the
crystal lattice must be described at the atomic level. This will allow a full set of first-
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principles surface energy values (for the far right column of Table 1) to be calculated and
compared to the experimentally fit and Wulff’s theory values. A novel and efficient
method for building lattice atomic models is proposed, which has several specific
advantages over classical atomic lattice models for zinc-blende structures in particular,
and can also be applied to any crystal lattice geometry in a general way. In this approach,
GaAs atomic crystal lattices are cut into periodic boxes along a given surface and QDFT
methods are applied to determine the surface energy difference between the bulk and the
cut box structure, which is posited to closely correspond to the actual surface energy.
Tying together the experimental data fit from SEM images, the mesoscale simulations,
and the atomic lattice QDFT results would be considered a multiscale bridging of the
mesoscale Wulff theory to the smaller scale of molecules and atomic lattice geometries,
and thus increase the applicability of the Wulff theorem in directed-assembly.
The traditional model shown in many textbooks for a GaAs (or any generic)
crystal zinc-blende structure is shown in Figure 1.10. There are several problems with
this image. First, there are unequal numbers of Ga and As atoms in the image, requiring
that one count fractional atoms to determine that there are actually the same number of
Ga and As atoms in the structure. Second, if this box is periodically repeated in 3D using
these atomic coordinates, one must remove atoms on the edges (the fractional atom
problem again, now in a different form). Finally, it is not clear from the image that every
Ga atom is attached to 4 As atoms, and vice versa, in a (hextetrahedral) regularly-spaced
and oriented manner.
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The problems addressed in the classical model can be fixed by translating the
classic 2-atom basis in face-center cubic (F43M) for
zinc-blende structures into an 8-atom basis in the
simple cubic system (PM3M). The resulting 8-atom
basis is shown in Figure 1.11. This basis structure for
GaAs more clearly shows the linkage geometry with
equal atoms, and can be periodically repeated in all 3
(shown in Figure 1.12) directions with perfect

Figure 1.10) Traditional model of
a zinc-blende crystal lattice basis
cell

tessellation. All bond lengths, bond angles and
dihedrals are included in the structure in a minimal
fashion, but this is specific to the zinc-blend system.
Other crystal structures can be modeled by changing
their basis number and translating to a set of
orthogonal basis vectors, but the advantages are not as
clear with other structures. This was performed for

Figure 1.11) new 8-atom basis for
zinc-blende structures, translated
to simple cubic.

the body-centered cubic (Im3m) and α-quartz (P3221)
crystal structures, for verification (not shown) using
‘crystal’, a shell sub-program in the TINKER
molecular modeling package.
Large cube structures (10x10x10 basis cells)
were constructed and cut along relevant surface
planes to simulate large periodic surfaces of GaAs,
(example surface shown in Figure 1.12). These
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Figure 1.12) 8 instances of the
basis structure (fig 9), colored,
repeated in space, and linked
together.

surfaces are cut again to form smaller periodic units
which extend 6 to 8 layers into the substrate, and
these smaller periodic boxes are used as the first
input structures for the QDFT surface energy
calculations. The periodic surface wedges built in this
manner can be placed into similarly-shaped periodic
boxes (with one elongated side) so that there are at
least 4 lattice lengths of free space between opposing

Figure 1.12) Large GaAs cube cut
along the 457 plane reveals an
interesting periodic zig-zag groove
pattern on the surface

surfaces in the geometry minimization step of a QDFT surface energy calculation.
Geometry minimization is be performed on this periodic, cut structure (and on the bulk
lattice structure), and the difference in total atomic energy between the bulk and cut
surface structures (over the periodic surface area) is regarded as the surface energy.
Literature examples add pseudohydrogens to one of the cut surfaces (which can help
restore the condition of all As atom valence shells filled and all Ga atom valence shells
empty, and thus maintain the electrical properties of a semi-conductor) and selectively
freezing atoms in place44,45. Pseudohydrogens cannot be added to the more exotic
surfaces yielded from cutting higher-indexed planes into GaAs, cut surfaces with a mix of
Ga and As, since there is no clear rule for how to add the pseudohydrogens (nor any way
to maintain the electrical properties of a semiconductor). The completion and analysis of
such QDFT experiments on periodic GaAs surfaces are ongoing research projects which
represent just one avenue for connecting mesoscopic Wulff theory to physics at the
molecular/atomic scale. We will show in the next section that analysis of Wulff SES
shapes in relation to the evolution of solvated (unbounded) nanoparticle morphology can
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also be used as a prospective means of correlating Wulff theory to physics at the
molecular/atomic scale.

II. v. Simulation of the Evolution of Solvated Nanoparticle Morphology via
Augmented Wulff Constructions and Bezier shapes
Nanoparticles formed via solvated catalysis represent a case of unbound crystal
growth where the small particle size and equilibrated growth conditions lead to crystal
with shapes which can be described by the classical Wulff constructions for ECS and
SES, and by spheres. We have shown that Wulff theory can used to estimate surface
energies by visual fitting of TEM images of crystals grown under bounded equilibrium
growth conditions during epitaxy, and that those energy estimates can be correlated to
surface energy calculations from first-principles. Modeling solvated nanoparticles via
Wulff shapes offers another avenue for estimating surface energies and correlating to the
case of bounded nano-pyramid/pillar growth which has the advantage of not requiring
special knowledge of QDFT or massive amounts of computational processing. We
outline a spatial algorithm for defining and visualizing Wulff surface energy shapes
developed by Ryan Molecke. Linear spatial progressions between spheres, SES shapes,
and ECS shapes, represent an evolution of morphologies which mirrors the underlying
physical processes and observed evolution of morphologies for solvated nanoparticles.
This link between the Wulff theory and unbounded nanoparticle growth represents a
conceptual avenue for defining the molal and free energies of nanoparticles, and for
making basic statements about the shapes and chemical properties of the nanoparticle
surfaces.
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The Wulff theory states that an SES shape must follow the rule that the inner
convex shape be the given ECS shape. We can define such a surface (or infinite sets of
such surfaces) using Bezier curves and “control points”. Although this newly-constructed
SES will be just one of many non-unique surfaces that may satisfy the Wulff theory for a
given ECS, we define general rules that will make the SES most closely resemble the
smoothly graded shapes observed during solvated nanoparticle growth. This indicates
that such reconstructed surface energy shapes closely correspond to the actual surface
energy shapes for the crystal systems which they are visually matched to.
Bezier’s classical method for defining curvilinear coordinate systems and curved
shape is a common tool in computer graphics. It is a vector-based spatial algorithm for
dividing lines or surfaces into sub-elements so that a smooth gradient is generated among
all the sub-elements, according to a number of “control points”. Figure 1.14 shows an
example of a Bezier line and the four control points. In the case of a line, two endpoints
and any number of control
points may be specified, and any
number of sub-divisions of the
line may be specified, such that
any linear shape can be defined
by

a

Bezier

line,

with

a

customizable level of resolution.
Similarly, in the case of a

Figure 1.14) 3D Bezier line (blue) and control points (red)
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surface, any square number of control points can be specified, and any 3D surface can be
defined with a customizable level of resolution.
Figure 1.15 shows a 3D Bezier surface defined by
nine control points.
Any curved or facetted shape can be matted
with Bezier control points and approximated with
an any number of spatial subdivisions, for any
desired degree of spatial resolution. We describe a
method for extrapolating SES shapes from given

Figure 1.15) 3D Bezier surface
(multicolored) and control points
(black dots)

ECS shapes using common Bezier control points between the two shapes. The plotting
algorithm and software that uses it is referred to as surface extrapolation by reverseplotting of energy trajectories (or SERPENT), because the SES shape is extrapolated
from the ECS shape, such that the Wulff construction is solved in reverse, and the
resulting shape defines an energy surface with sub-divided energy gradient “trajectories”
defined by the Bezier control points. A SERPENT
plot is a Bezier surface approximation to one of
many non-unique surface energy shapes associated
with a given ECS shape.
For any facetted shape, a Bezier grid can be
drawn between each vertex and the centers of their
Figure 1.16) Matting of Bezier
control points onto a cube, showing a
single vertex matted with control
points to the three adjacent facet
centers.

adjacent facets, as shown in Figure 1.16. By
adjusting the geometry of the control points, a
surface energy shape can be defined. Figure 1.17
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shows the same cube with adjusted two of the control-points adjusted inwards towards
the facet center points. We use a master anisotropy
variable which pushes the control points outwards
from their matted position to produce a SERPENT
plot which approximates a surface energy shape.
Sets of control points (edge points, vertex points,
and the central control point) are defined to
conserve symmetry in the final SES shape, and the
coordinates for each set are computed via
empirically-fitted forms which include the master

Figure 1.17) Matting of Bezier
control points onto a cube, with one
set of control points adjusted
towards the facet centers (indicated
by white outlined circle)

anisotropy variable and yield a first approximation to the surface energy shape for any
given ECS. There are also “tuning” variables which allow the control point sets to be
manually adjusted to achieve smoothly graded surfaces customized for a given ECS
shape (see MATLAB SERPENT code, appendix 1).
Figure 1.18 shows the Bezier control points
after they have been adjusted to a certain level of
anisotropy and tuned for the cube ECS shape. The
control points at the facet centers always remain
pinned to the ECS facets, so that the inner shape
always remains the ECS shape. The control points
which lie on the vertices and edges could also
pinned in place following this same rule, but are not
necessarily required to be pinned, and allowing
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Figure 1.18) Final positions of the
Bezier
control
points
after
SERPENT algorithm and tuning
adjustments are applied.

them to move outwards from the center enables a more smoothly-graded final SERPENT
plot / SES shape to be generated.
Figure 1.19 shows the Bezier surface
generated by the control points shown in Figure
1.18 where the surface is displayed in false-color
according to the facet orientation energy (red being
higher energy, and blue being lower energy facet
orientations).
Figure 1.20 shows a SERPENT plot / ECS surface
with four vertices mapped to their adjacent facets

Figure 1.19) Bezier shape generated
from control points (shown in Fig.
1.18) in false-color, and the Bezier
control grid

with Bezier control points, rotated and shown behind the cube ECS shape (which has
been made transparent for a better view). The inward pointing funnel shapes in the
SERPENT / SES shape intuitively and visually show how the inner cube ECS shape is
the minimal shape formed by all tangents to the outer SES shape.
For a full catalog of common ECS shapes and
their corresponding SERPENT / SES shapes, please
refer back to Figure 1.3. The final SERPENT / SES
shape for a cube ECS shape is repeated, for clarity, in
Figure 1.21. The regions of the SERPENT / SES
shapes which are non-minimal have been rounded
over the vertexes and edges of the ECS shape,
however they could theoretically be pinned there (as
discussed) or contain extra non-primary minima
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Figure 1.20) SERPENT plot / ECS
shape cut in half and shown behind
the transparent cube ECS shape to
which it correlates

which correspond to higher-energy facets that are not seen in the ECS (minima which
may exist but do not appear in the ECS after convex shape minimization).
In order to more completely describe the
evolution of solvated nanoparticle morphology
using Wulff shapes, a third type of shape is
examined, which is the approximation of a sphere
generated by projecting the SERPENT Bezier
control points onto a sphere. The spherical shape
Figure 1.21) Full SERPENT / SES
shape shown in false-color and made
transparent so the inner cube ECS
shape is visible.

represents the morphology of nanoparticles grown
in non-equilibrium conditions, where adatom

mobility is severely limited, and the effective surface energy shape is also a sphere for
this case. The sphere is a competing morphology to the ECS shape as nanocrystals grow
and equilibrate to the solvent conditions. The surface energy shape is a transitory shape
on the energy minimization path between sphere and ECS shapes, which we theorize to
be a generalization for the morphology of quasiequilibrated nanoparticles. Figure 1.22 shows a
spherically-projected SERPENT / SES shape for
the cube ECS shape. This sphere is slightly nonuniform due to the discretization caused by the
Bezier control points, however this effect is
reduced in shapes with more facets and vertices,
and is a close approximation to the sphere for most
shapes (except tetrahedrons octahedrons).
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Figure 1.22) Spherical projection of
the SERPENT / SES plot shown in
Fig. 1.21

By performing a linear progression between the sphere shape and the SES shape,
we can simulate a nanoparticle undergoing internal and surface minimization of
molecular structure and surface energy as it equilibrates in solution after a period of nonequilibrated growth, i.e. nanocrystal seed growth. By performing a linear progression
between the SES shape and the ECS shape, we complete the simulation of nanoparticle
equilibration or solvated growth, ending with ECS
shapes that correspond to nanoparticle morphologies
demonstrated in literature. Figure 1.23 shows a
series of images from such linear progressions
(perform using custom MATLAB software included
in code Appendix B), which can be generated at any
number of intervals along the linear spatial
progressions and collated to form animations of
solvated nanoparticle growth morphologies, similar
to how animations of bounded crystal growth were
produced. Similar progressions of shape can be
performed for any given ECS shape and thus
animations of nanoparticle crystal growth can be
generated

for

any

theorized

nanoparticle

morphology.

Figure 1.23) Progression of the
sphere to SES shape, and the SES
shape to ECS shape enabled by
SERPENT plotting. Progression
percentages from sphere to final
ECS shape are indicated.

In order to completely link spheres and Wulff SES / ECS shapes, and thus Wulff
theory to the smaller-scale atomic/molecular regime, a molecular model would need to be
preassembled, with bonded atoms cut into regions bounded by the spheres or Wulff ECS
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/ SES shapes modeled here. An algorithm for determining regions of crystal order and
jumbled (less ordered) regions of atoms at any given stage of the evolution of
nanoparticle shape would need to be defined, and the orientation of those regions with
respect the bounding sphere / SES / ECS could be found based on surface energy
minimization rules, such as a postulation that surfaces composed of one element versus
another would have the lowest energies. Even without performing the above-listed tasks,
some general statements about the surface chemistry can be deduced from their
postulated correspondence to SES shapes.
From a visual analysis of the spheres / SES / ECS shapes, it is clear that only once
the nanoparticle morphology reaches the final ECS shape will it have large flat faceted
regions corresponding to exposed atomic lattices and thus regular broken-bond
geometries on the surface. Spherical and SES shaped nanoparticles will have a
predominance of highly stepped regions and thus irregular molecular broken-bond
geometries on the surface. This means that any particle able to bond to any broken-bond
“docking site” geometry of surface atoms may find a binding spot on the spherical or
SES shaped, less equilibrated nanoparticles. The fully-equilibrated ECS-shaped
nanoparticles will present only certain broken-bond docking-site geometries on their
surfaces and thus should bind only those molecules which can fit into those docking sites,
i.e. the fully equilibrated ECS-shaped nanoparticles are theorized to be have less
chemically or biologically active surfaces than the not-fully-equilibrated spherical or
SES-shaped nanoparticles. This is also supported by the observation that the fully
equilibrated nanoparticles should be at the lowest internal and surface molecular spatial
configuration, and thus be somewhat passivated against further reactions in other
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solvents, particularly in solvents with similar chemical properties to those which they are
formed in.
This section demonstrates that Wulff SES shapes can be extrapolated from given
ECS shapes, and that spherical projections, SES, and ECS shapes can be transformed into
one another through linear spatial progression, posited to correspond to the evolution of
solvated nanoparticle morphologies. By comparing energies estimated from Wulff shape
fitting to bounded versus unbounded nanoparticles and QDFT first-principles
calculations, the effects of epitaxial beam orientation on bounded crystal growth and the
effects of solvent composition on unbounded (solvated) crystal growth may be further
characterized, and this work provides the methods and tools for such further research. We
have refined and augmented tools for modeling Wulff shapes in several ways, and
demonstrated the correspondence of Wulff shapes to nano-pyramid/pillar/particle shapes
and the evolution of nanoparticle morphologies, and their usefulness as a tool for
estimating surface energy values. We have discussed methods for metering Wulff shapes
using classical solution thermodynamics units, and for correlating surface energy
measurements between Wulff models and QDFT calculations, thus making significant
progress on the path towards the goal of bridging the mesoscopic and scalable Wulff
theory to the smaller molecular/atomic regime of physics. Several goals have been
accomplished by this research, including the development of advanced crystallographic
modeling software, the development of new theories regarding crystal growth dynamics,
the discovery of a method for linking the mathematical constructs underlying the fields of
classical crystallography and QDFT, and the proposal of a method for investigating the
chemical and bio-activity of unbound nanoparticles.
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II. vi.) Summary of Directed-Assembly of Nanocrystal Growth
We have presented a description of the role that crystal growth can play in
multiscale directed-assembly, along with potential applications. New research avenues
for investigating the crystallography, thermodynamics, and surface chemistry of
nanoparticles have been uncovered. Experimental data demonstrating GaAs nanocrystal
growth was summarized, and classical crystallographic theory including a modern
augmentation was applied to visually fitting static crystal images and dynamically
simulating evolution of crystal shape during PECVD. Analytical methods for determining
crystal facet surface energies from classical crystallographic theory were explained, along
with the role of these surface energies in crystal growth. Quantum density functional
theory methods for determining the surface energy values from first-principles were
discussed, and preliminary surface energy data from all three methods (experimental
fitting, augmented crystallographic theory, and QDFT) was compared in table form and
evaluated critically. This concludes the section on crystal growth in multiscale directassembly.
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Chapter III. LASER Tweezers Optical Trapping
III. i. Introduction to Directed-Assembly via Colloid Processing
The goal of colloid processing is to overcome normal ordering and local entropy
vis-a-vis assembly to produce ordered structures. In the crystal growth section,
crystallographic theory, atomic, and QDFT methods were used to explain the underlying
physics of the system, an approach which drilled down through scale regimes until
picoscale electronic densities were being approximated in attempt to fully explain the
multiscale physics of the system. In colloid processes, mesoscale simulations and
measures of thermodynamics and aggregate behavior are used to explain the underlying
multiscale physics of the system. This approach pans out through the scale regimes for
massive (microscale) simulations and bulk order parameters in attempt to create emergent
functional properties.
In the current chapter on we describe the measurement of position, diffusivity and
displacement of particle held in LASER tweezers optical traps, and a method by which
the interparticle potentials can be calculated from those measurements. In the next
chapter on soft-particle colloids, we show that interparticle potentials and Stokesian fluid
dynamics underpin the aggregate behavior of groups of particles, and described methods
for modeling these potentials for simulations of directed-assembly system. In these two
chapters, we apply coarse-grained interparticle potentials to investigate the effects of
“soft” biopolymer coatings on the behavior of nano- or microparticles. We show that
non-equilibrium environments such as evaporating films or irradiation processes can
drive assembly, and describe methods for matching simulations of directed-assembly of
soft-particle colloids to experiment. We propose prospective nanoscale-featured devices
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and conceptual production methods, and discuss advanced measures of cluster,
randomness, and order in colloid systems.
It is worth noting at this point that the direction, methods, and motivations for this
research have evolved over the course of two years. The initial motivations for laser
tweezers optical tracking studies were to investigate the effect of lipid / peptide coatings
on microparticles and their interactions with live cells for drug delivery applications. The
optical trapping research laid the groundwork in biochemistry, coarse-grained
interparticle potentials and nanofluidics necessary for the next phase of research
addressing soft-colloid processing, which is motivated by thin films, photonics, and
nanoelectronics applications.
III. ii. Force Measurement via Laser Tweezers Optical Trapping
Laser tweezers optical trapping was first demonstrated in a seminal paper by
Ashkin and Chu46 in 1986. Over the last 25 years, researchers have advanced the
technical capabilities of these systems and accomplished some astonishing feats, such as
the

Figure 3.1) Schematic of the optical trapping system used for research presented in
this paper. Omitted are desktop computer control systems for the opto-acoustic
deflector, stage motors, and camera.
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force and step-size measurement of a kinesin protein walking down a microtubule47, the
force required to unzip DNA using a helicase protein48, and the first Bose-Einstein
condensate46 (this last example led to the award of a Nobel prize in 1997).
Figure 3.1 illustrates the major components in the optical tweezers setup used in
this work. An Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet) laser with
wavelength 1064nm and maximum power of 1 Watt is sent through a condenser
(backwards), intensity filter, and into the acousto-optical deflector, which can split the
beam into multiple time-shared beams. This allows multiple optical traps to be formed on
the microscope stage using a high numerical aperture lens. The microscope itself houses
up to 10,000x magnification strength, highframerate CCD camera, monochromatic light
sources

and

filter

cubes

for

fluorescence

resonance excitation and imaging, and linear
response worm-drive stage motors. Momentum is
transferred from photons in the beam when the
index of refraction difference between the particle
and the solvent causes their paths to bend, forming
a stable 3-dimensional trap on the microscope
Figure 3.2) Momentum diagram for
laser tweezers optical trap.

stage, as shown in Figure 3.2.

Two distinct methods of measuring interparticle force in laser tweezers were
implemented in this study. The first is termed the “blinking tweezers” technique and
consists of repeatedly capturing and releasing the particles in close proximity and
measuring the interparticle force based on their relative diffusivity over time. The second
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is termed the “direct force” test, which consists of measuring the force based on
instantaneous displacements of the particle from the center of the beam. Both tests
require imaging the particle with high-resolution and averaging the results over many
thousands of frames (3 minutes or more at each separation interval) to get a statistically
valid force measurement through the noise created by the Brownian motion of the
particles. The center of both particles must be identified for each frame of the video
before their diffusivity can be determined. In practice, a variety of artificial-vision
algorithms are used among LASER-tweezers labs for the purpose of finding the centers
of the particles at each frame, and this software is generally proprietary (and not shared
among research labs), customized to the specific hardware profile of a given laboratory’s
equipment, and can vary greatly in speed and accuracy depending on the skill and
experience of the artificial-vision software-development team.
The first task in measuring the interparticle forces is to calibrate the force of the
trap on the particle, in terms of a spring constant. This will also illustrate the complexity
of the artificial-vision center-finding
task and the implications of that
issue on final error estimation.
Figure

3.3

shows

the

relative

movement of the microscope stage
and

LASER

beam

movement

relative to the particle, which drags

Figure 3.3) Schematic drawing of the stage and
LASER beam movement relative to the particle

the particle through a solvent as the particle is held in the moving optical trap. The spring
force is calibrated by dragging particles through the medium by moving the microscope
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stage at a known velocity, and measuring displacement from rest position in the center of
the beam, illustrated by Figure 3.4 and described by the following equations.
F = 6πη va

F = ktrap d cal

ktrap =

6πη va
d cal

(Stokesian drag)

(3.1)

(Hookean Spring rule)

(3.2)

(Optical trap spring constant) (3.3)

where η is the viscosity of the fluid (water in this work), v
is the velocity of the stage and consequently the velocity of

Figure 3.4) Trap
calibration by
Hookean spring rule

the particle relative to the medium, a is the radius
of the particle, and d cal is the distance the particle
displaces from beam center caused by the force of
the drag against the medium.
Figure 3.5 shows a greatly magnified view
of a still-frame image taken of an approximately 2.4
um particle using CCD camera at 10,000X

Figure 3.5) CCD image of a 2.4 um
SiO2 silica bead held in an optical
trap and imaged at 10,000X

magnification. At this resolution, during this experiment, our camera had an image
capture resolution of 3 pixels / um, as shown by the particle appearing as approximately
10-12 pixels wide in the image. A quadratic curve-fitting of the pixel intensities across a
detected “bright spot” can locate the particle centers to within 1/10th of a pixel, or 300nm
in this case. This amounts to a poor resolution if you are trying to measure nanometerscale force interactions occurring among biopolymer layers on the particle surface. In the
best case, we were able to achieve a resolution of the particle center to within an 80nm
minimum diameter spot.
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Another complication can be seen when we plot particle position over time during
calibration. Figure 3.6 shows a plot of particle center-positions over a time-period of 25
seconds, where position in this case is a 1dimensional distance from the corner of the
image. The upward peak on the left indicates the
particle deflecting in one direction as the stage
move for 5 seconds, while the downward peak on
the right indicates the particle deflecting in the
other direction as the stage moves (in the other

Figure 3.6) Plot of particle center
position (vertical-axis) over time
(horizontal-axis)

direction also) for another 5-second interval.
When we transform this position data into actual x-y position data and zoom in on
the time axis, we get a plot like that in Figure 3.7, where we can clearly see that the
position data is not a single line or curve indicating a smooth particle movement, but a
broad band of positions over a 200-300nm indicating thermal agitation (or stray
movement cause by solvent hydrodynamic / lubrication forces), and data banding caused
when the normal curve-fitting of the center-position
shifts across pixel boundaries. These problems are
again solved by quadratic curve fitting of the
particle positions, but this time we are curve-fitting
a histogram of the particle positions over time,
meaning we are now averaging multiple data points
over time and losing temporal resolution against
our CCD framerate.
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Figure 3.7) Data from Fig. 3.6,
calculated x-coordinate of a particle
center

Figure 3.8 shows a histogram of particle position data for a 30ms interval, and the
quadratic curve which is fitted to the data. The particle center for that interval is taken as
the top of the read peak, however the curve is not always so clearly normal-shaped, and
the spatial inaccuracy caused by the artificial-vision pixelated-spot problem are still
included in this extrapolated particle center position.

Figure 3.8) Particle position histogram (blue dots) and
quadratic curve fit (red line) for a 30 ms interval of
particle positions.

In the “blinking tweezers” method, two traps are split from the AOD, and they
both blink simultaneously, trapping and releasing the particles with 30ms rate in each
state (shown in figure 3.9). This is repeated at a range of particle separations so that a
force “curve” can be plotted, with force being determined from
relative diffusivity by the following set of equations:
v = ∆r / t

(3.4)

D0 = ∆r 2 / t

(3.5)

 3a 
D 2 D0  1 − h 
=
2r 


(3.6)

F = kbTv / D

(3.7)
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Figure 3.9) Images
from a blinking
tweezers force
measurement.

v (velocity), r (separation), t (time) , D0 (relative diffusivity), D (diffusivity)
ah (hydrodynamic radius), T (temp), KB (Boltzmann’s constant), F (interparticle force)

In “direct force measurement”, the restoring force of the trap on the bead is
treated as a Hookean spring, and the interparticle force is simply calculated as the
Hookean spring force times the displacement distance.
The goal of the first series of experiments was to measure force curves for bare
particles across pH and salt concentration and to verify the force curves with known
theory for coarse-grained interparticle potentials (in ionic solvent), i.e. DLVO theory.
Preliminary results were successful, using the classical DLVO theory for sphere
interactions in monovalent ionic solutions as described by Israelachvili (shown in Figure
3.10). The experimental values in this graph appear to follow the theoretical curve for
separations above Debye length, under which van der Waals (vdW) attraction49 is thought
to be negated by steric and electrofluidic forces. This was a successful experiment, by
itself, and the task at this point was to correlate further experiments across ionic strength
and pH.

Figure 3.10) Force versus separation curve, blue
dots are experimental values, red dotted line
electrostatic repulsion term, green line is vdW
attraction, blue line is net force, green vertical line
is Debye length for this system. (blinking tweezers
method)
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The following equations from Israelachvili20 describe the Derjaguin “weak
overlap” force approximation for interparticle force between charged spheres in a
monovalent electrolytic solution, using a variation on classical DLVO theory known as
the Debye-Huckel approximation to the Gouy-Chapman theory (lines shown in fig 3.10).

Felectrostatic = (64π RkbT ρ∞γ 2 / κ )e−κ D

(3.8)

 zeϕ0 

 4kbT 

(3.9)

 − AR 
FVDW = 

 12 D 

(3.10)

γ = tanh 

=
FDLVO FElectrostatic + FVDW

(3.11)

For particle radius R , Debye length κ , ionic concentration (far from the particle surface)

ρ∞ , ion valence z , electronic charge e , electrostatic surface charge ϕ0 , Hamaker
constant A , and surface-to-surface particle separation D .
This formulation is one of several (historical and modern) coarse-grained
potentials for interparticle force in ionic solvents. Newer models generally attempt to
correct for the “coulombic screening” of the vdW attractive term at particle separations
below the Debye length (which represents a distance into the solution in which the ions
are affected electrically by the presence of the particle). In practice, it was more difficult
to fit the collective results to a newer model, and the classical theory was deemed
practical enough for plotting theory against experimental force curves, keeping in mind
this coulombic screening effect when interpreting the data.
An important aspect of these experiments and fitting models is the changing
potential of the particle based on the pH of the solvent. This investigation depends on
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fixed solutions prepared with a set amount of NaOH. The Good’s buffer50 MES, 2-(Nmorpholino)ethanesulfonic acid, was slowly added until a desired pH was achieved.
Then, particles were added to each solution for Zeta potential measurement (Zeta
potential is a unit metric which is directly proportional to surface charge), and the results
are shown in Figure 3.11. The bare silica particles
show a gradually increasing magnitude of surface
charge as pH increases, which is expected since
silica has a very low pK (the solvent pH at which
the particle would have zero chemical / surface
potential). For 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine

(POPC)

lipid-coated

silica

Figure 3.11) Particle Zeta potential
across pH for bare silica particles
(black) and POPC-coated silica
particles (blue)

particles of the same dimension, the surface potential is expected to exhibit the pK of the
lipid coating. POPC is a lipid with a “zwitterionic” head group, meaning it has spatially
separated anionic and cationic regions. This zwitterionic head group means the particle
will exhibit the opposite charge as expected near its pK value, which is approximately 6,
as anionic regions are neutralized by the abundance of hydrogen atoms in acidic solutions
and cationic regions are neutralized by the lack of free hydrogen atoms in basic solutions.
This expected zwitterionic behavior in the coated particle is demonstrated by the blue
points in Figure 3.11, which shows that the POPC-coated particle has an opposite slope
(of surface potential vs. solvent pH) at the pK value of POPC, so this was considered a
successful experiment and the data (Zeta / surface potential) was incorporated into our
curve-fitting of observed interparticle potentials to DLVO theory.
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Figure 3.12 shows variance of measured interparticle force across pH, in a set of
experiments with POPC coated 2.47 um silica beads. The theoretical lines (fitted for
changing electrostatic surface charge) and the experimental results roughly line up.
Unfortunately, the overall repeatability and resolution of this method was insufficient to
resolve the effect of the lipid coating.

Figure 3.12) Graph overlay of a series of experiments with POPC coated particles across pH

One difficulty in fitting the observed interparticle potentials to DLVO theory
arose from the difficulty of establishing ‘error bars’, or accurate error estimates in general
for the experimental data. The method described above for artificial-vision center-finding
and time-interval averaging of particle position use successive quadratic curve-fitting
which can have unique error margins for each single frame, and also for each timeaveraged interval of frames, depending on how thermally ‘noisy’ the system is from
moment to moment and even on how a (not-perfectly spherical) particle reflects light as it
turns with respect to the camera (which can happen at high frequency). A compounding
difficulty was the long duration of experiments. With longer experiments, more frames
(and thus particle position coordinates) were collected, and the apparent resolution of the
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interparticle force-measurements was increased, however since we did not have a realtime system for executing the center-finding and subsequent force-calculating routines,
long periods of post-processing data were required. Long duration-experiments also have
the drawback that stray particles are more likely to enter the optical trap with at least one
of the particles, which can ruin a long experiment and require a restart of the entire
experiment, in worst case all the way back from the sample-preparation stage. All of the
above problems can be alleviated by higher optical resolution, faster frame-rate and better
pixel-count cameras, and better artificial-vision software. This highlights the need for
incredibly expensive optical components and great artificial-vision middleware
developers in the field of LASER tweezers optical trapping.
The “direct force method” was not able to offer any significant improvement in
accuracy over the “blinking tweezers method”, however, it may be preferable because
once particles “snap” together, the laser tweezers are often not strong enough to pull them
back apart. For this reason it can be better to hold the particles apart while measuring the
interparticle forces, in the case of net attractive forces, since a “blinking tweezers”
experiment can end prematurely with the freely diffusing particles joining together.
Other experiments aimed at characterizing lipid behavior on the microparticle
surface were performed, with limited success, and they are briefly summarized below.
Large unilamellar vesicles (LUV) of varying phospholipids were created by
electroformation as described in many previous efforts9-15. Multilamellar vesicles were
held in the trap and observed fusing, but controlled fusion of LUV was not achieved.
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching51 (FRAP) was performed to characterize the
lateral mobility of lipid-anchored and non-anchored lipid fluorophores on the silica
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surface, however both types of lipid fluorophore ended up having such a high mobility on
the surface of the bead that FRAP could not measure the speed (however this does
confirm high lateral lipid / fluorophore mobility). Tests were performed in attempt to
track the transferred of lipid from one bead to another, however finding fluorophores with
high enough photostability for a confirmation of this effect was a challenge that went
unsolved. Tests were also performed in attempt to measure forces on live cells, however a
large problem here is computationally finding the center of mass of a non-spherical
object for every frame, and also the live cells (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, or baker’s
yeast) had a tendency to tumble in the trap.
III. iii. Conclusions on LASER Tweezers Optical Trapping
To maximize the information from optical trapping, even if the main goal of
characterizing lipid-coatings was not achieved, we analyzed the source of the errors and
suggest ways for improving the methods for future reference. A more complete statistical
analysis of the error in computational areas is abbreviated below.
The experimentally controllably sources of error are generally related to the
chemical laboratory preparations, the resolution of the camera (spatially and temporally),
and duration of the experiment. Our liposome coating techniques were tested and
confirmed via confocal fluorescence imaging of lipid fluorophore coated silica particles,
and our LUV formation methods were confirmed by fluorescence microscopy (the LUV
vesicles actually disappear without the excitation light source because they are so thin
that they are invisible in optical wavelengths). Water reserves were specially stored in
attempt to limit CO2 dissolving in a larger reservoir or ionic concentration changing over
time. The salt / pH balance method implemented was non-trivial, and might be improved
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upon or performed with greater precision by a professional lab chemist. New methods
may be devised instead of the blinking tweezers and direct force tests that could possibly
be more efficient, and new computational center-finding algorithms are always tailored to
the hardware available and software expertise of group members.
Overall, the main limitation to laser tweezers right now is the minimum particle
size which can be manipulated: which is about 1 micron. This size limitation affects
resolution in such a way that it is difficult to characterize nanoscale surface coatings with
laser tweezers. Whether this type of research can be performed with an atomic force type
microscope remains to be seen. This clearly motivates soft-particles as an area where
modeling and simulations can be of particular value in understanding interparticle
potentials and colloid dynamics. Optical trapping is still a developing field with very
much promise, and the above experiments demonstrate experiments with laser tweezers
can encompass bio-chemistry, hardware and software design, optics, statistics, and
nanofluidics.
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Chapter IV. Directed Assembly of Nanoparticle Colloids
IV. i. Introduction to Colloid Science: Methods and Applications
Customization and functionalization of the electronic, magnetic, optical, stimuliresponsive, and bio-active properties of nanoparticles (NPs) is a large research field with
applications in medicine52-56, sensors57-59, opto/electronics60-63, and materials science64-66.
A variety of shapes and sizes of NPs composed of a core and sometimes several shells of
metal, semiconductor, and bio-molecules have been demonstrated52,53,67-69. Strict controls
over pressure, temperature, and chemical composition during solvated catalytic reactions
is a common route to customization of particle shape, size, and core/shell composition5269

. Inorganic multi-shell particles can be specialized for desired energy gaps in the

electronic states of the constituent materials and desired crystal phonon spectra on the
surfaces, leading to customization of electromagnetic and optical properties of NPs for
applications such as medical imaging or hyperthermic therapy52-56,60-63. Often a secondary
shell or biopolymer material is used to passivate the core against bio-activity, such as in
magnetic or fluorescent NPs, with SiO2, gold, lipids, and polyethylene-glycol (PEG)
being common choices for the outer layer52,53. Antigens designed to target NPs to bind or
transfect specific cells within the body, heat-sensitive poly-(NIPAM) shells designed to
release drugs, and bi-fluorescent quenching of drug molecules for medical imaging have
all been demonstrated70-72. NPs composed of viral phage capsids modified to display
cancer-cell-specific antigens can also transfect cells and deliver a payload of drug
molecules73,74.
Ordered structures such as lattices and superlattices of NPs are relatively modern
research topics which fall into the paradigms of bottom-up and directed-assembly, and
are geared more towards applications in environmental sensors, opto/electronics, and thin
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films75,76. Coffer, et al., demonstrated custom long-range order in NP colloids via
specialized bonding geometries in segments of surface-attached DNA77, and Murray, et
al., have recently shown that geometrically complex superlattices can be formed from
colloids containing more than one size or shape of particle75. A main focus of this chapter
is the assembly and control of final geometries in structures formed from “soft”-NPs at or
near the surfaces of thin films. “Soft”-NP colloids, those grafted with polymer-chains, are
of particular interest because both core/shell and outer coating properties are greatly
variable and tunable.
A key goal in directed-assembly of colloids is to induce the formation of lattice,
chain, branch, or network structures which are amenable to nanoscale solid-state physics
and bio-chemistry methods yet able to interface with and affect the macroscale. These
structures can be formed during the response of a physical system to changing internal
and external forces (such as interparticle forces, solvent lubrication forces, interfacial
forces, external fields, or induced stresses) over time. Mesoscale simulation,
crystallographic analysis, and spatial statistics are tools for understanding and
engineering the formation of such structures. Systematic investigation of colloid
assembly processes by matching simulation and experiment can help interpret underlying
physics and allow a transition from the conceptual experiment phase to a guided device
prototyping phase.
Two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) NP lattices represent a scalable
mesoscale counterpart to atomic crystals, and concepts from crystallographic theory can
often be applied when analyzing such lattices. Classical spatial statistics tests such as the
Ripley’s K78,79 and Hopkins'80,81 tests (described later in this section and in Appendix A)
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can be applied to systems of particle coordinates to describe clustering vs. randomness
profiles. We can also borrow from and expand upon classical “non-equilibrium molecular
dynamics” (NEMD) methods82 to describe and simulate the formation of lattice, chain,
branch, and network structures. NEMD is a field of physics which attempts to extrapolate
characteristics of micro/macroscale materials or systems from approximations of the
time-dependent, quantum-mechanical, many-body problem. NEMD can be applied in
many ways to microscale rheology and is described by Hoover as a generalization of
Gibbs' statistical mechanics to the non-equilibrium case82. Classical NEMD simulations
consists of an n-body Newton mechanics solver tracking every particle; however, we can
also apply approximations of averaged molecular interactions, flows, boundaries, and
other fields effects (a process known as “coarse-graining”) and still accurately fit such
simulations to empirical data from real experiments. Through such successive
approximation and semi-empirical fitting of the time-dependent, quantum-mechanical,
many-body problem, we can simulate realistic mesoscale systems without the
computational burden of tracking every atom or molecule, which expands the scale of
simulations possible on a given hardware device.
As a basis for our simulations of colloids, we can derive mathematical models of the
physical attributes of a system, such as particle distribution, shape, orientation, mass,
interparticle potentials, hydrodynamics and interfacial potentials, electromagnetic bias,
and any other field effect. With the Large-Scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel
Simulator (LAMMPS) simulation engine, written in multi-threaded C++ at Sandia
National Laboratories83, our models become guidelines for mesoscale simulations of a
virtual physical system over time. LAMMPS updates the velocity and position of each
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particle in the system according to a Verlet-integration84 time-stepping algorithm and our
model definitions, with the maximum accuracy possible for a given hardware device (32bit floating-point accuracy in our case). At each time-step in a simulation, the LAMMPS
engine calculates pair-wise interparticle forces, any defined interface/boundary forces on
the particles, hydrodynamic forces, and performs a thermostatting algorithm which
accounts for the thermal effect of Brownian motion. We model this system as an N-body
force balance, where the momentum M i of the i th particle, with position ri at time t is
the sum of the thermal (Brownian), hydrodynamic, and pair-wise interparticle force:
Mi

δ 2 ri
= ∑ Fijpair
2
δt
j

(4.1)

where each interparticle pair force, Fijpair , is the sum of the vdW, electrostatic,
hydrodynamic, and thermal forces:
Fijpair =FijvdW + FijElectro + FijHydro + FijBrown

(4.2)

Integrating Eq. 4.2 using the velocity-Verlet algorithm yields the new position, ri , and
velocity,

δ ri
= vi , for each particle for successive time-steps. In the next section, we also
δt

describe how Vincent’s derivation of the Flory/Huggins’ polymer/solvent interaction
potentials for colloidal particles grafted with polymer coatings can be included in the
above pair force such that:
Fijpair =FijvdW + FijElectro + FijHydro + FijVincent + FijBrown

(4.3)

The above method, where particle position and velocities are explicitly tracked at each
time-step, exemplifies modern “discrete-element” modeling/simulation, as opposed to
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“finite-element” modeling/simulation in which attribute variables at the nodes of subdivided spatial regions are used to describe a physical system.
Everaers’ derivation for the pairwise interparticle hydrodynamic and vdW
potentials relies on the classical Lennard-Jones theory85 which describes the interaction
between two charged molecules or atoms. The Lennard-Jones potential, VLJ , is mildly
attractive, then becomes sharply repulsive as two atoms/molecules approach each other.
As such, the mathematical form of VLJ contains both attractive and repulsive terms:
 σ 12  σ  6 
VLJ 4ε   −   
=
 r  
 r 

(4.4)

where ε is the depth of a potential well, σ is the finite distance at which interparticle
potential is zero, and r is the distance between the particles. The r −12 term accounts for
repulsive interactions at short ranges due to overlapping electron orbitals, an effect of the
electron exchange interaction known as Pauli repulsion86,87. The r −6 term accounts for
the attractive vdW, or “London-dispersion” forces88, which results from a short-range (on
the order of a few nanometers) complementary quantum polarization in charged
atoms/molecules represented as magnetic dipoles. The Lennard-Jones potentials are often
referred to as the L-J, or 6-12 potentials due to these attractive/repulsive terms in Eq. 4.4.
The Lennard-Jones interparticle force, FLJ , is then derived from the interparticle
potential, VLJ as follows:

  σ 12   σ 6  
−δ VLJ
=
−24ε  2  13  −  7  
FLJ =
δr
  r   r  

(4.5)

Everaers’ derivation for the pairwise interparticle hydrodynamic and vdW potentials
includes three sub-potentials between (big) colloidal particles and (small) solvent
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particles: the colloid-colloid interaction energy, the colloid-solvent interaction energy,
and the solvent-solvent interaction energy. The colloid-colloid interaction energy, U CC ,
is derived by treating each colloidal particle as an integrated collection of Lennard-Jones
particles of size σ , and contains both attractive and repulsive components, U A and U R
(reflecting the attracting/repulsive components in the Lennard-Jones potentials):

− ACC
=
UA
6
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(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

The colloid-solvent interaction energy, U CS , is derived from the colloid-colloid
interaction energy, by letting the size of one of the particles go to zero:

(
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(4.9)

The solvent-solvent interaction energy has a more traditional form of the Lennard-Jones
formula:
ASS
U SS
=
36

 σ 12  σ  6 
  −    , r < rc
 r  
 r 
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(4.10)

with the Hamaker energy prefactor, ASS , set to 144 (assuming ε ≡ 1 , such that 144/36 =
4 and thus Eq. 4.10 matches the Lennard-Jones potential given by Eq. 4.4). The total
contribution to the interparticle potential from Everaers’ derivation of the hydrodynamic
and vdW potentials, U Ever , is then:
U Ever = U CC + U CS + U SS

(4.11)

and the corresponding total interparticle force, FEver , is derived:

FEver =

−δ U Ever
δr

(4.12)

The Everaers’ derivation for the pairwise interparticle hydrodynamic and vdW potentials
uses the following variable definitions:

a

particle radius

r

interparticle center-to-center separation

ACC ≡ 4π 2

colloid-colloid Hamaker energy pre-factor

ACS ≡

colloid-solvent Hamaker energy pre-factor

ACC ASS

ASS ≡ 144

solvent-solvent Hamaker energy pre-factor

rc

cutoff distance

This mathematical model for hydrodynamic and vdW interparticle potentials is
already implemented in the LAMMPS simulation engine. Another potential, defined as
the “Yukawa/colloid” potential89, is also implemented in LAMMPS in order to define the
(repulsive) electrostatic interparticle potential, i.e. the spatial separation force caused by
two like charges in proximity. The Yukawa/colloid potential, U Yuk , is defined as:
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U Yuk =

A

κ

e−κ ( r − d )

(4.13)

for particle diameter d , where (r − d ) is the interparticle surface-to-surface distance, A
is the Hamaker constant90, and κ is the Debye length20. When the Everaers’ colloid
potentials and the Yukawa/colloid potentials are used in conjunction within LAMMPS,
the (hydrodynamics and) classical DLVO force described in Eq. 3.11 is recovered, with

64π RkbT ρ∞γ 2 ≡ A

(4.14)

according to the Derjaguin approximation for interparticle interaction free energy in the
spherical case, described by Israelachvili20 (p243).
A final contribution to the hydrodynamic force is the (non-conservative) lubrication
force, FLub , described by Bybee29, is defined as follows:

(

)

FLub =
− RFU U − U ∞ + RFE E ∞

(4.15)

For particle velocities / angular velocities U , where U ∞ represents the velocity / angular
velocity of the undisturbed fluid, E ∞ represents the rate of strain tensor of the
undisturbed fluid with viscosity η , and gap variables R . Combining all the interparticle
forces, we now see that the total interparticle force, FijTotal , can be described as:
FijTotal = FEver + FYuk + Flub + FVincent + FBrown

(4.16)

FEver + FYuk + FLub= FElectro + FvdW + FHydro

(4.17)

Where

we recover the definition for total interparticle force given in Eq. 4.3.
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For our simulations of soft-particle systems, atomic/molecular interactions and field
effects (hydrodynamics, boundary, and interface effects) are “coarse-grained”,
approximated or averaged such that we do not explicitly account for the effect of
individual atoms or molecules. Everaers’ and Yukawa’s method for coarse-graining
electrostatic and van der Waals effects (DLVO) are very accurate descriptions of the
known physics of vdW, electrostatics, and hydrodynamics as applied to colloid systems,
some aspects of this system, particularly those involving 1) grafted-polymer coatings
used in “soft-colloid” processing, and 2) interfacial and hydrophilic/convective/capillary
hydrodynamics effects, are still not completely understood or well-described. We apply
Vincent’s derivation of the steric and elastic repulsions caused by polymers bound to the
NP surfaces, and an attractive depletion force caused by free polymer in a solvent, to
cover case 1. We account for the case 2, we employ empirical fitting of simulation
parameters based on experimental results. Such “ad-hoc” application of force models and
fitting parameters is a means of including the effects of physical interactions which are
not yet fully understood into the simulations, and a tool for understanding those aspects
of the system. Edge-effects are usually accounted for with periodic boundary conditions,
except in special, noted cases. To analyze our simulations, and directed-assembly in
colloids in general, we characterize the individual interparticle and field effects, order,
clustering, and randomness in the system of particles as a whole.
IV. ii. Soft-Particle Colloids: The Vincent Model
In this section, we describe Vincent’s derivation of the Flory/Huggins' theory for
polymer/polymer and polymer/solvent interactions applied to the case of spherical
colloidal soft-particles, i.e. particles grafted with polymer coatings. We describe the
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application of a radial buffer distance to the (Everaers/Yukawa) vdW and electrostatic
forces in order which accounts for the effect of these forces being mitigated by or
“buried” within the polymer interactions at a particle surface. We illustrate the
interparticle potentials and forces at each step of the force-buffering process, and an
intuitive “heat-map” colored visualization of the interparticle potentials is used to
illustrate examples of both bare-particle and soft-particle colloids. The interparticle
“Vincent” potentials/forces have been integrated into LAMMPS (by Ryan Molecke), and
used to simulate soft-particle colloids in directed-assembly experiments. A working
understanding the Vincent potentials/forces is necessary to tune soft-colloid simulations
to experiment, and thereby investigate system dynamics and possible device production
methodologies in direct-assembly of nanoparticle colloids.
In the 1985, Vincent described a method for approximating soft-particle depletion,
steric, and elastic interparticle potentials caused by biopolymer coatings and free
biopolymer in solvent91. Approximations for interparticle van der Waals and electrostatic
potentials were derived by Everaers92 and Yukawa89, and interparticle potentials
describing the Stokesian dynamics of particles immersed in a Newtonian fluid can be
approximated according to the “fast-lubrication expedient” described by Bybee29
(described in the previous section). All of these potentials have now been implemented in
LAMMPS, and we demonstrate simulations of soft-particle colloids equilibrating in
solvent and reacting to dynamic environmental conditions which include these potentials,
along with Brownian thermostatting, boundary conditions, and interface potentials. We
analyze experiment and simulations in terms of particle randomness, clustering, and
distribution order parameters, and via TEM images, Fourier transforms of particle
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positions or TEM intensities, GISAXS intensity plots, and visualizations of the system.
Key parameters are tuned (such as polymer profiles, viscosity, Flory χ parameter, etc...)
until simulations are stable, computationally within reach, and match experiment as
closely as possible.
Vincent used various historical research based on Flory93 and Huggins’94 classical
model for polymer-solvent dynamics, applied to microparticle coatings. Vincent’s model
contains three distinct sub-potentials, 1) an attractive “depletion” force caused by a
gradient in free (bulk) polymer in the solvent when two soft-particles come within the
“depletion distance”, 2) a repulsive
steric force caused by the biopolymer
strands on each soft-particle moving
against each other and trying to occupy
the same space when the particles are
sufficiently close to each other, and 3) a
strongly repulsive elastic force which
transitions into a hard-sphere potential
Figure 4.1) Schematic of soft-particles and the
range of the three potentials described by Vincent,
with green (attractive) depletion range, light red
(repulsive) steric mixing range, and dark red
(repulsive) elastic mixing range

as the particles grow very close and
then touch, this final force is caused by

the bending of polymers as the soft-particles push in very tight next to each other. A
schematic drawing of the three interparticle potentials is provided in Figure 4.1.
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Below are variable definitions used in Vincent’s model:

a

= particle radius

dbuf = buffer distance which can be added to particle radius

d

= particle center-to-center separation

d sep ≡ (d − 2a − 2dbuf ) = particle surface-to-surface separation for spherical particles
p

= distance free polymers interpenetrate into adsorbed polymer layer

δ

= adsorbed polymer layer thickness

∆

= range of depletion effect

v1

= molar volume of the solvent

u1

= chemical potential of solvent at critical flocculation polymer volume fraction

u10

= chemical potential of solvent with no free polymer

φ2a = average volume fraction of adsorbed polymer
φ2b = average volume fraction of free polymer
P2 (φ2b )

 u1 − u10  K BT
(ln(1 − φ2b ) + φ2b − χ (φ2b ) 2 ) = bulk osmotic pressure
≡
≡
v1
 v1 

χ

= Flory-Huggins chi parameter

ρ2

= adsorbed polymer density

M 2a = adsorbed polymer molecular weight
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Below are the potentials and derived forces for Vincent’s model, from longest to shortest
range:
1) an attractive “depletion” potential caused by a gradient in free (bulk) polymer in the
solvent when two soft-particles come within the “depletion distance”:
where : 2(δ − p ) < d sep < 2(δ + ∆ − p )

=
Vdep

(depletion range)

2


2π aP2 (φ2b )  δ

d sep 
+∆− p−
 for p < δ (depletion potential)
2 


d sep 

=
Fdep 2π aP2 (φ2b )  δ + ∆ − p −
 if p > δ , p ≡ δ
2 


(depletion force)

(4.1)

(4.2)

where : 0 < d sep < 2(δ − p ) , p < δ (depletion within steric/elastic range)
Fdep = 2π aP2 (φ2b )∆

(level ‘cutoff’ of depletion force)

(4.3)

2) a repulsive steric potential caused by the biopolymer strands on each soft-particle
moving against each other and trying to occupy the same space when the particles are
sufficiently close to each other:
where : δ < d sep < 2δ

(steric mixing only range)

d sep 
4π aK BT a 2  1

(φ2 )  − χ   δ −
=
Vs ,mix

2 
v1
2

=
Fs ,mix

d sep 
4π aK BT a 2  1

(φ2 )  − χ   δ −

2 
v1
2

where : 0 < d sep < δ

=
Vs ,mix

2

(steric mixing potential)

(4.4)

(steric mixing force)

(4.5)

(steric and elastic mixing range)

 d sep
4π aδ 2 K BT a 2  1
  d sep 1
− − ln 
(φ2 )  − χ  
v1
2
  2δ 4
 δ
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  (steric mixing potential) (4.6)


Fs ,mix
=

−4π aδ 2 K BT a 2  1
1
 1
(φ2 )  − χ  
−

v1
2
  2δ d sep





(steric mixing force)

(4.7)

3) a strongly repulsive elastic potential which transitions into a hard-sphere potential as
the particles grow very close and then touch, this final force is caused by the bending of
polymers as the soft-particles push in very tight next to each other:

Vs ,el



d sep


3−
a 2 d
2π aK BT ρ 2φ2 δ  sep  d sep 
δ
ln


a

δ  2
M2
 δ














2


d sep


 3−
δ
 − 6 ln 

2







  d sep
 + 31−
δ
 






  (4.8)




(elastic mixing potential) (above)
2
d sep  
−2π aK BT ρ 2φ2aδ  d sep 

ln
Fs ,el
=
3−
 
 4δ 
δ  
M 2a



(elastic mixing force)

(4.9)

Equations 4.1 through 4.9 assume a uniform polymer density profile and
monodisperse spherical particles; the simplest fully examined case from Vincent’s paper.
The effect of choosing a uniform polymer distribution profile is that the particles might
be artificially separated a minute amount more than with other polymer profiles, which
can be compensated for by tuning the polymer density variable to a magnitude slightly
smaller than the calculated value. For completeness, the Vincent model predicts free
diffusion of the particles, i.e. zero interparticle force, where:
2(δ + ∆ − p ) < d sep

(4.10)

At first sight, the sheer number of parameters in this model is daunting, however in
practice many of these values are set based on measured or known physical quantities
(adsorbed polymer molecular weight and density, Flory χ of the bulk polymer/solvent
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pair, solvent molecular volume) and only a few are left to “tune” to the experiment
(adsorbed layer thickness, bulk polymer penetration length, range of the depletion effect).
The adsorbed/bulk polymer average volume fractions can either be measured (via FTIR
or similar means) or approximated to fit an experiment.

Figure 4.2) Potential vs. surface-to-surface
separation for the Vincent model. Particle
radius: 10nm, higher coating volume
fraction, longer depletion range, higher χ

Figure 4.3) Potential vs. surface-to-surface
separation for the Vincent model. Particle
radius: 5.5nm, lower coating volume fraction,
shorter depletion range, lower χ

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 plot the three sub-potentials and their sum, the so-called
“Vincent potential” as a function of interparticle surface-to-surface separation. Figure 4.2
corresponds to a 10nm-radius particle with a 12C (26H,1S) alkanethiol coating at 0.14
volume fraction, a 7nm depletion range, and a 0.2 (relatively low) polymer/solvent Flory

χ parameter. We assume that the bulk polymer is also an alkane and that the bulk
polymer volume fraction is 8%. These are simple test assumptions made to check the
model against potential diagrams from Vincent’s paper. Parameters in figure 4.3
correspond to a 5.5nm particle core, with a slightly lower 0.1 adsorbed polymer volume
fraction. We have adjusted the Flory χ parameter to match the known value for an
alkane/toluene system at 298K, and the depletion range has been changed to 1nm; a
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smaller and more reasonable value as it is less than the length of the bulk polymer
(1.68nm for 12C alkane). Figure 4.3 shows the dramatic effect of reducing the depletion
range. The steric and elastic potentials are generally of similar shape and size in Figure
4.3 (as in Figure 4.2), but the scale of the depletion potential is an order of magnitude
smaller, reflected by the need to change y-axis power to “zoom in” on it to capture the
full detail.
Tuning the bulk polymer volume fraction, depletion range, and bulk polymer
“penetration length” (the length that bulk polymers are allowed to interpenetrate with
each other and with adsorbed polymer shells) strongly affects the shape of the attractive
potential and thus the overall shape of the cumulative potential. We can make use of this
effect to tune the depletion force to almost any theorized shape starting with a light
polymer as the “bulk polymer”. We describe how the Vincent potential shown in 4.3 was
tailored for use in many of the experiments involving 5.5nm AuNPs in the subsequent
sections. Another feature of both Figures 4.2 and 4.3 is the horizontal black line placed
beneath the zero on the potential scale, which corresponds to − 3 K BT ( K B the
2
Boltzmann constant). This energy level corresponds to the average thermal energy of a
particle in a homopolar ideal gas at temperature T. Note that in figure 4.3, the net
attractive potential is never as large in magnitude as the thermal energy, yet we will see
in subsequent sections that even this small potential can strongly influence clustering and
ordering across scales. In fact, since the interparticle force is the negative of the
derivative of the interparticle potential, force doesn’t necessarily depend on the
magnitude but only the local slope of the potential curve.
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Figures 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate this point, showing that the force curves
corresponding to figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Note that the force is nearly the same
magnitude, even though the potentials are of different magnitudes.

Figure 4.4) Force vs. surface-to-surface
separation for the Vincent model. Particle
radius: 10nm, higher coating volume fraction,
longer depletion range, higher χ

Figure 4.5) Force vs. surface-to-surface
separation for the Vincent model. Particle
radius: 5.5nm, lower coating volume
fraction, shorter depletion range, lower χ

We observe that the forces in these two cases again differ mainly in the range of the
depletion effect, noting that figure 4.4 has a distance scale bar one order of magnitude
larger than figure 4.5. The apparently linear shape of the force curves is caused by the
linear approximation of the adsorbed polymer density profile described by Vincent.
Higher orders of the force curve equation could be fully derived, a procedure described
by Vincent, but that task is not within the scope of this work. The linear approximations
to the force curve are computationally stable and faster to calculate than a higher-order
description would, making them sufficient if not ideal for our simulations.
The Vincent potentials/forces describe only the effects of the outer polymer layer
and free bulk polymer. For the final simulations, and a more realistic representation of
and the actual physical system, the interparticle pair-wise interactions will also include
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the electrostatic, van der Waals (vdW), and hydrodynamic forces, which are already
integrated into LAMMPS (as described in the previous section). We describe a method
for smoothly summing these potentials, where the electrostatic, van der Waals (vdW),
and hydrodynamic forces are allowed to interact through, while being mitigated by or
“buried” within, the outer polymer.

Figure 4.6) Vincent and vdW forces and
their sum vs. center-to-center interparticle
distance

Figure 4.7) Vincent and vdW forces and their
sum vs. center-to-center interparticle distance

If we were to just examine figure 4.6, a simple summation of the Vincent force
and the (Everaers) vdW force, without considering the shape of the force curve at a
different scale, we might conclude that we have done a reasonable job of combining the
two radial force curves for our core/shell particle. Both the Vincent and the vdW force
curves (Fig. 4.6) cross zero at approximately the same radial distance, and they appear to
have the same general magnitude and sum nicely for the total force curve. Once we scale
out to the uN force scale, however, things look different. The vdW force dominates the
total force curve and creates an artificial hard-sphere-like force asymptote several
angstroms outwards from the actual hard-sphere core. To mitigate this effect, we added a
variable to buffer the radial distances between the Vincent and vdW forces. This results
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in a more realistic physical model where the electrostatic/vdW forces are partially
screened by the NP polymer coating and the free bulk polymer. By setting the effective
radius of the particle slightly lower than the experimental value, then buffering the
Vincent force outwards back to the proper radius, we effectively move the vdW force
inwards radially with respect to the Vincent force, changing the relative positions of the
cumulative force curves. This procedure “screens” the vdW force, and in some cases
completely buries vdW force in the steric/elastic force asymptote of the Vincent force so
that the vdW force interaction is negligible.

Figure 4.8) Buffered Vincent and vdW forces
and their sum vs. center-to-center
interparticle distance

Figure 4.9) Buffered Vincent and vdW
forces and their sum vs. center-to-center
interparticle distance

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 illustrate the effect of the radial buffering/screening on the
vdW force curve. The vdW force curve now reaches only a few hundred pN before the
particles would be considered touching (at 5.5nm center-to-center separation, no surfaceto-surface separation) because it is buffered inwards into the center of the particle
radially. At the hundreds of pN scale, the Vincent and vdW curves are similar in shape
and both clearly impact the total particle force shape. The hard-sphere force asymptote
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now clearly lies at 5.5nm, the proper/expected radial distance, and is dominated by the
Vincent elastic force contribution. In Figure 4.9, at the 10’s of pN scale, we can see that
the vdW force is somewhat buried into the steric/elastic region of the Vincent force, but
still has a clear effect on the total force. Interactions between AuNPs are generally
limited to the nN or less range in our LAMMPS calculations because of the high
velocities such a force can cause on a single particle in a single time step can cause
instability. The 10’s and 100’s of pN forces are large enough to overtake thermal particle
motion and cause clustering/ordering effects in simulation very much like those observed
in experiment, supporting the hypothesis that our model approximates the forces of actual
interparticle force interactions in NP colloids to within an order of magnitude. This
exercise of “buffering” the vdW force against the Vincent soft-polymer core
demonstrates clearly the importance of considering the action of all the component forces
across several scales in order to model accurately colloid systems, and directedassembly.
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Figure 4.10) Bare particles with vdW
potentials heat-mapped into the solvent, with
direction (opposing) net force on each particle
indicate with arrows

Figure 4.11) Particles with buffered Vincent
and vdW potentials heat-mapped into the
solvent, with direction (opposing) net force on
each particle indicate with arrows

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 are a custom graphical visualization designed to “heatmap” the potential at any given point in the solvent, providing a simple visual verification
of the effect of the polymer graft. Figure 4.10 shows the heat-mapped potential for a bare
AuNP core, with a narrow ring of interparticle potential around each particle. Figure 4.11
illustrates the potential for alkanethiolated AuNPs (with the force definition from Figures
4.8, 4.9) using to the Vincent model. A much larger ring of interparticle potential exists
(viz, a potential of significant magnitude) around each particle. These visualizations are
not a scientific tool used to measure any system properties, but just an example of a
convenient and visually intuitive way to view the simulated system at any given time
step.
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IV. iii. Characterization Methods for Soft-Particle Colloids
In order to validate and tune simulations with experiment, several means of
characterizing thin films are employed. TEM imaging is an obvious choice, however it is
limited by the need for a low-pressure (vacuum) environment, and it is used in stages to
view particle positions and sintering/ripening events during the experiment. TEM image
intensities can also be transformed via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)95, implemented
as a software tool within the ImageJ program96, a freeware Java image processing and
analysis applet developed by the NIH Image group. Plotting the FFT of an image
intensity in 2D space yields 2D “inverse-space” plots, and allows crystal symmetry to be
verified and lattice D-spacings (the real-space distances between crystal lattice planes) to
be measured very accurately and in a statistically averaged way.

Figure 4.12) A. Section of a TEM image of 5.5nm Au NPs in
hexagonal order, B. GISAXS intensity measurement of the film
shown in (A), C. FFT of image (A) indicating hexagonal crystal
ordering
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Grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) is a characterization
method in which X-ray beams are directed at the surface at a small angle of incidence,
cause reflection/refraction of the X-rays off any density gradients in a target area, and
cast a spatial electromagnetic pattern onto a detector screen in front of the target.
GISAXS intensity measurements can be performed in ambient conditions throughout
evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) of NP lattices within thin-films. We can also
calculate GISAXS detector screen intensity patterns via software simulation of GISAXS
on arbitrary spatial density profiles, using NANODIFT software developed by the
Hillhouse Group at Purdue97 (described henceforth as “simulated GISAXS”). Figure 4.12
shows a TEM image and the corresponding GISAXS intensity and FFT plots for a thin
film containing a hexagonal lattice of Au NPs at or near the surface. The dark streaks in
the GISAXS plot indicate a single monolayer of particles and a sharply defined first peak
in the particle distribution, as will become clear when contrasted to simulated GISAXS of
similar structures. The bright points in the FFT plot indicate the order of the hexagonal
lattice in “real-space”, and their radial distances and orientations can be used to measure
and index the average lattice D-spacings. To demonstrate how these plots will change
with varying particle structures, we simulate FFT and GISAXS plots using NANODIFT.
For any given particle orientation within a cube up to 300x300x300nm on a side, the
NANODIFT software takes two to three hours of processor time.
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Figure 4.13) A. Real-space density plot showing a single monolayer of particles in hexagonal
order (with D-spacing 7nm) B. FFT plot showing hexagonal order, C. Simulated GISAXS
intensity plot corresponding to (A)

Figure 4.13 shows a postulated real-space density, with an apodization “window”
applied, and the resultant FFT and simulated GISAXS plots, chosen to closely match the
TEM image from the experiment described in Fig 4.12. The apodization window is a
tapering of intensities near a simulation edge98,99 which can be applied to the real-space
density plots to reduce edge effects in FFT and simulated GISAXS intensity plots97. In
the GISAXS plots, α and θ are the angle of X-ray beam incidence with the surface and
transverse angle across the detector surface (polar orientation in the Ewald sphere100),
respectively. Figure 4.14 illustrates that increasing the lattice spacing reveals several
more peaks in the GISAXS intensity plot. Since the lattice spacing is larger, the peaks in

Figure 4.14) A. Real-space density plot showing a single monolayer of particles in hexagonal
order (with D-spacing 20nm) B. FFT plot showing hexagonal order, C. Simulated GISAXS
intensity plot corresponding to (A)
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the GISAXS plot are much closer together and within our simulated detector screen (in
an inverse-space relationship).
Transformation with FFT reveals that the structure has not changed in symmetry
but now shows the bright points moved closer inwards towards the center, corresponding
to a larger D-spacing (in a similar inverse-space relationship).

Figure 4.15) A. Real-space density plot showing a 3D array of particles in hexagonal-close
packed order (with D-spacing 20nm) B. FFT plot showing hexagonal-close-packed structure C.
Simulated GISAXS intensity plot corresponding to (A)

Figure 4.15 shows the effect of adding a 3rd dimension to the crystal structure,
with the real-space visualization of a hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) 3D array of particles
now generated by Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD by Humphrey et. al., University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign101). The FFT now shows two interlaced hexagonal lattices,
reflecting the two staggered planes in the HCP crystal structure in real-space. The peaks
in the GISAXS plot are now dotted at regular intervals corresponding to angles of beam
incidence at which the Bragg condition102,103 is satisfied for successive planes in the
particle lattice. For reference, Figure 4.16 shows the same particles as in Figure 4.15,
after 1ms of virtual ‘equilibration’, which means we allowed thermal diffusion of the
5.5nm particles with buffered Vincent, (Everaers/Yukawa/Bybee) electrostatic,
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hydrodynamics, and vdW forces in a toluene solvent in a periodic box at 298K (within
LAMMPS).

Figure 4.16) A. Real-space density plot showing a 3D box of particles that have undergone
equilibration. B. FFT plot showing radial ‘noise’ C. Simulated GISAXS intensity plot
corresponding to (A)

The now randomized particle positions are reflected by radial ‘noise’ in the FFT and
simulated GISAXS plots, indicating random particle distributions at all distances larger
than the particle diameter.
Another tool at our disposal for characterizing particle positions is the Ripley’s K
function and associated family of spatial statistical tests for randomness vs. clustering.
The Ripley’s K function is essentially the “radial distribution function” (RDF104)
averaged over particle number and the expected radial spatial intensity for a random
distribution of particles (see Appendix 2). In Ripley K plots, the bottom curved line
represents the K-values for a system with complete spatial randomness among the
particles, where the top line represents the K-value calculated from the RDF of the
particle coordinates of interest, i.e. the degree of clustering. If the top line sharply turns
upwards at a specific radial distance, that means the particles are relatively clustered at
that distance. If the top line dips downwards or falls below the bottom (randomness) line
at a given radial distance, that means there is a relative absence of particles with that
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distance to their neighbors. The diverse and multidisciplinary usefulness of the Ripley’s
K test is evidenced as we borrow algorithms from software packages for the statistical
analysis of protein chain reactions and for mapping neural synapse communication to
extend the 2D Ripley’s K test into 3D. For the 3D Ripley’s K test, the k-function (a
normalized measurement in histogram form of how ‘clustered’ the particles are over
increments of radial separation) is squared and the random distribution expectation now
grows within spherical shells rather than the 2D analog of circular shells. Figure 4.17 (a)
illustrates how the K-value (top line) varies in magnitude for radial distances out to
40nm, for a hexagonally close-packed (HCP) array of 6nm particles in periodic 3-space
with a lattice constant of 20nm. The crystal structure is reflected in the jagged K-value
line, which indicates regularly spaced neighbors and absences of neighbors among the
particles as would be expected in a system with crystalline order.

Figure 5.17) A. Ripley K plot for HCP array of NPs B1. Plot for semi-equilibrated system. B1.
Plot for equilibrated system. C1. Plot for semi-clustered system. C2. Plot for strongly clustered
system
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When this system is allowed to equilibrate, it follows path (b) in Figure 4.17,
eventually losing the original form and becoming a straight line upwards, indicating a
negligible amount of clustering. When this same simulation is run with the conditions of
increasing bulk polymer fraction and increasing viscosity (strong attractive interparticle
force, limited mobility), it follows path (c) in Figure 4.17, and the K-values become leftshifted and sharply curved, indicating strong clustering of the particles at 6-7nm.
We can plot the RDF of a set of particle coordinates as a histogram and track the
RDF over time in a simulation, for an intuitive and easy-to-read plot of average radial
particle distances. Figure 4.18 shows the RDF plotted at intervals throughout an
“evaporation” simulation in 2D, where a number of 5.5nm diameter particles are
compressed very slowly in a contracting box. In this case, the box edge speed over the
mobility of the particle represents the Peclét
number of the system105, and this system is
set to a relatively low Peclét number (where
the edge moves very slowly with respect to
the particle mobility) such that the particles
are

allowed

to

“equilibrate”

to

their

environment relatively well at each time step.

Figure 4.18) Radial distribution function
plot of evaporation stage of simulation

We plot the RDF in blue at the beginning of
the simulation and change color through the rainbow to red as the simulation progresses
in time. The red and yellow peaks at the left of this image reflect the phenomenon of the
particles assuming hexagonal order. Any defects in the long-range order “zip” together as
we very slowly ease the 2D area fraction up to a final value (88%) just a few percent
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short of the theoretical “close-packed” limit of 91.6%. As the particles reached closer and
closer to the theoretical packing limit, the interparticle force is far up the hard-sphere
force asymptote and the Brownian motions cause great differences in the interparticle
forces from one time step to the next, with the result that the simulation becomes unstable
at or slightly above 88% area fraction.
Another indispensible tool for characterizing thin-film colloids is X-ray
reflectivity, where the electric vertical field intensity (EFI) distribution and corresponding
electron density profile of a film can be calculated
from X-ray intensity as functions of incident angle
and film depth. Ellipsometry, a closely related
experimental measurement technique, can also be
used to measure and verify film thickness
measurements from reflectivity. Figure 4.19 shows
the graphed data from a paper (reproduced with
permission) in which Xiong et al. perform and
describe such X-ray reflectivity and ellipsometry
measurements. In this experiment, 5.5nm AuNPs
with 12C alkanethiol coating in a PMMA/toluene
solvent are deposited (by Xiong et al.) at room

Figure 5.19) Reflectivity for
NP/polymer array and fitted EFI

temperature onto a water surface and allowed to dry into a thin film, which is then
transferrable and even self-supporting over cover-slip notches up to several square
centimeters in area. This AuNP/polymer ‘matrix’ film is transferred onto a Si substrate
for reflectivity and ellipsometry measurements. The peaks in the reflectivity and
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normalized EFI indicate a single layer of AuNPs has formed very near or even in contact
with the top air-solvent interface of the film. LAMMPS supports a somewhat crude
approach to simulating such interface (flat planes with normal exponential force). In the
case of particles trapped in a monolayer, however, we can account for the interface by
merely restricting the particles to a 2D plane.
By running thermal equilibrations of particles trapped in 2D planes at varying
area fraction, and correlating experimental and simulated GISAXS plots taken at intervals
over time, we confirm that a strong attractive interface force exists (this is the subject of
section 3) and is dominant over the other forces in the system. The attractive interface
force therefore drives the assembly of ordered structures in this system. We postulate that
the interface force is the result of evaporation-induced or convective flow of the solvent
towards the interface during drying, capillary wetting phenomena in the menisci between
the particles at the surface, and a polar/non-polar hydrophobic-like repulsion of mixing
between the alkane particle coating and the toluene solvent which causes the particles to
become trapped at the air interface once they reach it. These interface forces are theorized
to strongly influence clustering and ordering in NP colloids, and a more explicit
description of them and programmatic inclusion of them into LAMMPS is a current and
future research goal.
We describe our preliminary attempts to extend the simulations to three
dimensions and account for interface effects. These simulations attempt to account for the
effect of particles “skinning” on the top surface in a single, HCP monolayer. We illustrate
the results from a “plowing” simulation in which we move a virtual air interface layer
downwards through a field of particles in solvent. We move the air interface downwards
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much faster than the mobility of the particles (relatively high Peclét number) causing
them to become trapped at the moving wall interface in a layer. This is admittedly a naive
method for simulating evaporation since simple plowing does not take into account local
evaporative flow currents caused by solvent molecules leaving the liquid system (and
driving flow in an uneven way based on local surface geometry) or capillary effects. In
fact no surface geometry (other than a flat plane) is currently supported in LAMMPS, but
extending it for this purpose is a future research task. Another shortcoming of the
plowing method is that particles will only “skin” the top layer in a double-layer, as shown
in Figures 4.20 and 4.21, whereas in experiment a single layer forms. Getting a full
covered of particles in a top layer (double-layer or not) in the plowing simulations was
extremely challenging.

Figure 4.20) 3D Plowing simulation with
low viscosity, top-angled view

Figure 4.21) 3D Plowing simulation with
parabolic viscosity gradient, top-angled
view
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In 3D plowing simulations with a low viscosity (the book value of toluene) the
particle skinned the surface completely with a double-layer; however the packing density
was not great enough that the particles were forced into hexagonal order (as in the
experiment). In simulations where the viscosity was allowed to rise (as the toluene
solvent evaporated and the PMMA set up into a gel-like solid state), the particles would
form more dense layers on the surface, however the simulations were very unstable and
would crash as a triple-layer would start to form in some places and eventually cause an
unstable force interaction with the wall or other boundaries. Although these 3D
simulations do not match the experiment, they do demonstrate the ability to run
simulations with thousands of soft-particles and microscale box sizes in reasonable
amounts of time with LAMMPS. They also show the first steps towards a more fully real
3D simulation of a NEMD colloid directed-assembly experiment, and were used in the
development of the relevant characterization tools: RDF, Ripley’s K, FFT and simulated
GISAXS intensity plots.
This concludes the discussion of the Vincent model for interparticle potential in
soft-particle colloids and the description of methods we will employ for characterizing
thin-films. The Vincent model has been incorporated into LAMMPS, and several
MATLAB, Mathematica106, and C++ tools have been developed to aid in performing
characterization of colloidal thin-films. While a certain level of software mastery is
necessary to direct these tools, actually tuning simulations and interpreting them can be
an art, and we must define rigorously every process of guiding a given simulation from
beginning to end to extract meaningful results. Subsequent sections describe the
application of these methods (simulation, visualization, spatial statistics, FFT, and
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GISAXS) can be applied to a variety of experiments to investigate colloid and thin-film
dynamics and NP ordering phenomena in particular as it relates to directed-assembly.
IV. iv. Interface-Driven Order in Soft-Particle Colloids
In this section, we apply LAMMPS simulations of soft-colloid evaporationinduced self-assembly (EISA) experiments in which long-range HCP order arises among
AuNPs at a thin-film surface. By matching GISAXS intensity plots taken at intervals
during experiment and simulations, we confirm that a strong attractive interface force
exists and show that it is dominant over the other forces in the system and therefore
drives the assembly of ordered structures in this system. This is an example of realistic
simulation of soft-colloid systems to characterize the dynamics underlying a series of
actual EISA experiments performed by Xiong, et al.18. In the next section we describe
characterization and simulation of a similar set of experiments, also by Xiong et al., in
which the EISA process is followed up by an irradiation step causing the AuNPs to
sinter/coalesce into nano-wires/rods, as an example of directed-assembly of nanoparticle
colloids.
So-called “bottom-up” assembly in colloids offers the potential to choreograph
the organization of atoms, molecules, and nanoparticles (NPs) and to tailor device
functionality across a range of scales. Colloid and thin-film processing is an established
science which has evolved with modern advances in NP production52-55, active
biopolymer coatings9,10,48,54,65,70,71,73, sol-gels16,64, EISA12,15,18,19,58,75,76, new theoretical
paradigms20, and exponentially growing computational resources available for simulation
and modeling21. Colloids and thin-film processing are quickly becoming integral fields
within nanoscience, driving markets for nanotechnology products. Recently, thin-film
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assemblies of nanoparticles superlattices have generated great interest as possible device
components

with

15,52,53,55,56,58,59,68,71,73

customizable

electronic2,6,107,

optical61,62,69,

bio-active10-

, or catalytic properties52,53,60,69 based on particle size/s, composition,

and polymer coating.
Recent studies in NP superlattices formed by evaporation-induced self-assembly
(EISA) demonstrate robust monolayers, bilayers, and higher-order systems. Xiong et al.’s
recent series of experiments with 5.5nm AuNPs in toluene/PMMA solvent18 are an
example of a system for which the Vincent model for soft-particle interparticle
interactions within colloids (cf. section V. ii.) is applicable. Xiong’s method for
evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) of self-supporting, AuNP-containing polymer
matrix thin films starts with the deposition of a solvent mixture of Toluene/PMMA
containing 12C alkanethiolated 5.5nm-diameter AuNPs onto a water surface, where it
spreads and dries into a thin polymer matrix film. As the Toluene evaporates and leaves
the system, the PMMA molecules within the solvent become partially cross-linked and
are also held in place by ionic bonding, allowing the PMMA to “set up” from free bulk
polymer in the liquid-phase to a gel-like or rubber-like state. This system is of particular
interest for subsequent processing via a release or application of induced stress, or via
irradiation with high-energy electron beam since PMMA in this thin-film matrix form is
soft, expandable, and stimuli-responsive not only physically to electron irradiation but as
a photoresist both positively and negatively for varying UV photon wavelengths. The
method of using induced stresses and deformation of a stimuli-responsive polymer matrix
substrate with embedded AuNPs can be regarded as a processing step for controlling
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geometry and order among colloidal NPs, and a step towards the creation arbitrary
designed networks within systems of colloidal NPs.
Figure 4.12 is repeated to illustrate the final structure in one of Xiong’s EISA
experiments with 5.5nm AuNPs, described above. The AuNPs shown in Figure 4.12 (a)
are known to be at or near the air/PMMA interface within the thin film that is formed
during the Toluene evaporation by X-Ray reflectivity (inferred from normalized electric
field intensity distributions, described in section 2). Figures 4.12 (b) and (c) show the
result of a GISAXS experiment and the FFT of the intensity of image (a), respectively,
both of which indicate near-perfect hexagonal ordering among the AuNPs.

Figure 4.12) A. Section of a TEM image of 5.5nm Au NPs in
hexagonal order, B. GISAXS intensity measurement of the film
shown in (A), C. FFT of image (A) indicating hexagonal crystal
ordering

Figure 4.22 shows a more comprehensive analysis of the GISAXS experiments
performed while the Toluene/PMMA/AuNP mixture spread and evaporated on the water
surface. The red text near the top of Figure 4.22 indicates the moment that the mixture
was deposited from the pipette onto the water surface. From the time-series GISAXS
intensity plots, we see that two broad peaks form gradually from a noisy radial pattern
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from the moment the particles are
released until approximately the 75second

mark,

become

and

then

well-resolved

quickly

into

two

sharper peaks between 75 and 95
seconds. This indicates that the
particles are gradually building up on
the surface (with common spatial
distributions

within

clusters

of

particles) until a saturation point is
reached where the particles can be

Figure 4.22) Time-series of GISAXS experiments
performed on AuNP in Toluene/PMMA-solvent
EISA evaporation on water interface (reproduced
with permission).

considered hexagonally ordered. The lack of significant lateral movement of the two
peaks within the GISAXS intensity time-series indicates that only a small amount of final
ordering and compression occurs as top monolayer of particles assume a “saturated”
packing density within the 2D hexagonal matrix of AuNPs trapped at the air interface.
Figure 4.23 shows the results from a series of GISAXS simulations performed on
particle distributions that represent the end time steps from sixteen LAMMPS simulations
of 12C alkanethiolated 5.5nm AuNPs in Toluene/PMMA solvent at 298K. In these
simulations the particles are trapped in two dimensions to account for the effect of the
strong attraction between the AuNPs and the air-interface caused by polar/non-polar
hydrophobic-like repulsion of mixing between the alkanethiols and the Toluene. Each
LAMMPS experiment consisted of a simple thermal equilibration of the particles (no
dynamic effects) at area fractions ranging from five to eighty percent. There is strong
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correlation between the final images in this sequence (area fraction 60% and above)
between the simulated GISAXS series and the actual GISAXS time series (for 65 seconds
and above). The radial noise in the
simulated

GISAXS

at

low

volume

fractions, and lack of radial noise in the
corresponding GISAXS time-series, is
caused

by

the

added

precision

of

calculating the GISAXS from known
coordinates

(and

artificially

reduced

interfacial roughness) in the simulation,
however both plots indicate a degree of

Figure 4.23) Progression of simulated GISAXS
performed on virtual alkanethiolated AuNPs in
Toluene/PMMA-solvent at varying 2D area
fractions

ordered clustering in these states with low area fraction of particles at the interface.
The

rising

profile

and

increasing

resolution

of

the

peaks

in

the

simulated/experimental GISAXS intensity plots corresponds to particles clustering and
ordering at the surface faster than would be expected if the AuNPs were randomly
diffusing to the surface and away from the surface at equal rates. This indicates that the
area fraction of particles at the air-solvent interface is being driven disproportionately
higher than the bulk volume fraction (projected in 2D) by an attractive potential between
the interface and the particles. This attractive interfacial potential has already been
theorized to exist, and is thought to contain force component contributions from solvent
evaporative or convective flow towards the interface, capillary forces in the menisci
between the particles at the surface, and polar/non-polar hydrophobic-like mixing
repulsion between the alkanethiols and the Toluene solvent. Our LAMMPS simulations
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demonstrate the effects of such a force, which indicate validity of the Vincent model for
modeling soft-particle colloid systems and interface-driven order in EISA of polymermatrix thin-films. Close matching between simulated and experiment GISAXS
demonstrates that the NANODIFT software can be used to effectively characterize
simulations, “tune” simulations to match or reflect experimental measurements, and infer
physical forces related to ordering and assembly in colloidal thin-films.
We use MATLAB data visualization to demonstrate the effects of Flory χ
parameter and bulk polymer volume fraction on our model for total interparticle force,
since these actual system properties are likely to change in Xiong’s EISA experiment as
the Toluene evaporates and the PMMA “sets up” into a film. In Figures 4.24 and 4.25, we
form surface plots from the total interparticle force versus particle separation, with Flory
χ or bulk polymer volume fraction as our third axes, respectively. The total interparticle
force includes electrostatic/hydrodynamic forces from Everaers/Yukawa and depletive,
steric, and elastic polymer-induced forces from Vincent, with the vdW forces buffered
into the core of the particle to account for reduction in the longer-range vdW force effects
because of the polymer coating (as described in section IV.ii).

Figure 4.24) Interparticle force versus
center-to-center particle separation and
Flory χ parameter

Figure 4.25) Interparticle force versus
center-to-center particle separation and
bulk polymer volume faction
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Figure 4.24 shows the hard-core interparticle force asymptote (red) and the
attractive region (blue) on the force surface as it changes with increasing Flory χ
parameter, in the tens of pN range. Figure 4.25 shows that a much stronger attractive
region and shorter-range, sharper hard-core force asymptote form with increasing bulk
polymer volume fraction, as the forces now have to be plotted in the hundreds on pN
range for a similar surface shape. During our series of 2D LAMMPS simulations at
increasing area fractions, we set the Flory χ parameter artificially higher than the known
value for Toluene-alkane interactions to allow the particles to cluster/order with shorter
separations. In this regard, the Flory χ parameter can be considered a tuning variable that
allows us to effectively account for some attractive force caused by capillary forces, even
though capillary forces are not explicitly included in our models. This artificial increase
in Flory χ parameter for surface particles is also supported by the reasoning that the
alkanes will have a higher χ parameter as they leave the Toluene/PMMA system and
poke out into the air above, and could be bending and interacting with curved capillary
surfaces between the particles. The bulk polymer volume fraction was not allowed to
increase over our simulation of Xiong’s EISA experiment because we found that this
resulted in the average particle separations smaller than those observed in the experiment.
In light of this result it may be theorized that bulk polymer volume fraction is not
changing considerably at the surface or that the model for depletive attraction is not
complete / over-predicts interparticle attraction in such systems driven by interface
dynamics.
We use the Mathematica NANODIFT package FFT plots for the evolving realspace density of the system as we step through the intervals of increasing area fraction.
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Figure 4.26 illustrates the real-space intensity plots, with apodization window applied,
and corresponding FFT plots. We observe strong clustering in the particles at 20% area
fraction, and can even make out some slight hexagonal shape to the FFT plot at this early
stage. By the time we reach 50% area fraction, the FFT indicates a sharp ring implying
the particles have assumed a first peak in their common nearest-neighbor distances, but
have yet to show strong long-range hexagonal order. Within the 5% interval between
55% and 60% area fraction, the clusters of particle merge or coalescence and the system
“locks-in” to long-range hexagonal order, indicated by the appearance of the bright spots
in the FFT pattern. At 75% area fraction, which corresponds to the measured distances in
Xiong’s experiment, the FFT shows that system has much more defined hexagonal order,
and the FFT spots have moved farther from center, indicating that the lattice spacing has
been fractionally reduced from that of the original hexagonal lattice formed at 60% area
fraction.

Figure 4.26) Plots of particle positions within a 2D box, real-space (top row) and inverse-space
or FFT (bottom row)
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In summary, we have implemented Vincent’s model for soft-colloid interparticle
interactions into LAMMPs and successfully applied it to simulate the 2D case of particles
trapped in a monolayer at varying area fractions, reflecting the conditions of Xiong’s
EISA experiment. FFT, GISAXS, and simulated GISAXS all support the explanation that
particles are randomly diffusing to the surface, where they become trapped and
experience attractive interparticle forces, causing monolayer clusters of particles to form
at the surface. This monolayer of clusters increases in area fraction as new particles
diffuse to the surface, until a coalescence of clusters forces the particles into a
hexagonally-packed monolayer. Finally, new particles continue to force their way into
the grain boundaries in the hexagonal order at the surface until a tightly-packed (HCP)
monolayer forms. At high concentrations of particles in the bulk solvent, layers of
particles can become trapped above or below the monolayer, or layer “stacking” can
occur. We have demonstrated how LAMMPS simulations including Vincent’s model,
NANODIFT GISAXS intensity plots, and FFT plots can help characterize and explain
soft-colloid dynamics under EISA conditions.
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IV. v. 2D Array Rearrangement using a Stimuli-Responsive Substrate
In this section, we describe a method of “directing” a solution of biopolymercoated gold nanoparticles into nanowire formations through evaporation-induced selfassembly followed by unique thin-film transfer and subsequent irradiation steps. We
review how ordered nanowire structures are formed through evaporative, vapor-liquidsolid interface dynamics, polymer/solvent interactions, and physical deformation caused
by irradiation. We extend this research with device considerations, simulation,
characterization, and statistical analysis. We match realistic discrete-element simulations
to experiments in directed-assembly of soft-colloids to identify underlying physical
system dynamics. Experimental and simulated fast-Fourier transform (FFT) and grazingincidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) intensity plots show in-plane ordering
and lattice properties in colloid surface films to sub-nanometer precision and allow
characterization of interparticle potentials, including hydrodynamics, electrostatic, vdW,
and polymer/solvent potentials, and phase-interface effects. We advance a parallel
discrete-element simulation code, LAMMPS, to investigate interparticle and phaseinterface potentials and long-range ordering phenomena relevant to directed-assembly of
nanoparticle colloids. We employ classical statistical tests to particle coordinates over
simulation time-sets to shed light on clustering and ordering phenomena. We describe
how experimental and simulated grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering intensity
plots allow characterization of soft-colloid particle formations with sub-nanometer
precision.
We report the formation of an anisotropic nanorod/nanowire structure by
directional aggregation and room temperature sintering of a free-standing 2D close-
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packed nanoparticle/polymer array self-assembled and transferred from an air-water
interface. Molecular dynamics simulations of alkanethiol capped Au NPs, interacting
through the Vincent potential and undergoing 1D Poisson compression accounts semiquantitatively for the qualitative features of the transformation. Upon E-beam irradiation
the suspended PMMA film undergoes uniaxial retraction and breaks the isotropic
symmetry of ‘hard sphere’ packing. Moreover, after the capping ligands on nanoparticle
surface have been depleted due to mechanical compression, surface tension drives 5.5-nm
Au sintering into anisotropic structure at room temperature. The oriented, ordered, and
large area nanorod/nanowire array has a critical minimum feature size of about 6nm,
which is below that of state-of-art lithography. On the macroscale, metal-like anisotropic
electrical conductivity has further been demonstrated over large areas and over a range of
temperatures. The individual steps of this nanofabrication approach are completely
compatible with existing nanomanufacturing practices and suggest that this approach
could be extended more generally to other nanoparticle systems
Two-dimensional (2D) nanoparticle arrays or superlattices are of physical and
chemical interest as analogs to their crystalline counterparts assembled from atoms. To
date, well developed colloidal chemistry enables fast and facile synthesis of metallic108,
semiconductor109,110, and magnetic nanoparticles111 (NPs) with precise size and shape
control. Further entropy driven self-assembly of monodisperse and binary NPs112-115 has
resulted in ordered arrays in which collective electronic, magnetic and optical properties
can be tuned through electron charging and quantum confinement of individual NPs
mediated by coupling interactions with neighboring NPs. Despite considerable progress
on developing structural perfection of NP arrays, their analogy to atomic solids breaks
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down with respect to electron transport. Because NPs are stabilized with dielectric
organic ligands, NP arrays are insulators and behave as an array of isolated Coulomb
islands unless sufficient field strengths are applied to achieve electron tunneling (ref
include Brinker et al.’s Science paper plus paper within it). To facilitate electron transport
for optoelectronic applications, tremendous effort has been aimed at: modifying the
insulating organic capping layer by ligand exchange, thermal annealing to neck adjacent
nanoparticles116, or even metal chacogenide complexation and conversion to
semiconductor phases upon gentle heating, generating inorganic nanocrystal solids112.
An alternative approach to achieve efficient and directed energy or electron
transfer is the assembly of anisotropic low-dimensional nanoscale building blocks.
However, to date, only limited successful examples have been reported. For example,
externally applied fields113 or hydrodynamic/fluidic strategies114 have been employed for
orientation of nanorods in solution, and individual nanoparticles have been oriented into
1D structures by preferential attachment in solution115 or pressure-driven assembly at an
interface117 or within a polymer matrix118. Despite recent advances, precise control of
alignment and fabrication of dense nanorod assemblies remains a significant challenge
especially over large length scales.
Here we report the formation of a large scale ordered and oriented Au nanorod
array by transformation

and

coalescence

of an

ordered

close-packed

gold

nanoparticle/polymer monolayer119 via constrained uniaxial deformation and room
temperature sintering induced by electron beam irradiation. This approach results in high
densities of integrated single crystal like nanowires that exhibit directional metallic
conductivity on the macroscale.
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2D Au NP/polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) monolayer arrays (e.g. Fig 4.27A)
were prepared by dispersion of 5.5-nm diameter, 12C alkanethiol stabilized NPs
dissolved in a solution of toluene plus PMMA on a water surface. Briefly, 50~150 mg of
nanoparticles were dissolved in 6 mL of toluene containing 100 mg of poly (methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA, Mw = 996000, Aldrich). To prepare the NP/polymer monolayer,
one drop (about 7-10 µL) of the NP/PMMA/toluene solution was carefully dispensed
onto the surface of de-ionized water contained in an uncovered 5-inch Petri dish. After
drying for minutes, monolayer arrays were transferred onto a half piece of 100 mesh
copper grids by vertical Langmuir-Shaefer lifting of substrate, to minimize tearing of the
sample in plane. The as-assembled nanoparticles array was hexagonal close-packed, with
d-spacing between 1L and 2L (L is the length of 1-dodecanethiol as capping ligand on
surface of Au nanoparticles). Nanoparticle layer are sitting on top of the supporting
polymer layer, without polymer
among the interdigitating ligands.
The films have a thickness in the
range of 70-100 nm determined by
profilometry and ellipsometry.
Evaporation induced selfassembly confined to a fluid
interface results in a large area
ordered NP/PMMA monolayer18
that

was

transferred120

to

a

trenched structure, resulting in a

Figure 4.27) (A) TEM image showing large-area
hexagonal close-packed Au NP/PMMA monolayer
array prepared by interfacial assembly. (B) Typical
chain-like nanostructure formed by irradiating the
free-standing NP/PMMA monolayer array under Ebeam for 1 min. (C) Ordered Au nanowire array
formed after further aging at RT for 7 days.
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constrained, freely suspended film with one free edge (schematic in Fig 4.29A). AFM
and x-ray reflectivity experiments showed the NPs to reside exclusively at the original
polymer/air interface (as opposed to within the 50-nm thick polymer film or at the
original polymer/water interface). The suspended films were then subjected to E-beam
irradiation employing current densities in the range of 30-200 pA/cm2 and an
accelerating voltage of 200 kV (See supporting information). TEM imaging (Fig. 4.27)
showed that E-beam irradiation causes uniaxial contraction in the direction normal to the
free edge, accompanied by only a modest expansion in the corresponding normal
direction (Fig. 4.27B).After about 1 min, the NP d-spacing was reduced by 20% in the
unconstrained direction, forming chain-like aggregates (Fig. 4.27B, sometimes
proceeding through a square planar intermediate, depending on the NP orientation, as
shown in Fig. S2). Further aging at room temperature without E-beam irradiation resulted
in a more uniform and fused nanowire-like array, with rod lengths extending up to
several hundred micrometers (Fig. 4.27C).

Figure 5.28) High resolution TEM images demonstrating the
initial random configuration of the chainlike aggregates and
the single crystal like rods (inset) that form upon room
temperature aging.
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High resolution TEM imaging showed that the nascent NP aggregates were
randomly oriented (Fig. 4.28), but upon aging they coalesced and re-oriented into singlecrystal-like nanorods (Fig. 4.28 inset). In comparison, for completely unconstrained freestanding films, similar retraction was observed, but the d-spacing decreased uniformly in
all directions, preserving the hexagonal arrangement of the NPs. For unsupported oleic
acid-stabilized CdSe/PMMA monolayer arrays formed as for Au and E-beam irradiated
in a similar fashion, linear aggregation occurred but without any observable NP fusion.
To explain our experimental results, we propose that E-beam irradiation of
PMMA, a positive tone E-beam resist, results in chain scission, reducing its molecular
weight and modulus of elasticity. The reduced modulus allows residual stresses that
develop upon drying of the transferred film and capillary stresses acting on the protruding
NPs to direct aggregation in the unconstrained direction normal to the free edge.
Conservation of volume is achieved by expansion in the interchain spacing and material
transfer to the underlying polymer film. Given such a short irradiation time, mass loss of
polymer is negligible121.
Films resting on the substrate and free standing films with a free edge (while the
other three edges are immobilized on support) behaved differently under a series of Ebeam irradiation. Thin film sample was irradiated by e-beam with current density in the
range of 30-200 pA/cm2 and accelerating voltage of 200 kV for minutes. The e-beam
irradiation dose thus applied is comparable to that utilized in regular positive-tone
patterning of PMMA. The E-beam dose effect has also been investigated. When we
focused the beam and irradiate the film with high current intensity above 1000 pA/cm2,
random coalescence took place and generally network structure formed.
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Finite element simulations of the bench-scale process (Figs 4.29 A and B) reveal a
substantial area of uniform, constrained uniaxial compression, with edge effects (where
substantial mixed, shear deformation occurs) confined to the outer perimeter. The
simulations were of a quasi-static elastic solid material of the dimensions of the preirradiated film (100 nm x 3 mm x 5 mm). The process of drying and residual stress
redistribution was predicted using
pre-stress and mass-loss terms in
a Lagrangian framework. The
mesh, being Lagrangian in nature,
follows the motion of the elastic
network, indicating a uniform
compression over a large portion
of the film (as shown is Fig.
4.29B). Because the Au NPs
reside at the polymer surface we
expect their trajectories to be well
predicted by the simulation.
To

visualize

the

one-

Figure 4.29) (A) Schematic shows original film
configuration and the retraction (upon E beam
irradiation)
of
suspended
nanoparticle/polymer
monolayer array with a free edge. (B) In plane axial
normal stress in receding direction as predicted from a
Lagrangian finite element simulation of residual stress
relief due to volume change. The white star on this plot
indicated the relative position of the micro-domains
modeled in LAMMPS in the polymer film (C) Molecular
dynamics simulation of original NP/polymer array and
(D) Formation of nanowires by anisotropic Poisson
compression.

dimensional deformation of the close-packed NP monolayer at the NP scale, we used a
molecular dynamics code LAMMPS83 with polymer/solvent/particle interactions
incorporated in the Vincent potential, based on Flory-Huggins theory derived for
spherical, polymer-coated particles, that accounts for 1) bulk-polymer induced depletion,
2) polymer-polymer steric repulsion, and 3) polymer-polymer elastic repulsion. DLVO,
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polymer, and lubrication forces are all coarse-grained to enable multi-scale simulations
much larger than DFT or molecular methods can permit; in order to simulate the aspect
of sintering, particle diffusivity is artificially restricted and maximum inter-particle force
is limited during compression such that the particles are forced to overlap slightly. Fig.
4.29C shows a simulated 2D close-packed array of 5.5-nm diameter alkanethiolated Au
nanoparticles formed from a dilute solution of NPs in toluene/PMMA by solvent removal
and equilibration at 298K. Subjecting the closed packed monolayer to a simulated one
dimensional Poisson compression with Poisson ratio= 0.1 (based on the aspect ratio of
the deformed Lagrangian mesh) and corresponding to that of a near–perfectly
compressible solid, results in the formation of chain-like aggregates whose orientation
depends on that of the parent close packed array. Comparison of TEM and FFT of both
the experimental and simulated systems (Figs 4.27 and 4.29) show good agreement,
suggesting that the simulation captures the essential physical parameters of self-assembly
and one dimensional deformation into chain-like aggregates.

Figure 4.30) Result images from
2D
simulations
matching
experiment TEM image of
nano-wires from experiment for
comparison
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Figure 4.30 shows the results from 2D simulations of soft-particles run on up to
32 processors in parallel on the ‘nano’ Linux cluster at the UNM Center for Advanced
Research Computing. The particles were started in hexagonal order and given 2 million
time steps (10 picoseconds per time step) to equilibrate in solution. The domain was then
slowly compressed up to 75% area fraction under changing solvent conditions to simulate
the drying process (increasing viscosity, increasing bulk polymer concentration,
increasing Flory chi parameter). Irradiation and pre-sintering of the gold particles was
achieved by a slow uniaxial compression (with particle remapping) of the simulation box,
while the maximum force the particles could exert on each other was set artificially low
and the solvent viscosity artificially high. Under these conditions, final linear structures
are formed which match the results of the thin-film experiment. In order to more closely
visually match the experiments, it was found necessary to tune the Poisson ratio of the 2D
simulations to 0.1 as shown in Fig. 4.29D, as opposed to the system with Poisson ration 0
as shown in Figure 4.30, and also to allow the particles to very slightly “coalesce” by
compressing them into oblong shapes uniaxially, in a transverse direction to the film
compression.

Figure 4.31) Left: Evolution of Au NP/PMMA monolayer array under E-beam irradiation. Right:
Evolution of PbS/PMMA monolayer array under E-beam irradiation (PbS capped with oleic acid,
5nm core size). The insets show the FFT of respective TEM images.
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To understand this phase (arrangement) transformation induced by external stimulus,
a simple mechanical model can be applied. Well known as a positive E-beam resist, high
molecular weight PMMA has been scissored into short chain and low molecular weight
PMMA, with Young’s modulus significantly lowered during the E-beam irradiation. If a
force is to be thought of as holding a section of the film taught due to pre-strain in the
film there will be a stress throughout this section of the film. This film will therefore
have some amount of strain due to the applied force. Since stress and strain are related
through the following equation: σ = Εε , if the young’s modulus ( Ε ) of the film is
reduced then the longitudinal strain in the film will increase if the stress in the film is to
remain constant and due to this longitudinal elongation, the film will experience a lateral
contraction.
PbS QD/PMMA monolayer arrays were also prepared using the same method as Au
NP/PMMA monolayer arrays and then transferred onto a trenched glass slide, then
irradiated under E-beam. The arrangement of PbS QDs changed accordingly. Hexagonal
close-packed (HCP), deformed HCP, and quasi-cubic close-packed, as well as large area
of pearl-chain structure were observed dependent on different compression angle, as
shown in Figure 4.31. Unlike the Au NPs, there was no sintering evident due to higher
melting point of PbS QDs.
To understand the further particle coalescence into single crystal-like nanorods at
room temperature, we recognize that the location of the NPs at the polymer vapor
interface facilitates depletion of thiol ligands from regions between the approaching
particles122. Ligand depletion allows nascent particle-particle contact and ensuing
sintering driven by the high curvature that increases surface tension of Au and
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accordingly the sintering driving force119. The reduced mechanical constraints also enable
concurrent NP reorientation needed to achieve a single crystal like interface between
adjacent particles. Sintering and coarsening continue at room temperature until a rod-like
structure evolves (Fig. 4.27C and 3 insets) that minimize differential curvature and
interfacial energy. Capping ligand on Au NP surfaces was proposed to sublimate before
fusion of NPs123, and thermogravimetric analysis verified the removal of thiol during
annealing124. However, the separation of nanorods indicates the preservation of stabilizers
and excludes the thermal effect.
The anisotropic rod-like Au nanostructures formed by E-beam irradiation and
room temperature aging as in Fig. 4.27C were characterized electronically with a linear
four-probe setup over the temperature range from 80 to 300K. For these measurements
the inside two probes were separated by about 50~200 µm. The I-V plot (Fig. 4.32 inset)
acquired at room temperature shows linear, Ohmic behavior in the direction parallel to
the rod orientation with resistivity determined to be 5kΩ·nm (nearly comparable to that of
polycrystalline Au nanowires125: 1kΩ·nm)
while in the normal direction the array was
insulating over the measured range of
potential bias (for this probing distance, a
much greater voltage needs to be applied
to reveal the Coulomb blockade effect126).
The irradiated sample showed a dramatic
change in conductivity before and after the
room temperature aging process. The

Figure 4.32) Temperature dependence of
conductivity measured for E-beam treated NP
film before and after aging process. Inset: I-V
behavior (at 300K) for irradiated and aged
film along the retracting direction (in blue)
and in the normal direction (in green).
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Ohmic I-V behavior and conductivity of the anisotropic nanostructure after complete
sintering and coarsening is independent of temperature, as expected for a metal.
However, for the as-irradiated sample without aging, log (σ) was found to vary nearly
linearly with1/T, corresponding to an effective activation energy of 3.8meV. This is
consistent with that of electrons hopping across the grain boundaries of the quantum
islands127.
Large scale ordered and oriented metallic nanorod arrays, exhibiting highly
anisotropic electrical conductivity, were formed by one-dimensional deformation, reorientation, and sintering of a free-standing close-packed gold NP/polymer monolayer at
room temperature. As the individual unit operations, viz. self-assembly, transfer, and ebeam irradiation are all scalable and compatible with traditional semiconductor
miniaturized platforms, this approach might be generally applicable for the fabrication
and integration of dense, large area, anisotropic nanostructures.
The final part of the colloid assembly section will focus on some proposed
devices that could theoretically be manufactured using
EISA and directed-assembly via induced strain or stimuliresponsive materials, and some discussion of which
experimental parameters could be tuned for future
experiments aimed at building possible prototype devices.
The first proposed possible device is a super-capacitor
with nanoscale charge elements as shown in Figure 4.33.
In this, and all of the devices proposed, a lithographic
patterning step is performed on the particles while they
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Figure 4.33) nanoscale
super-capacitor

are in hexagonal order, to create an ordered pattern of particles that is then compressed
into the final device during the irradiation deformation step. This capacitor device is
somewhat unrealistic because it 1) assumes perfect long-range order in the particles, 2)
permits no lateral “touching” between nanowires as per the electrical requirements of a
capacitor, and 3) would require the ability to (lithographically or otherwise) create
vacancies at almost the resolution of the particles themselves to produce the device. If we
accept that we cannot get perfect long-range HCP ordering of the particles during
evaporation (owing to dislocations and varying orientations of the hexagonally packed
areas within the particle matrix), we can design devices that will not require such high
resolution lithographic patterning or perfect ordering.
Figure 4.34 shows how an arbitrary wire work can be formed by irradiating a
patterned gold nanoparticle film, producing a device with characteristic features at half
the size of the resolution of the lithographic process. This method could be used to
produce resistors, inductors, capacitors and
complex

interconnect

networks

for

nanoelectronics devices. This method does not
require perfect hexagonal ordering in the
evaporated AUNP film (in fact it seems to
work

better

with

a

small

amount

of

disordering), and can improve on lithographic
Figure 4.34) Zia pattern, red (post
lithography), gold (post irradiation)

patterns of any size, since the particles
themselves are scalable. These device images
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are actually quite remarkable because they do not contain a scale bar: the technology
itself is fully scalable down to 5nm or possibly even smaller.
Using this device production methodology as a guide, we see that the process
could be improved with the ability to make the film shrink in two directions (as opposed
to the uniaxial compression demonstrated), but this is a challenging goal because the
shrinkage happens under the electron beam, which has to be in high vacuum, and the film
is very fragile and can already barely gap the small notch in our glass cover slip. Finding
a method of supporting the film in a way that it can contract freely, or finding a
substitution for the PMMA (polymethyl-methacrylate) that could contract in more
amenable conditions could be considered, yet we need to retain the property that our
substrate polymer matrix still be a photoresist for our lithographic patterning step.
Another aspect of the experiment we could change is to try to make the film contract
more either by using a different polymer, activation method, or possibly simply by
induced physical stresses (physical stretching/relaxation or compression). More
contraction means the final device will be smaller compared to the lithographic resolution
in the patterning process, and also ensures that the device has full connectivity in all areas
where the particles are supposed to compress together into wires. Finally, the ability to
increase the biopolymer length in relation to the particle radius would mean a greater
long-range order in the evaporation step, and again improve the device feature size ratio
to the lithographic resolution in the patterning step, however this will sacrifice the final
connectivity of the structure if the longer biopolymer coatings prevent the particles from
compressing into wires.
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In conclusion, a directed-assembly experiment was described and the underlying
physical processes discussed. A comprehensive theoretical model was chosen and
implemented into a high-performance simulation engine, and physical parameters of the
experiment used as inputs. Two-dimensional simulations of equilibration, evaporation,
and irradiation NEMD dynamics yielded ordered structured nearly identical to those seen
in the experiment. Three-dimensional simulations performed represent a first step
towards a more complete simulation regime, and highlight the need for more explicit
treatment of advanced flow and vapor-liquid-solid interface dynamics. Simulation
outcomes were analyzed with simple spatial distribution statistics, and more advanced
analysis methods are in production. New types of devices and manufacturing
methodologies were proposed, with a focus on how current experiments can be altered or
improved towards the end of producing a prototype device. This research shows
incredible potential for the production of devices with highly controlled nanoscale
features, and a clear path for improving device resolution to less than the size that any
lithographic process alone can achieve.
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IV. vi. Characterization of Binary Nanoparticle Superlattices
Recent work on nanoparticle superlattices, and notable recent publications by
Murray et al. on binary nanoparticle superlattice (BNSL) geometries75, represents a new
step forward in soft-colloid processing and the field of “bottom-up” or directed-assembly
in general. Colloidal nanoparticle superlattices can theoretically be used to tailor the
directed-assembly of scalable, arbitrarily complex and interconnected multi-layered
structures composed of a multiple particle types each having custom chemical,
biologically or environmentally-responsive, electronic, or optical properties75,76. Tuning
the sizes, shapes, and particle compositions in BNSLs has been shown to be a fast and
inexpensive path for interface-driven order in NP colloids, and many lattice geometries
have been demonstrated corresponding to various ratios of nanoparticle radii (for
spherical particles) or variety in the NP shapes. Colloidal nanoparticle lattice geometries
can be partially predicted by classical crystallographic space-filling and space-group
theory, while simulation of soft-particle colloids, clustering and order analysis, FFT plots,
and GISAXS experiments and simulations are all valuable characterization tools which
can yield insight into underlying physical processes and possible device design avenues.
We demonstrate a matching of experimental and simulated GISAXS intensity and FFT
plots for a BNSL formed by EISA of 14.5nm diameter Fe3O4 and 5.3nm diameter Ag
particles in a toluene/PMMA solvent. Linear analysis (plots across row or column) of the
GISAXS intensity data can be used to match theorized structures to experimental
structures to verify and characterize particle lattice geometries. The software tools we use
for our visualizations, simulated GISAXS97 and FFT96 plots are widely available, and
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demonstrated to be applicable for research involving nanoparticle superlattices, and
directed-assembly in general.
In an EISA experiment performed by Dunphy and Xiong (2010), 14.5nm
diameter Fe3O4 and 5.3nm diameter Ag particles coated with alkanethiol in a
toluene/PMMA solvent were deposited by pipette onto a water surface and the PMMA
set up into a thin film as the toluene evaporated from the system. The Fe3O4 and Ag
particles are known to be located at or near the solvent-air interface, and are thought to be
trapped from diffusing away from the interface once they reach it because of
evaporative/convective flow as the toluene leaves the system, polar/non-polar
hydrophobic-like repulsive mixing interactions between the alkane coatings and the
toluene, and capillary forces. GISAXS experiments were conducted on colloids
containing just the Fe3O4 particles, and colloids containing the mixture of Fe3O4 and Ag
particles. The structures are thought to form the AB2 crystallographic lattice geometry.

Figure 4.35) MATLAB ‘bubble plot’ of the 3D geometry of an AB2 lattice composed of
14.5nm particles and 5.3nm particles with 1.8nm particle spacing
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Figure 4.35 shows a 3D visualization (made using MATLAB) of the Fe3O4 / Ag
BNSL structure, where the particle spacing between each neighboring Fe3O4 particle pair
has been set to 1.8nm, a reasonable approximation for a such a soft-particle colloid
assuming a 12C alkanethiol particle coating. The particle spacing between neighboring
Fe3O4 / Ag particle pairs has also been set to 1.8nm under the same approximation. The
distribution of the Ag particles is not defined by a single distance, but by their positions
in the interstices of the underlying hexagonally-packed lattice of larger Fe3O4 particles
(according to the AB2 crystallographic unit-cell geometry). Our goal is to confirm the
AB2 lattice geometry and approximate particle spacing via matching of simulated
GISAXS and experimental GISAXS. It is instructive to start with the simpler case of the
system containing just the Fe3O4 particles, shown in Figure 4.36.

Figure 4.36) MATLAB ‘bubble plot’ of the 3D geometry of a hexagonally-packed
monolayer of 7.5nm diameter Fe3O4 particles with 1.8nm interparticle spacing

Figure 4.36 represents the approximate geometry that the Fe3O4 particles are
theorized to assume during the EISA experiments, whether or not the Ag particles are
present. Figure 4.37 is the simulated GISAXS plot for the structure (shown in Fig 4.36),
generated using the NANODIFT extension to Mathematica and some custom C++ scripts
by Molecke. A qualitative agreement can be observed between figure 4.37 and 4.38,
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which is the actual plot of experimentally measured GISAXS intensities for this system.
The experimental system shows more ‘noise’ because, presumably because the particles
are not in perfect order whereas our simulated particles are set in perfect order. The main
features, such as relative peak heights and intensity gradations, indicate that our
simulation represents the correct lattice geometry and approximate spacing between the
particles.

Figure 4.37) Simulated GISAXS of a
hexagonally-packed monolayer of 7.5nm
diameter Fe3O4 particles with 1.8nm
interparticle spacing

Figure 4.38) Experimental GISAXS from
Dunphy and Xiong’s EISA experiment with
alkanethiolated 7.5nm diameter Fe3O4
particles in toluene/PMMA solvent

Figures 4.39 is a row plot of the simulated GISAXS intensities from the simple
hexagonally-packed structure (shown in Fig. 4.36), taken at the value of α f (°)
corresponding to the bright ‘baseline’ in the GISAX intensity plot. Figure 4.40 is a
column plot taken at the value of 2θ f (°) corresponding to the first intensity peak right of
center. The extension of our graphical analysis to include these linear “cuts” from the
GISAXS intensity data allows us better precision and another graphically intuitive tool
for matching theorized and experimental geometries and interparticle distances.
Figures 4.39 and 4.40 illustrate linear plots through horizontal rows and vertical
columns of the simulated GISAXS intensity plot, which are useful for analysis of
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Figure 5.40) column slice from the first
intensity peak right of center in the
simulated GISAXS of a hexagonallypacked monolayer of 7.5nm diameter
Fe3O4 particles with 1.8nm interparticle
spacing

Figure 4.39) row slice from the ‘baseline’
of the simulated GISAXS of a
hexagonally-packed monolayer of 7.5nm
diameter Fe3O4 particles with 1.8nm
interparticle spacing

GISAXS intensities and close comparison between actual and simulated GISAXS
intensity plots.
Figure 4.41 demonstrate the geometry of just the Ag particles, where we have
composed the particle coordinates according to the AB2 lattice geometry with 1.8nm
interparticle spacing and we subsequently removed the larger Fe3O4 particles. Figure 4.42
demonstrates that we can also simulated GISAXS intensities from such theoretical
particle coordinate sets.

Figure 4.41) MATLAB ‘bubble plot’ of the 3D geometry
of the 5.3nm diameter Ag particles from an AB2 lattice
with complementary (but removed) 7.5nm Fe3O4
particles and 1.8nm interparticle spacing.
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Note the distinct lack of intensity gradation in the peaks (in figure 4.42) characteristic of
smaller particle size relative to interparticle spacing.
When it comes to characterizing the full AB2 structure with both Fe3O4 particles
and Ag particles, we have three choices
for how to set up our virtual GISAXS
simulation. We can let the layer of Ag
particles layer rest above the Fe3O4
particle layer, below the Fe3O4 particle
layer, or create layers of Ag particles both
above and below the Fe3O4 particle layer.
Each yields slightly differing GISAXS

Figure 4.42) (left) Simulated GISAXS of 5.3nm
diameter Ag particles from an AB2 lattice with
complementary (but removed) 7.5nm Fe3O4
particles and 1.8nm interparticle spacing.

plots, and the intensity variations can be
used to postulate on the actual physical structure, which may be hard to characterize via
TEM in this case because of the potentially multi-layer nature of the structure. Precise
matching of structure is achieved via linear analysis of simulated versus experimental
GISAXS intensities, as described above. For brevity we show only the MATLAB
visualizations of the structures, Figures 4.35 (repeated), 4.43, and 4.44, and the bestmatch simulated GISAXS and experimental GISAXS in this case, Figures 4.45 and 4.46,
which represent the “trinary” case with layers of Ag particles above and below the Fe3O4
particle layer.
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Figure 4.35) MATLAB ‘bubble plot’ of the 3D geometry of an AB2 lattice, with Ag particle
layer ABOVE the Fe3O4 particle layer (repeated for graphical comparison)

Figure 4.43) MATLAB ‘bubble plot’ of the 3D geometry of an AB2 lattice, with Ag particle
layer BELOW the Fe3O4 particle layer

Figure 4.44) MATLAB ‘bubble plot’ of the 3D geometry of an AB2 lattice,
with Ag particle layers ABOVE and BELOW the Fe3O4 particle layer
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Figure 4.45) Simulated GISAXS of an
AB2 lattice, with Ag particle layers
ABOVE and BELOW the Fe3O4
particle layer

Figure 4.46) Experimental GISAXS from
Dunphy and Xiong’s EISA experiment with
alkanethiolated 7.5nm Fe3O4 particles and
5.3nm Ag particles in toluene/PMMA solvent

The correspondence between simulated and experimental GISAXS of AB2 BNSL
structures is not quite as close as for the simpler case of a monolayer of hexagonally
packed particles, but still close enough that we can confirm that the AB2 lattice
geometry, and we can say that there are most likely layers of Ag particles in the
interstices above and below the Fe3O4 particle layer, and our approximation of 1.8nm
interparticle spacing is not necessarily extremely precise but generally valid. Thus we
have successfully verified the crystallographic order and geometry of several nanoparticle
lattices and a general approximation by matching simulated GISAXS of theorized
structures to experimental GISAXS of actual structures. This demonstrates the use (and
usefulness) of the NANODIFT GISAXS simulator and FFT calculator (extension to
Mathematic) and the method of linear analysis of GISAXS intensity plots for
characterizing nanoparticle superlattices, and for research in direct-assembly via
interface-driven order in soft-particle colloids in general.
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Chapter V. Summary and Conclusion
V. i. Summary
New nanotechnologies may eventually replace many of the devices we currently
use and even change our very lifestyles. Formative research showing how nanoscale
principles can be used to our advantage in device design is the first step in advancing
these technologies, and multiscale directed-assembly is an area with unlimited potential.
In this work thus far, we have demonstrated that the application of classical
crystallographic theory can help guide directed-assembly experiments by elucidating the
underlying physical system dynamics involved. In crystal growth, an understanding of
the surface energy shape of a material and the influence of substrate / beam direction can
help crystal growers produce crystals of a desired shape at the nanoscale, and a great
depth of new information can be extracted from TEM images using this new mastery of
the theory. In colloid processing, an entirely new computational tool for simulating
colloids was developed, and new devices and updates to experimental methods proposed.
In both the crystal and colloid case, simulations successfully matched to experiment and
advanced modeling tools were employed to analyze the results. This work shows that
multiscale directed-assembly systems are not some future, far-off technology, but one
that is already in place in laboratories and which can be systematically studied and
modeled in the real world.
V. ii. Conclusion
Research tasks completed since Ryan Molecke’s Comprehensive Exam include to
1) enabling simulated GISAXS on LAMMPS output coordinate files and performing
simulated GISAXS analysis, 2) implementing clustering and randomness analysis on
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LAMMPS output files, 3) completion of non-equilibrium “soft-colloid” LAMMPS
simulations characterizing interfacial potentials, 4) the development of the method of
surface extrapolation by reverse-plotting of energy trajectories (SERPENT) for plotting
Wulff shapes and simulation of the evolution of solvated nanoparticle morphology, 5)
submission of the Vincent “force-field” source code for inclusion into LAMMPS, 6)
documentation of code tools, 7) peer-reviewed journal-article submission.
I believe that my research and dedication to the nanoscience program at UNM
merits a successful completion of my dissertation defense and graduation with a Ph.D. in
Nanoscience and Microsystems engineering, with a concentration in Bio-Nano Interfaces,
at the University of New Mexico. I have completed all coursework required with a 3.7
GPA. I have completed three lab rotations and a research internship, while performing
community outreach and tutoring in completion of the requirements for the Integrated
Graduate Education and Research Traineeship fellowship sponsored by the National
Institutes of Health and the National Cancer Research Institute. I have widely varied lab
experience and have proven that I am a competent group and valuable productive group
member in several teams. I have been published in a peer-reviewed research journal, and
I am nearing submission on several more articles, all for first-author publication. My
research tasks and optional coursework have been specifically geared towards my
concentration in nano-bio interfaces, and the current work in soft-particle colloids clearly
falls into this category.

Ryan Molecke
April 13th, 2011
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Appendix A
Cellspan: A Graphical User Interface to Protein-Pathway Mapping via Statistical
Tests for Spatial Randomness
Colloidal suspensions of particles are chemical mixtures of solvent and particles
which occur in nature and can be created artificially by mixing custom solvents and
particles. Thin-film and colloid processing is an established industry in which softcolloids, i.e. those containing nanoparticles with grafted polymer coatings (and often free
polymer in the solvent), are studied as precursor solutions to which controlled nonequilibrium dynamics can be applied as a method for the directed-assembly of multiscale
devices, via processing methods such as evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA), selfsupporting thin-film transfer, and electron beam irradiation. Such processes can produce
thin-films with nanoparticle distributions featuring long-range order and, theoretically,
scalable device technologies with arbitrary complexity and interconnectedness and
composed of a multiple particle types each having custom electronic, magnetic, optical,
stimuli-responsive, and/or bio-active properties.
Nanoparticle colloids and thin-films can be characterized by classical spatial
statistics tests such as the Ripley’s’ K univariate test for clustering versus randomness,
Ripley’s K bivariate test for co-clustering, and the Hopkins test for clustering versus
spatial randomness. These three tests were integrated into a graphical user interface
(GUI) written in the TCL, Tk, EXPECT programming languages (by Ryan Molecke),
which controls (feeds parsed commands to) the R statistics engine as a sub-process in
order, under a software project titled “CellSpan” sponsored by the UNM Center for the
Spatio-Temporal Modeling of Cell-Signaling Networks. Cellspan is used to characterize
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clustering and co-clustering among nanoparticle-bound proteins (in lysed human cancer
cells) to investigate diagnostic and therapeutic avenues based on catalogs of protein
interactions and chain reactions, or “protein pathways”. Protein pathways are chainreactions among proteins which occur in cells which regulate the cell life-cycle and
responses to the local environment, often including kinases which pass into and out of the
nuclear envelope of the cell and regulate activation and deactivation of specific segments
of DNA. In cancer cells, these pathways are often over / under-expressed, resulting in
typical cancer symptoms including local physiological tissue response (such as
angiogenesis), non-standard cell life-cycle activity (including immortality), non-standard
cell respiration (respiration by glycolysis), and cell death. By characterizing these
pathways, we hope to help discovery and testing of new drugs which act to regulate these
protein-pathways or the corresponding kinase-DNA/RNA activity. We describe the
Ripley’s K and Hopkins’ tests and provide a mathematical introduction, along with
“screen-capture” images of the output from the Cellspan software which show the protein
positions, the boundary of the cell wall, and the corresponding graphs generated by the
applied spatial statistics algorithms.
See Appendix F for a printed copy of the Cellspan source code. Visit
http://stmc.health.unm.edu/ for a copy of the Cellspan source code, executable file for
either Microsoft Windows or Debian Linux operating systems, and additional project
background and information on the development of the Cellspan software.
The Ripley’s K Univariate test is also known as the reduced second moment
function of a stationary point process. The function K (t ) is calculated from the data and
compared to what we would expect K (t ) to be if the data has complete spatial
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randomness (CSR). If the data is a completely random Poisson point process the true
value for K (t ) would then be K (t ) = ρ t 2 , where ρ is the intensity of a homogenous
Poisson point process. The calculated value of K (t ) is then plotted against the theoretical
K (t ) for comparison.

Ripley's bivariate test looks at the distances between two sets of particles to
determine if the data is co-clustered. A plot of this test is enclosed in between two lines
known as tolerance envelopes. If the data line stays inside the envelopes then the two
particles are not considered to be co-clustered, if the data line is above the envelopes then
the data is considered to be co-clustered.
The Hopkins’ test is a ratio of point-to-event distances over event-to-event
distances. Random points are selected from the data area and compared to the actual data
points. Our version repeats this test 1000 times and then plots the results. If the plot is
shaped like a normal "Bell" curve then the test is considered to show CSR. If the plot is
skewed then the data is considered clustered.
We include a brief mathematical summary of the Ripley’s K functions. The K
function is:
K (t ) = λ −1E[n]

(7.1)

where E is the expectation value of n , the number of “extra” events within distance t of
a randomly chosen coordinate in the system (over λ0 = ρ t 2 , the intensity of a
homogenous point process), and λ is the density (number per unit area) of events in a
given particle process. The multivariate form of the Ripley’s function is then:
Kij (t ) = λ −j 1E[n]
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(7.2)

for particle types i ≠ j . Processes where the events (i.e. pairs of particles with a certain
distance of separation) cannot occur within some minimum distance of each other can be
described by “Matern hard-core processes”. In the Matern algorithm, events with spatial
separation less than critical distance δ are deleted, and the remaining events are the
realization of the “hard-core” process, representing a system of particles which cannot
overlap. The K function for this process (implemented in Cellspan) is:
K (t ) =

t
2 ρπ
uk (u )du
2 ∫0
exp(− ρπδ )

(7.3)

where k (u ) describes the probability of retaining a pair of events separated by a distance

u:
 0,
k (u ) = 
 exp[− ρV (h, δ )],

h<δ
h≥δ

(7.4)

with V (h, δ ) the area of intersection of two circles of radius δ , with centers separated by
distance h . Ripley also described several forms for calculating the K-function of “softcore” particles, those with particles that may overlap, however since this was not
applicable to the case of nanoparticle-bound proteins it was not included in Cellspan.
Edge-effects on the statistical test, which arise from finite bounding geometries and can
significantly affect test results, are accommodated for in Cellspan using the method
described by Ripley for hard-core process (not included here).
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The UNM Center for Spatio-Temporal Modeling of Cell-Signaling Networks,
acting under the auspices of the UNM Cancer Research Facility, contracted Ryan
Molecke to develop Cellspan, a “cellular statistics calculator”, in 2005/2006. We

Figure 7.1) Screnn capture of the DATA FILE CHOOSER SCREEN within Cellspan,
after a set of data files have been selected for processing

illustrate the interface to this software and the plots of particle position and graphs of
spatial statistics functions that Cellspan produces.
Figure 7.1 illustrates the first screen that is display when the Cellspan program is
executed, which allows users to select data files for processing. This screen also allows
the user to plot the coordinates of the particles against data files which hold polygon edge
data which represents the edge of the cells, for visual inspection and verification of the
data before it is processed. Once a single data file is chosen, Cellspan attempts to find
accompanying particle position and polygon data files for user convenience. A feedback
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area (text over light blue section) is included in each screen to allow the user to see each
sub-process Cellspan is performs, alert the user to the success or failure of those subprocesses, or instruct the user to wait during processing periods which are expected to
take a noticeable amount of time.

Figure 7.2) Schematic plot of the particle positions from a
processed image of a lysed human cancer cell, showing the
positions of the 5 nm particles (circles), the 10 nm particles
(triangles), and the bounding polygon representing the cell edge
(blue line).
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Figure 7.2 the plot generated by Cellspan by pressing the “plot” button (from
Figure 7.1) once data input files have been selected, which Cellspan generates by sending
parsed commands to the R engine as a sub-process. It is a schematic representation of an
image, taken on an ultra-high-resolution microscope, of a freshly-lysed human cancer cell
containing 5 nm gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) bound to one protein, and 10 nm AuNPs
bound to another protein of interest in protein-pathway mapping, a field within
spatiotemporal modeling of cell signaling networks. This plotting capability was
incorporated into Cellspan in order to allow the user to quickly inspect/verify data files
before the spatial statistics tests are run. The axes of such plots (as Figure 7.2), which
indicate the dimensions of the system, can be used to tune the magnification factor, image

Figure 7.3) SLIDE SETTINGS panel within Cellspan, which allows the user to tune the
effective magnification factor, image size, and camera resoluion variables used to calculate
the actual physic dimensions of the system from the image (i.e. calculate meters/pixel and
system dimension in meters)

size, and camera resolution settings within Cellspan.
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Figure 7.3 shows the “slide settings” panel within Cellspan, which allows the user
to set magnification factor, image size, and camera resolution variables used to calculate
the actual physical dimensions of the system, in meters, corresponding to the raw image
and (data file coordinates) which are represented by an arbitrary unitless number of
pixels. This allows the user to graph the spatial statistics test results with accurate axis
dimensions, and to set graph ranges and spatial resolution for those graphs. Once the user
has selected data files, verified the slide settings, and (optionally) plotted the data, they
will choose one of the statistical tests to perform by clicking on the name of the test
(center left of the Cellspan GUI). Three spatial statistics tests are available: the Ripley’s
K univariate, the Ripley’s K bivariate, and the Hopkins’ test. These tests are implemented
by sending parsed commands to the R engine as a sub-process, resulting in graphical
output of the statistical test results to the screen (which can then be saved in common file
formats). Cellspan parses the code for the spatial statistical tests, written in R language
code (by Diana Roberts), and includes the locations of the data files to send to the R
engine sub-process. This parsing process was refined over several years for operatingsystem independence and to increase stability (eliminate bugs). Ryan Molecke completed
five versions of Cellspan over a period of six years, with sixteen total “revisions”, up to
the date of this publication, and revisions under version 5 (one for each operating system)
are very stable and fully tested.
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Figure 7.4) Ripley’s K Univariate SETTINGS SCREEN.

Figure 7.4 shows the settings screen that Cellspan displays when the user clicks on the
name of the Ripley’s K univariate test. Cellspan provides a brief description of the
Ripley’s K test and provides an option to set the horizontal range of the graphical output
produced by the R engine. The user may choose to perform the test on either of the two
particle datasets (Cellspan can store the “path”, or file location, of up to two coordinate
data files at once to accommodate the bivariate test). Note the text in the feedback area
informing the user that this test shouldn’t take very long, and that if it does, something
has probably gone wrong. The feedback area also shows the system directory from which
Cellspan is running the R-engine. Cellspan automatically finds the installation directory
of the R engine on Windows and Debian Linux systems, as long as the user has
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performed a standard installation of the R engine (otherwise it displays an error warning
in the feedback area).

Figure 7.5) Graph of the results of Ripley’s K univariate test,
generated by the R-enginge running as a sub-process of Cellspan

Figure 7.5 is a graph of the output produced by clicking the “plot Ripley’s K”
button (in Figure 7.4). The black line represents K (t ) for the coordinated in the specified
data file, where the red line represents the K (t ) for a homogenous Poisson point process.
The amount of clustering in a given system is related to how far the black line lies above
the red line, and is measured by a visual comparative process unique to a given
experimental system. Systems are considered more or less clustered by how far the black
line lies above the red line, which represents the K function for a system with complete
spatial randomness. Clustering at certain specific distance ranges is indicated by local
upwards curvatures in the black line. Using the above rules, we can say the above graphs
shows that the 5 nm particles (plotted in Figure 7.2) would be considered clustered
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relative to a homogenous Poisson point process (and in general), specifically in the range
of 10-20 nm (center-to-center particle separation).

Figure 7.6) Ripley’s K bivariate settings screen

Figure 7.6 shows the Cellspan settings screen for the Ripley’s K bivariate test.
Cellspan presents a brief summary of the test, and allows the user to specify the vertical
and horizontal ranges for the graph of the test output. Cellspan incorporates an option
here for the user to (optionally) define a new polygon by entering mouse-clicks on top of
a plot of the particle positions defining a bounding polygon (in case there is no polygon
file or the polygon file has been corrupted), and the option to use the entire slide
boundaries as the bounding polygon. These polygon bounding shapes are incorporated
into edge-correction algorithms within the code for the statistical functions so that the
tests meter clustering versus spatial randomness in a more accurate way. Note the alert in
the feedback area warning the user that this test may take an appreciable amount of time,
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and that they should wait for red lines (tolerance envelope) to appear over-layed on top of
the graph of the Ripley’s K function. This test takes approximately 20 seconds on a
modern computer, and produces the graphical output of the test results shown in Figure
7.7.

Figure 7.7) Graph of the results of the Ripley’s bivariate test
generated by the R-enginge running as a sub-process of Cellspan

Figure 7.7 shows the graph of the results of the Ripley’s K bivariate test applied
to the particle positions with bounding polygon (shown in Fig. 7.2). In the bivariate case
of the Ripley’s K test, the data is considered ‘co-clustered’ if K (t ) (black line) lies above
the tolerance envelope (above the top red line). If the particles show co-clustering, then
the proteins which they are attached to are posited to be binding and/or interacting within
the cell. Confirming such protein interactions and quantifying them in a statistically
complete way (via the Ripley’s K bivariate test) is a valuable tool for mapping protein
pathways. In this example, we observe a general lack of co-clustering among the 5 and 10
nm particles at relevant length scales which are on the order of the particle radii. The fact
that the black K-function line is above the tolerance envelope at particle separations
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(distances) greater than 200 nm merely indicates that the particles are within the
boundaries of the cell, in this instance.

Figure 7.8) Hopkin’s test SETTINGS SCREEN

Figure 7.8 shows the Cellspan settings screen for the Hopkins’ test. Cellspan
provides a brief description of the test and allows the user to select either particle
coordinate data file to perform the test on. The bounding polygon data is not relevant in
this case. In this settings screen, and the others, Cellspan provides a text box so that the
user can enter a custom graph title.
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A)

(B)

Figure 7.9) Graph of the results of the Hopkins’ test for 5 nm particle (A) and 10 nm particle (B)
coordinates shown in Fig. 7.2. The Hopkin’s statistics is displayed as a normalized histogram (blue in
black boxes). The vertical axis is the value of the partial distribution function (PDF) of the point process

Figure 7.9 shows the graphs of results of the Hopkins' test applied to the particle
coordinates shown in Fig. 7.2. Cellspan produces histogram plots of “Hopkins' statistic”,
a type of partial distribution function. The red, bell-shaped curve represents shape of the
Hopkins’ statistic histogram for a homogenous Poisson point process, i.e. random particle
positions fitting the rules for a hard-core system. When the shape of the histogram is
right-shifted relative to the red bell-curve, this indicated the particles are clustered. We
observe from the two histograms in Fig. 7.9 that while the 10 nm particles would be
considered somewhat clustered, the 5 nm particles would be considered strongly
clustered according to the Hopkins’ test. The test results displayed in this summary are
produced from data chosen which strongly indicate clustering and co-clustering among
the 5 nm and 10 nm particles used in this set of coordinate data provided by the UNM
Cancer Research Facility (used for Cellspan development / control data / example data).
Cellspan can be used to perform statistical tests on any spatial coordinate data, not just
cancer cell nanoparticle experiment data, as long as the coordinate and bounding polygon
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data files are in the same format (as the example data files provided on the Cellspan
website). Cellspan is, however, limited to performing these spatial tests on 2-dimensional
datasets.
We have extended the Ripley’s K univariate test (using MATLAB) to three
dimensions for application to coordinate data from simulations of colloids performed
with the Large-scale Atomic Molecular Massively-Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS). We
instruct LAMMPS to generate coordinate output files (in the .xyz format) at intervals
during discrete-element simulations of soft-particle colloids including electrostatic, vdW,
hydrodynamic, and polymer/solvent potentials and Brownian thermostatting.

(A)

(B)

Figure 7.10) Visualization of LAMMPS soft-colloid simulations. The particles are initially set in
hexagonally-close packed lattice (HCP) crystal geometry (A), and then allowed to equilibrate at
room temperature within a periodic simulation box.

Figure 7.10 shows a visualizations from a soft-colloid equilibration simulation in
which particles are allowed to interact with each other and the solvent, where particle
motion is driven by Brownian thermal agitation. Figure 7.10 (A) shows the particles in
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perfect their initial hexagonally-close-packed geometry, while Figure 7.10 (B) shows that
the particles have lost their perfect long-range order and become more randomly oriented.
We might postulate from Fig. 7.10 (B) that the particles might be clustered, but the 3D
Ripley’s K test will allow us to quantify the clustering and make definitive statements
about particle clustering in response to simulation dynamics, a useful tool in the field of
multiscale directed-assembly of nanoparticle colloids.

Figure 7.11) A. Ripley K plot for HCP array of NPs B1. Plot for semi-equilibrated system. B1.
Plot for equilibrated system. C1. Plot for semi-clustered system. C2. Plot for strongly clustered
system

Figure 7.11 (a) illustrates how the K-value (top line) varies in magnitude for
radial distances out to 40nm, for the hexagonally close-packed (HCP) array of 6nm
particles in periodic 3-space with a lattice constant of 20nm (the system shown in Fig
7.10). The HCP crystal geometry among the particles at the beginning of the simulation is
reflected in the jagged K-value line, which indicates regularly spaced neighbors and
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absences of neighbors among the particles as would be expected in a system with
crystalline order. When this system is allowed to equilibrate, it follows path (b) in Figure
7.11, eventually losing the original form and becoming a straight line upwards, indicating
a negligible amount of clustering. When this same simulation is run with the conditions
of increasing bulk polymer fraction and increasing viscosity (strong attractive
interparticle force, limited mobility), it follows path (c) in Figure 7.11, and the K-values
become left-shifted and sharply curved, indicating strong clustering of the particles at 67nm.
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Appendix (B)
LAMMPS software source code
File Name (Description)
(Vincent force field header)
(Vincent force field)
(variable Adapt command header)
(variable Adapt command)

pair_vincent.h
pair_vincent.cpp
fix_adapt.h
fix_adapt.cpp
in.equil_65
(soft-colloid equilibration simulation deque, 2D, 65% area fract.)
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Pages
156 - 157
158 - 167
168
169 - 174
175 - 177

/*------------------- PAIR_VINCENT.h ---------------------*/
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------LAMMPS - Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator
www.cs.sandia.gov/~sjplimp/lammps.html
Steve Plimpton, sjplimp@sandia.gov, Sandia National Laboratories
Copyright (2003) Sandia Corporation. Under the terms of Contract
DE-AC04-94AL85000 with Sandia Corporation, the U.S. Government retains
certain rights in this software. This software is distributed under
the GNU General Public License.
See the README file in the top-level LAMMPS directory.
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifdef PAIR_CLASS
PairStyle(vincent,PairVincent)
#else
#ifndef PAIR_VINCENT_H
#define PAIR_VINCENT_H
#include "pair.h"
namespace LAMMPS_NS {
class PairVincent : public Pair {
public:
PairVincent(class LAMMPS *);
~PairVincent();
void compute(int, int);
void settings(int, char **);
void coeff(int, char **);
void change(char *, int);
double init_one(int, int);
void write_restart(FILE *);
void read_restart(FILE *);
void write_restart_settings(FILE *);
void read_restart_settings(FILE *);
int pre_adapt(char *, int, int, int, int);
void adapt(int, int, int, int, int, double);
// double single(int, int, int, int, double, double, double, double &);
private:
double cut_global;
double **cut,**cut_inner;
double **a12,**d1,**d2,**diameter,**a1,**a2,**offset;
double **sigma,**sigma3,**sigma6;
double **lj1,**lj2,**lj3,**lj4;
int **form;
// Here we list the Vincent-force related variables
// length in m, volume in m^3, molecular weight in g, molecular volume in m^3, density = kg/m^3,
pressure in J/m^3 (Pa)
double radi;
double surfSep;
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double adsorbedLayerThickness; // = 20e-9;
// (m) assume 20 nm adsorbed thickness (for testing)
(should be much less than the particle radius)
double adsorbedSegVolFract; // = 0.14;
// (unitless average vol fract) assumed in Vincent paper to
be approx 0.14
double adsorbedSegMolecWeight; // = 202.397;
// (g/mol) this would be about the molecular weight of
an alkanethiol with 12 carbon, 26 hydrogen, 1 sulfur
double bulkPolyVolFract; // = 0.03;
// (unitless) assumed for some graphs in Vincent paper
double polyDensity; // = 749;
// (kg/m^3) approximate density of C12H26S alkanethiol
double bulkPolyPenLength; // = 7e-10;
// (m) assume 7 angstrom free polymer penetration length
(for testing)
double solventMolecVol; // = 1.77e-28;
// (m^3) assumed in Rabideau & Bonnecaze (about .177
nm^3, near to the .2 nm^3 assumed in some graphs in Vincent)
double floryChi; // = .3;
// (unitless) should usually be <= 0.5
double depletionRange; // = 30e-9;
// (m) should be estimate ~ 1.4 times radius of
gyration of polymer (shorter than polymer)
double bulkOsmPress; // = -1168.8156;
// (J/m^3) back-of-envelope calculation given above vars
using eq. (17) from Vincent
double Fdep; // = 0;
// (J/m) force of depletion effect
double Fsmix; // = 0;
// (J/m) force of steric mixing
double Fsel; // = 0;
// (J/m) force of steric elastic repulsion
double FVincent; // = 0;
// total soft particle potential force
double f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8, f9;
// dummy variables used in computing forces
double tempVincent;
// local temp variable used in computing Vincent forces
double bufferDist;
// not used but mentioned in Vincent's paper, taken care of by Flory-Huggins solution theory
// double bulkPolyMolecWeight; // = 202.397;
// (g/mol) in our test system this will be approx equal
to adsorbed polymer molecular weight

void allocate();
};
}
#endif
#endif
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/*------------------- PAIR_VINCENT.cpp ---------------------*/
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------LAMMPS - Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator
http://lammps.sandia.gov, Sandia National Laboratories
Ryan Molecke, reason@unm.edu
Copyright (2003) Sandia Corporation. Under the terms of Contract
DE-AC04-94AL85000 with Sandia Corporation, the U.S. Government retains
certain rights in this software. This software is distributed under
the GNU General Public License.
See the README file in the top-level LAMMPS directory.
test compilation with following line:
mpic++ -O -I/Users/Reason/bin/fftw-2.1.5/include -MMD -MG -DFFT_FFTW -DOMPI_SKIP_MPICXX c pair_vincent.cpp
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */

/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------Contributing author: Randy Schunk, prschun@sandia.gov
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
#include "math.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include "stdlib.h"
#include "string.h"
#include "pair_vincent.h"
#include "atom.h"
#include "comm.h"
#include "force.h"
#include "neigh_list.h"
#include "memory.h"
#include "error.h"
using namespace LAMMPS_NS;
#define MIN(a,b) ((a) < (b) ? (a) : (b))
#define MAX(a,b) ((a) > (b) ? (a) : (b))
enum{SMALL_SMALL,SMALL_LARGE,LARGE_LARGE};
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
PairVincent::PairVincent(LAMMPS *lmp) : Pair(lmp) {
single_enable = 0;
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
PairVincent::~PairVincent()
{
if (allocated) {
memory->destroy_2d_int_array(setflag);
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

memory->destroy_2d_double_array(cutsq);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(cut_inner);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(cut);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(offset);
memory->destroy_2d_int_array(form);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(a12);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(sigma);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(d1);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(d2);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(a1);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(a2);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(diameter);

//
//
//
//
//
//

memory->destroy_2d_double_array(sigma3);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(sigma6);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(lj1);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(lj2);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(lj3);
memory->destroy_2d_double_array(lj4);

}
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void PairVincent::compute(int eflag, int vflag)
{
double PI = 3.14159265358979323846; // why do I need this line?
double Kb = 1.3806503e-23;
// (J/K) the Boltzmann constant
double Avagadro = 6.0214179e23;
// (/ mol) the Avagadro constant
int i,j,ii,jj,inum,jnum,itype,jtype;
double xtmp,ytmp,ztmp,delx,dely,delz,evdwl,fpair;
double r,factor_lj;
int *ilist,*jlist,*numneigh,**firstneigh;

evdwl = 0.0;
if (eflag || vflag) ev_setup(eflag,vflag);
else evflag = vflag_fdotr = 0;
// fprintf(stderr,"evflag = %d\n",evflag);
double **x = atom->x;
double **f = atom->f;
int *type = atom->type;
int nlocal = atom->nlocal;
int nall = nlocal + atom->nghost;
double *special_lj = force->special_lj;
int newton_pair = force->newton_pair;
inum = list->inum;
ilist = list->ilist;
numneigh = list->numneigh;
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firstneigh = list->firstneigh;
// fprintf(stderr,"saw inum: %d\n",inum);
// loop over neighbors of my atoms
for (ii = 0; ii < inum; ii++) {
i = ilist[ii];
xtmp = x[i][0];
ytmp = x[i][1];
ztmp = x[i][2];
itype = type[i];
jlist = firstneigh[i];
jnum = numneigh[i];
radi = atom->shape[itype][0];
radi += bufferDist;
//this allows you to push force curve in or outwards
// fprintf(stderr,"particle %d (jnum = %d) at %g %g %g\n",i,jnum,x[i][0],x[i][1],x[i][2]);
for (jj = 0; jj < jnum; jj++) {
j = jlist[jj];
if (j < nall) factor_lj = 1.0;
else {
factor_lj = special_lj[j/nall];
j %= nall;
}
delx = xtmp - x[j][0];
dely = ytmp - x[j][1];
delz = ztmp - x[j][2];
r = sqrt(pow(delx,2) + pow(dely,2) + pow(delz,2)); // distance between particle centers
jtype = type[j];
//fprintf(stderr,"r: %g, cutoff: %g\n",r,cut[itype][jtype]);
//
if (r >= cut[itype][jtype]) continue; // cutoff distance exceeded?

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// computation of soft particle "Vincent" potential begins here (RM)
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Fdep = 0;
Fsmix = 0;
Fsel = 0;
// distance between particle centers, r
surfSep = r - 2*radi; // surface-to-surface seperation between particles i,j
if ( adsorbedLayerThickness < surfSep && surfSep < 2*adsorbedLayerThickness) {
// use derivative of potential eq. 26 from Vincent '86 for steric mixing force
// steric elastic force is zero in this case
f1 = 3*PI*radi*Kb*tempVincent/(5*solventMolecVol);
f2 = adsorbedSegVolFract/pow(adsorbedLayerThickness,4);
f3 = 0.5 - floryChi;
f4 = 2*adsorbedLayerThickness - surfSep;
f5 = pow(f4,5);
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Fsmix = f1*f2*f3*f5;
} else if (0 < surfSep && surfSep <= adsorbedLayerThickness){
// use derivative of potential eq. 28 from Vincent '86 for steric mixing force
// use derivative of potential eq. 29 from Vincent '86 for steric elastic repulsive force
f1 = -4*PI*radi*pow(adsorbedLayerThickness,2)*Kb*tempVincent/solventMolecVol;
f2 = pow(adsorbedSegVolFract,2)*(0.5 - floryChi);
f3 = 1/(2*adsorbedLayerThickness) - 1/surfSep;
Fsmix = f1*f2*f3;
//fprintf(stderr,"surfSep: %g, f1: %g, f2: %g, f3: %g, Fsmix: %g\n",surfSep,f1,f2,f3,Fsmix);
f1 = 2*PI*radi*Kb*tempVincent*polyDensity*adsorbedSegVolFract*adsorbedLayerThickness/adsorbedSegMo
lecWeight;
f2 = log(surfSep*pow(3-surfSep/adsorbedLayerThickness,2)/(4*adsorbedLayerThickness));
Fsel = 1000*Avagadro*f1*f2;
//fprintf(stderr,"
f1: %g, f2: %g, Fsel: %g\n",f1,f2,Fsel);
}
if ( bulkPolyPenLength <= adsorbedLayerThickness){
if ( 2*(adsorbedLayerThickness - bulkPolyPenLength) < surfSep && surfSep <
2*(adsorbedLayerThickness + depletionRange - bulkPolyPenLength)){
//use derivative of potential eq. 23 from Vincent '86 for depletion force
f1 = 2*PI*radi;
f2 = bulkOsmPress;
f3 = depletionRange + adsorbedLayerThickness - bulkPolyPenLength - surfSep/2;
Fdep = f1*f2*f3;

} else if ( 0 < surfSep && surfSep <= 2*(adsorbedLayerThickness - bulkPolyPenLength)) {
//assume depletion force levels out here - modeled for accuracy in Matlab

//

f1 = 2*PI*radi;
f2 = bulkOsmPress;
f3 = depletionRange;
Fdep = f1*f2*f3;
fprintf(stderr,"Fdep static region, f1: %g, f2: %g, f3: %g, Fdep: %g\n", f1, f2, f3, Fdep);

}
} else { // in the case bulkPolyPenLength > adsorbedLayerThickness, different condition for depletion
range
if ( 0 < surfSep && surfSep < 2*depletionRange) {
//use derivative of potential eq. 23 from vincent '86 for depletion force (with
adsorbedLayerThickness set = to bulkPolyLength)
f1 = 2*PI*radi;
f2 = bulkOsmPress;
f3 = depletionRange - surfSep/2;
Fdep = f1*f2*f3;
}
}
FVincent = Fsmix + Fsel + Fdep;
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if (FVincent > 1e-9) FVincent = 1e-9;
// THIS IS THE FORCE CUTOFF (can optionally be set by
the user)
FVincent /= r;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// computation of soft particle "Vincent" potential ends here (RM)
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
fpair = FVincent;
//fprintf(stderr,"surfSep: %g, FVincent: %g\n",surfSep,fpair);
//
fprintf(stderr,"evtally(%d,%d,%d,%d,%g,%g,%g,%g,%g,%g)\n",i,j,nlocal,newton_pair,evdwl,0.0,fpair,del
x,dely,delz);
if (eflag) evdwl *= factor_lj;
f[i][0] += delx*fpair;
f[i][1] += dely*fpair;
f[i][2] += delz*fpair;
//fprintf(stderr,"parrticle %d, x: %g,y: %g,z: %g\n",i,x[i][0],x[i][1],x[i][2]);
//fprintf(stderr,"particle force (particle %d) Fx: %g, Fy: %g, Fz: %g\n",i,f[i][0],f[i][1],f[i][2]);
if (newton_pair || j < nlocal) {
f[j][0] -= delx*fpair;
f[j][1] -= dely*fpair;
f[j][2] -= delz*fpair;
//fprintf(stderr,"parrticle %d, x: %g,y: %g,z: %g\n",j,x[j][0],x[j][1],x[j][2]);
//fprintf(stderr,"particle force (particle - %d) Fx: %g, Fy: %g, Fz: %g\n",j,f[j][0],f[j][1],f[j][2]);
}
//fprintf(stderr,"evflag = %d\n",evflag);
if (evflag){
ev_tally(i,j,nlocal,newton_pair,evdwl,0.0,fpair,delx,dely,delz);
//
ev_tally(i,j,nlocal,1,evdwl,0.0,fpair,delx,dely,delz);
//
fprintf(stderr,"evtally(%d,%d,%d,%d,%g,%g,%g,%g,%g,%g)\n",i,j,nlocal,newton_pair,evdwl,0.0,fpair,del
x,dely,delz);
}
}
}
if (vflag_fdotr) virial_compute();
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------allocate all arrays
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void PairVincent::allocate()
{
allocated = 1;
int n = atom->ntypes;
setflag = memory->create_2d_int_array(n+1,n+1,"pair:setflag");
for (int i = 1; i <= n; i++)
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for (int j = i; j <= n; j++)
setflag[i][j] = 0;
cutsq = memory->create_2d_double_array(n+1,n+1,"pair:cutsq");
cut = memory->create_2d_double_array(n+1,n+1,"pair:cut");
cut_inner = memory->create_2d_double_array(n+1,n+1,"pair:cut_inner");
offset = memory->create_2d_double_array(n+1,n+1,"pair:offset");
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------global settings
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void PairVincent::settings(int narg, char **arg)
{
if (narg != 1 && narg != 0){
// fprintf(stderr,"saw %d args, %s, %s, %s\n",narg,arg[0],arg[1],arg[2]);
error->all("Illegal pair style command: wrong number of args for settings() in pairVincent.");
}
if (narg == 1){
tempVincent = atof(arg[0]);
} else {
tempVincent = 298;
}
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------set coeffs for one or more type pairs
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void PairVincent::coeff(int narg, char **arg)
{
double Kb = 1.3806503e-23;
// (J/K) the Boltzmann constant
if (narg != 12) {
fprintf(stderr,"saw %d args, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s, %s,
%s\n",narg,arg[0],arg[1],arg[2],arg[3],arg[4],arg[5],arg[6],arg[7],arg[8]);
error->all("Incorrect args for pair coefficients: wrong num coefficient arguments");
}
if (!allocated) allocate();
int ilo,ihi,jlo,jhi;
force->bounds(arg[0],atom->ntypes,ilo,ihi);
force->bounds(arg[1],atom->ntypes,jlo,jhi);
// fprintf(stderr,"saw %d args, %s, %s, %s\n",narg,arg[0],arg[1],arg[2]);
adsorbedLayerThickness = atof(arg[2]);
adsorbedSegVolFract = atof(arg[3]);
adsorbedSegMolecWeight = atof(arg[4]);
bulkPolyVolFract = atof(arg[5]);
polyDensity = atof(arg[6]);
bulkPolyPenLength = atof(arg[7]);
solventMolecVol = atof(arg[8]);
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floryChi = atof(arg[9]);
depletionRange = atof(arg[10]);
bufferDist = atof(arg[11]);
fprintf(stderr,"thickn: %g, segvolfrac: %g, segmolwgt: %g\nbpolyvolfrac: %g, polydens: %g\nbpolyplen:
%g, solvmvol: %g, fchi: %g, drange: %g, bulkOsmPress:
%g\n",adsorbedLayerThickness,adsorbedSegVolFract,adsorbedSegMolecWeight,bulkPolyVolFract,polyDe
nsity,bulkPolyPenLength,solventMolecVol,floryChi,depletionRange,bulkOsmPress);

// bulkOsmPress = (Kb*tempVincent/solventMolecVol)*(log(1-bulkPolyVolFract) + bulkPolyVolFract floryChi*pow(bulkPolyVolFract,2));
// osmotic pressure can be calculated directed (J / m^3)
double cut_one = fmax(adsorbedLayerThickness + depletionRange bulkPolyPenLength,2*depletionRange);
int count = 0;
for (int i = ilo; i <= ihi; i++) {
for (int j = MAX(jlo,i); j <= jhi; j++) {
cut[i][j] = cut_one;
//fprintf(stderr,"cut[%d][%d] = %g\n",i,j,cut_one);
setflag[i][j] = 1;
count++;
}
}
if (count == 0) error->all("Incorrect args for pair coefficients (vincent)");
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------Hook function for fix_change
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void PairVincent::change(char *arg, int scale)
{
fprintf(stderr,"fix_change called with args: %s, %d\n",arg,scale);
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------init for one type pair i,j and corresponding j,i
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
double PairVincent::init_one(int i, int j)
{
if (setflag[i][j] == 0) {
cut_inner[i][j] = mix_distance(cut_inner[i][i],cut_inner[j][j]);
cut[i][j] = mix_distance(cut[i][i],cut[j][j]);
}
cut_inner[j][i] = cut_inner[i][j];
return cut[i][j];
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------proc 0 writes to restart file
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
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void PairVincent::write_restart(FILE *fp)
{
write_restart_settings(fp);
int i,j;
for (i = 1; i <= atom->ntypes; i++)
for (j = i; j <= atom->ntypes; j++) {
fwrite(&setflag[i][j],sizeof(int),1,fp);
if (setflag[i][j]) {
fwrite(&cut[i][j],sizeof(double),1,fp);
}
}
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------proc 0 reads from restart file, bcasts
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void PairVincent::read_restart(FILE *fp)
{
read_restart_settings(fp);
allocate();
int i,j;
for (i = 1; i <= atom->ntypes; i++)
for (j = i; j <= atom->ntypes; j++) {
if (comm->me == 0) fread(&setflag[i][j],sizeof(int),1,fp);
MPI_Bcast(&setflag[i][j],1,MPI_INT,0,world);
if (setflag[i][j]) {
if (comm->me == 0) {
fread(&cut[i][j],sizeof(double),1,fp);
}
MPI_Bcast(&cut[i][j],1,MPI_DOUBLE,0,world);
}
}
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------proc 0 writes to restart file
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void PairVincent::write_restart_settings(FILE *fp)
{
fwrite(&cut_global,sizeof(double),1,fp);
fwrite(&offset_flag,sizeof(int),1,fp);
fwrite(&mix_flag,sizeof(int),1,fp);
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------proc 0 reads from restart file, bcasts
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void PairVincent::read_restart_settings(FILE *fp)
{
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int me = comm->me;
if (me == 0) {
fread(&cut_global,sizeof(double),1,fp);
fread(&offset_flag,sizeof(int),1,fp);
fread(&mix_flag,sizeof(int),1,fp);
}
MPI_Bcast(&cut_global,1,MPI_DOUBLE,0,world);
MPI_Bcast(&offset_flag,1,MPI_INT,0,world);
MPI_Bcast(&mix_flag,1,MPI_INT,0,world);
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
// double PairVincent::single() {}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------check if name is recognized, return integer index for that name
if name not recognized, return -1
if type pair setting, return -2 if no type pairs are set
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
int PairVincent::pre_adapt(char *name, int ilo, int ihi, int jlo, int jhi)
{
int count = 0;
for (int i = ilo; i <= ihi; i++)
for (int j = MAX(jlo,i); j <= jhi; j++)
count++;
if (count == 0) return -2;
if (strcmp(name,"adsorbedLayerThickness") == 0) return 2;
if (strcmp(name,"adsorbedSegVolFract") == 0) return 3;
if (strcmp(name,"adsorbedSegMolecWeight") == 0) return 4;
if (strcmp(name,"bulkPolyVolFract") == 0) return 5;
if (strcmp(name,"polyDensity") == 0) return 6;
if (strcmp(name,"bulkPolyPenLength") == 0) return 7;
if (strcmp(name,"solventMolecVol") == 0) return 8;
if (strcmp(name,"floryChi") == 0) return 9;
if (strcmp(name,"depletionRange") == 0) return 10;
if (strcmp(name,"bufferDist") == 0) return 11;
return -1;
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------adapt parameter indexed by which
change all pair variables affected by the reset parameter
if type pair setting, set I-J and J-I coeffs
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void PairVincent::adapt(int which, int ilo, int ihi, int jlo, int jhi, double value)
{
double Kb = 1.3806503e-23;
// (J/K) the Boltzmann constant
switch ( which ) {
case 2:
adsorbedLayerThickness = value;
break;
case 3:
adsorbedSegVolFract = value;
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break;
case 4:
adsorbedSegMolecWeight = value;
break;
case 5:
bulkPolyVolFract = value;
bulkOsmPress = (Kb*tempVincent/solventMolecVol)*(log(1-bulkPolyVolFract) + bulkPolyVolFract floryChi*pow(bulkPolyVolFract,2));
break;
case 6:
polyDensity = value;
break;
case 7:
bulkPolyPenLength = value;
break;
case 8:
solventMolecVol = value;
bulkOsmPress = (Kb*tempVincent/solventMolecVol)*(log(1-bulkPolyVolFract) + bulkPolyVolFract floryChi*pow(bulkPolyVolFract,2));
break;
case 9:
floryChi = value;
bulkOsmPress = (Kb*tempVincent/solventMolecVol)*(log(1-bulkPolyVolFract) + bulkPolyVolFract floryChi*pow(bulkPolyVolFract,2));
break;
case 10:
depletionRange = value;
break;
case 11:
bufferDist = value;
break;
}
}
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/*------------------- FIX_ADAPT.h ---------------------*/
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------LAMMPS - Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator
http://lammps.sandia.gov, Sandia National Laboratories
Steve Plimpton, sjplimp@sandia.gov
Copyright (2003) Sandia Corporation. Under the terms of Contract
DE-AC04-94AL85000 with Sandia Corporation, the U.S. Government retains
certain rights in this software. This software is distributed under
the GNU General Public License.
See the README file in the top-level LAMMPS directory.
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifdef FIX_CLASS
FixStyle(adapt,FixAdapt)
#else
#ifndef LMP_FIX_ADAPT_H
#define LMP_FIX_ADAPT_H
#include "fix.h"
namespace LAMMPS_NS {
class FixAdapt : public Fix {
public:
FixAdapt(class LAMMPS *, int, char **);
~FixAdapt();
int setmask();
void init();
void pre_force(int);
private:
int nadapt;
int *which;
char **pair,**param,**var;
int *ilo,*ihi,*jlo,*jhi;
int *ivar;
class Pair **pairptr;
int *pairindex;
int *awhich;
};
}
#endif
#endif
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/*------------------- FIX_ADAPT.cpp ---------------------*/
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------LAMMPS - Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator
http://lammps.sandia.gov, Sandia National Laboratories
Steve Plimpton, sjplimp@sandia.gov
Copyright (2003) Sandia Corporation. Under the terms of Contract
DE-AC04-94AL85000 with Sandia Corporation, the U.S. Government retains
certain rights in this software. This software is distributed under
the GNU General Public License.
See the README file in the top-level LAMMPS directory.
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
#include "math.h"
#include "string.h"
#include "stdlib.h"
#include "fix_adapt.h"
#include "atom.h"
#include "force.h"
#include "pair.h"
#include "input.h"
#include "variable.h"
#include "error.h"
using namespace LAMMPS_NS;
enum{PAIR,ATOM};
enum{DIAMETER};
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
FixAdapt::FixAdapt(LAMMPS *lmp, int narg, char **arg) : Fix(lmp, narg, arg)
{
if (narg < 4) error->all("Illegal fix adapt command1");
nevery = atoi(arg[3]);
if (nevery <= 0) error->all("Illegal fix adapt command2");
// count # of adaptations
nadapt = 0;
int iarg = 4;
while (iarg < narg) {
if (strcmp(arg[iarg],"pair") == 0) {
if (iarg+6 > narg) error->all("Illegal fix adapt command: wrong number of args");
nadapt++;
iarg += 6;
} else if (strcmp(arg[iarg],"atom") == 0) {
if (iarg+3 > narg) error->all("Illegal fix adapt command");
nadapt++;
iarg += 3;
} else error->all("Illegal fix adapt command3");
}
// allocate per-adapt vectors
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which = new int[nadapt];
pair = new char*[nadapt];
param = new char*[nadapt];
ilo = new int[nadapt];
ihi = new int[nadapt];
jlo = new int[nadapt];
jhi = new int[nadapt];
var = new char*[nadapt];
ivar = new int[nadapt];
pairptr = new Pair*[nadapt];
pairindex = new int[nadapt];
awhich = new int[nadapt];
// parse keywords
nadapt = 0;
iarg = 4;
while (iarg < narg) {
if (strcmp(arg[iarg],"pair") == 0) {
if (iarg+6 > narg) error->all("Illegal fix adapt command: didn't see pair declaration");
which[nadapt] = PAIR;
int n = strlen(arg[iarg+1]) + 1;
pair[nadapt] = new char[n];
strcpy(pair[nadapt],arg[iarg+1]);
n = strlen(arg[iarg+2]) + 1;
param[nadapt] = new char[n];
strcpy(param[nadapt],arg[iarg+2]);
fprintf(stderr,"param = %s\n",param[nadapt]);
force->bounds(arg[iarg+3],atom->ntypes,ilo[nadapt],ihi[nadapt]);
force->bounds(arg[iarg+4],atom->ntypes,jlo[nadapt],jhi[nadapt]);
n = strlen(arg[iarg+5]) + 1;
var[nadapt] = new char[n];
strcpy(var[nadapt],arg[iarg+5]);
nadapt++;
iarg += 6;
} else if (strcmp(arg[iarg],"atom") == 0) {
if (iarg+3 > narg) error->all("Illegal fix adapt command");
which[nadapt] = ATOM;
int n = strlen(arg[iarg+1]) + 1;
param[nadapt] = new char[n];
strcpy(param[nadapt],arg[iarg+1]);
n = strlen(arg[iarg+2]) + 1;
var[nadapt] = new char[n];
strcpy(var[nadapt],arg[iarg+2]);
nadapt++;
iarg += 3;
} else error->all("Illegal fix adapt command4");
}
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
FixAdapt::~FixAdapt()
{
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for (int i = 0; i < nadapt; i++) {
if (which[i] == PAIR) delete [] pair[i];
delete [] param[i];
delete [] var[i];
}
delete [] which;
delete [] pair;
delete [] param;
delete [] ilo;
delete [] ihi;
delete [] jlo;
delete [] jhi;
delete [] var;
delete [] ivar;
delete [] pairptr;
delete [] pairindex;
delete [] awhich;
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
int FixAdapt::setmask()
{
int mask = 0;
mask |= PRE_FORCE;
return mask;
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void FixAdapt::init()
{
// error checks
for (int m = 0; m < nadapt; m++) {
if (which[m] == PAIR) {
pairptr[m] = force->pair_match(pair[m],1);
if (pairptr[m] == NULL)
error->all("Fix adapt pair style does not exist");
pairindex[m] =
pairptr[m]->pre_adapt(param[m],ilo[m],ihi[m],jlo[m],jhi[m]);
if (pairindex[m] == -1)
error->all("Fix adapt pair parameter is not recognized");
if (pairindex[m] == -2)
error->all("Fix adapt pair types are not valid");
} else if (which[m] == ATOM) {
if (strcmp(param[m],"diameter") == 0) {
awhich[m] = DIAMETER;
if (!atom->radius_flag)
error->all("Fix adapt requires atom attribute radius");
} else error->all("Fix adapt atom attribute is not recognized");
}
//

fprintf(stderr,"var[m] = %s\n",var[m]);
ivar[m] = input->variable->find(var[m]);
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if (ivar[m] < 0) error->all("Variable name for fix adapt does not exist");
if (!input->variable->equalstyle(ivar[m]))
error->all("Variable for fix adapt is not equal style");
}
// set params to values for initial force calculation
// needs to happen here in init() instead of setup()
// because modify->setup() is called after pre-Verlet forces are computed
pre_force(0);
}
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void FixAdapt::pre_force(int vflag)
{
for (int m = 0; m < nadapt; m++) {
double value = input->variable->compute_equal(ivar[m]);
if (which[m] == PAIR)
pairptr[m]->adapt(pairindex[m],ilo[m],ihi[m],jlo[m],jhi[m],value);
else if (which[m] == ATOM) {
// set radius from diameter
// set rmass if both rmass and density are defined
if (awhich[m] == DIAMETER) {
int mflag = 0;
if (atom->rmass_flag && atom->density_flag) mflag = 1;
double PI = 4.0*atan(1.0);
double *radius = atom->radius;
double *rmass = atom->rmass;
double *density = atom->density;
int *mask = atom->mask;
int nlocal = atom->nlocal;
for (int i = 0; i < nlocal; i++)
if (mask[i] & groupbit) {
radius[i] = 0.5*value;
rmass[i] = 4.0*PI/3.0 * radius[i]*radius[i]*radius[i] * density[i];
}
}
}
}
}
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#------------------- in.equil_65 ---------------------#
# Colloidal 5.5nm diameter Gold coated with 12C alkane in Toluene with solvated PMMA
# Ryan Molecke
<3 Feb 14, 2011 <3
dimension 2
boundary p p p
units
si
atom_style ellipsoid
neighbor
3e-8 bin
neigh_modify delay 5
lattice
hex 6.496592e-9 origin 0.25 0.25 0 #65% AF
############ lattice spacing = radius * sqrt( 2 * pi / ( area_fraction * sqrt(3) ) )
# 5% AF: 23.42379 nm lattice
# 10% AF: 16.56312 nm lattice
# 15% AF: 13.52373 nm lattice
# 20% AF: 11.71189 nm lattice
# 25% AF: 10.47544 nm lattice
# 30% AF: 9.562725 nm lattice
# 35% AF: 8.853363 nm lattice
# 40% AF: 8.281563 nm lattice
# 45% AF: 7.807932 nm lattice
# 50% AF: 7.407255 nm lattice
# 55% AF: 7.062540 nm lattice
# 60% AF: 6.761868 nm lattice
# 65% AF: 6.496592 nm lattice
# 70% AF: 6.260273 nm lattice
# 75% AF: 6.047998 nm lattice
# 80% AF: 5.855949 nm lattice
region
box prism 0 31 0 18 -0.25 0.25 0 0 0
GISAXS (NANODIFT)
create_box 1 box
create_atoms 1 box

# this needs to fill a 200x200 or 300x300 nm box for

# 4*pi*r^3/3*19.3*1e6 (density of gold is 19.3g/cc, factor of 1e6 converts to cancel m^3)
mass
1 1.6812953e-18
# Shape Definition (x,y,z diameters of ellipsoid)
# calculated to match DLVO "hard-shere" and vincent potential at 0 surfsep
shape
1 4.8e-9 4.8e-9 4.8e-9
#Specification of pair Parameters
pair_style hybrid/overlay vincent 298 colloid 8e-9 lubricate2 554.2e-5 0 5.5e-9 8e-9 brownian 554.2e-5 0
5.5e-9 8e-9 298 944821 # 5.5nm AUNP, 298K toluene
pair_coeff * * vincent 1.6865e-9 0.13 202.397 0.08 202.397 749 3e-10 1.77e-28 0.45 1e-9 3.42e-10 #
12C alkanethiolated, in toluene/PMMA
pair_coeff * * colloid 2.5e-19 1.7875e-9 4.8e-9 4.8e-9 8e-9
# yukawa/colloid 5.959e6 3e-8
#pair_coeff * * yukawa/colloid 2.37e-15 8e-9 # calculated from Grahm equation (not working / not
relevant in this case)
pair_coeff * * lubricate2
pair_coeff * * brownian
communicate single vel yes
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velocity
fix
fix
fix
thermo

all create 298 97287
1 all nve/asphere
3 all rdfr 500000 /nano/scratch/reason/rdf.equil_65 3e-8 30 1 1
6 all enforce2d
50

thermo_style

custom step temp epair etotal press pxy

timestep 1e-11
dump
3 all xyz 4000 /nano/scratch/reason/equil_65.xyz
run
2000000
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# Colloidal 5.5nm diameter Gold coated with 12C alkane in Toluene with solvated PMMA
# 3D simulation
# Ryan Molecke June 29, 2010
# from 001.jpg from shisheng: 10px = 5.5nm -> .55 nm/px
# image size = 432x302 = 237.6nm x 166.1nm -> 39,465.36 nm^2 total area -> 3.946536e-14 m^2
# image contains 1101 particles, each having area pi*(2.75nm)^2
# total area of particles = 2.615788e-14 m^2
# area fraction = 0.6628 or 66.28%
boundary p p f
units
si
atom_style ellipsoid
neighbor
8e-9 bin
neigh_modify delay 5
lattice
hcp 30e-9 origin 0.25 0.25 0.25
region
box prism 0 16 0 10 0 20 0 0 0
create_box 1 box
create_atoms 1 box
# 4*pi*r^3/3*19.3*1e6 (density of gold is 19.3g/cc factor of 1e6 converts to cancel m^3)
mass
1 1.6812953e-18
# Shape Definition (x,y,z diameters of ellipsoid)
# calculated to match DLVO "hard-shere" and vincent potential at 0 surfsep
shape
1 4.8e-9 4.8e-9 4.8e-9
#operating parameters
#variable
srate equal 1
#Specification of pair Parameters (see notes from lab notebook, June 8, 2010)
pair_style hybrid/overlay vincent 298 colloid 8e-9 lubricate2 554.2e-5 0 5.5e-9 8e-9 brownian 554.2e-5 0
5.5e-9 8e-9 298 945821 # 5.5nm AUNP, 298K toluene
pair_coeff * * vincent 1.6865e-9 0.1 202.397 0.08 202.397 749 3e-10 1.77e-28 0.1 1e-9 3.42e-10 # 12C
alkanethiolated, in toluene/PMMA
pair_coeff * * colloid 2.5e-19 1.7875e-9 4.8e-9 4.8e-9 8e-9
# yukawa/colloid 5.959e6 3e-8
#pair_coeff * * yukawa/colloid 2.37e-15 8e-9 # calculated from Grahm equation (not working / not
relevant in this case)
pair_coeff * * lubricate2
pair_coeff * * brownian
communicate single vel yes #enables ghost atoms to store velocity (for multiprocessor runs)
######################################################################################
#####################################################
velocity
all create 298 97287
fix
1 all nve/asphere
fix
2 all wall/colloid zlo zlo 3.5e-19 0.48e-9 7e-9 zhi 980e-9 3.5e-19 0.48e-9 7e-9 units box
# this is the bottom (water) wall
dump
3 all xyz 20000 evap_test.xyz
fix
3 all rdfr 500000 rdf.evap_test 4e-8 400 1 1
compute
9 all msd
thermo_style
custom step c_9[4] temp epair etotal
thermo
250
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timestep
run

1e-11
1000000 # system equilibration

# now we set dynamically changing boundary, viscosity, bulk polymer vol fract, and chi params
# this simulates evaporation of toluene/PMMA into a thin film on the surface of water
# below lines set dynamic viscosity
#viscosity at beginning: 554.2e-6 kg/(m*s) or (Pa*s) => 554.2e-5 (p)
variable
visci equal 554.2e-5
#this is the reported viscosity value for toluene
variable
viscf equal 50*${visci} #this is the desired final viscosity
variable
equilsteps equal 1000000 #set this value to the number of steps used above for equil.
variable
numsteps equal 20000000 #number of steps for next phase, used for all dynamic variables
variable
newvisc equal ${visci}+(step/${numsteps})*(step/${numsteps})*(${viscf}-${visci})
#parabolic progression of viscosity
fix
11 all adapt 1000 pair lubricate2 mu 1 1 newvisc pair brownian mu 1 1 newvisc
# below lines set dynamic bulk polymer volume fraction (bpvf)
variable
bpvfi equal 0.08
variable
bpvff equal 0.75
variable
newbpvf equal ${bpvfi}+(step-${equilsteps})*(${bpvff}-${bpvfi})/${numsteps}
progression of bulk poly vol fract
fix
12 all adapt 1000 pair vincent bulkPolyVolFract 1 1 newbpvf
#below lines set dynamic Flory Chi
variable
chii equal 0.1
variable
chif equal 0.4
variable
newchi equal ${chii}+(step-${equilsteps})*($108-${chii})/${numsteps}
of chi
fix
13 all adapt 1000 pair vincent floryChi 1 1 newchi

#linear

#linear progression

#below line controls moving (top) air wall
fix
22 all wall/colloid zhi 980e-9 3.5e-19 0.48e-9 7e-9 vel 0.0046 units box # this is the
moving (air) wall
dump_modify
run

3 every 10000
20000000 # evaporation phase
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